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GENERAL DISCUSSION
OF
INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES
In the year 1896 a school which had for its
aim the development of the child to the limit of his
capacities was established in Chicago by John Dewey.
This was the beginning of the so called "child centered
school," Since then three decades have past until
today we have scores of schools which have coursing
through them a unitary integrating theme: "individ-
uality, Personality, and Experience."
It was not until 1905, however, that educators 1
interest in the work began. Since then the study of
individual differences has become of great concern. Too
many educators have taken too exactly the old statement
that, "All men are created equal," They have indeavored
to teach upon the false idea that a person can do anything
he has set his mind upon doing,
"New schools" are not unique with our generation.
Since the first days of our national life each decade has
had its own education. Until the turn of the century,
however, every innovation was an attach upon the surface,
an attempt at administrative reorganization. The most
fundamental part of the reconstruction work was neglected
child interest as the orientating center of the school
program.
1
2.
Many plans for the further development
of the child have been introduced by various educators,
"An analysis of individual differences at
early adolescence shows that there are many kinds -
some due to nature and some to nurture. Briefly stated
they are of race, sex, age, physical development, health,
intellectual inheritance, and training interests, tastes,
and aptitudes, environment, family traditions, social
and economic status, aspirations, probably future schooling,
and command of the English language,"
Regarding race as a basis of individual differ-
ences, brief studies between whites and negroes and whites
and Chinese tended to show the white races to be superior,
Negro boys had only 57$ of the average attained by white
boys, Negro girls had 60$ of that attained by white girls.
Only 7,5$ of negroes reached the white median; 92,5$ of
whites exceeded the negro median. In general mentality
negroes were found to have only 20$ of their number equal
or superior to the average attained by white people, while
75$ of the whites were found equal or superior to the
negroes' average. The study of Chinese and whites resulted
in an average of 84 for Chinese boys and 77 for Chinese
girls. The boys 1 average showed 86,6$ of American learning
efficiency; the girls 1 average showed 77,9$ of American
learning efficiency. The averages were obtained by the
use of various tests.
14
Doctor Francis A. Vt/oods of M. I. T, in a study
of the racial origins of successful men using as his
authority, "Who's Who in America," shows the following
to be true: Much of New York's prominence is due to
the migration of New Englanders from Massachusetts and
Connecticut. Arranging the fifty most common names in
New York City in the order in which, they are most common
on the other side of the Atlantic, Doctor Woods found
nineteen of them fell to England and Wales, eight to
Scotland, and fifteen to Ireland, while eight were
characteristically German or Jewish, Seeking them in
'who's Who" he found that the nineteen English furnished
168, the eight Scotch furnished 57, the fifteen Irish
furnished 37, and the eight German or Jewish cases
furnished only one. The Dutch element has failed to
maintain its general leadership in New York while the
English element has. Summarizing this type of study wo
find that the English and Scotch ancestry are distinctly
in possession of the leading positions at least from the
standpoint of being widely known, and that in proportion
to their number, the English are from three to ten times
as likely, as compared with the other races, to achieve
positions of national distinction.
Hereditary studies have been made by Galton,
Thorndike, and Goddard, as well as countless others,
Galton f s studies of tv/ins showed ^hat those twins who
were alike remained alike though subjected to different
treatment, while those that were different remained
different in spite of similarity of treatment.
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Goddard studying feeblemindedness stated
heredity to be the chief cause of mental defects,
Galton in his study of hereditary genius said there
is no question of the preponderant influence of
heredity, not neglecting the fact that there is
always the question as to the part played by favorable
family influence and training*
Thorndike noting the wide range of achieve-
ment of pupils of the same school training suggests that
differences born in them play a large part in determin-
ing the differences found in them.
ENVIRONMENT AS A BASIS FOR INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES.
A study of occupations and professions of those
of the North and South showed that very few Southerners
were men of science as compared with men of Northern
states. The influences of the South did not urge men to
go into science. Northern universities invite the
careers of science and letters. Southern influences
tend towards producing men of affairs rather than
scientists.
A comparison between city and country children,
eight years of age in substitute tests, logical memory,
rote memory, association and completion tests, showed
country pupils only 60% as high as city children.
Studies of those from eight to eighteen years showed
city boys and city girls in advance of country boys and
girls in digit-symbol-substitute tests.
(
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Heredity and enviroment are complementary, as
shown by the life of a child born with a gift for music,
yet into whose life a piano will never come. In spite of
his hereditary genius, such a child will never attain a
musical career; his environment will prevent it. On the
other hand a child not gifted musically, yet surrounded
by wealth giving every opportunity for a career, will not
attain it because of his heredity.
Fears constitute a persistent source of differ-
ences in pupils; fear of the teacher, of a principal, of
other pupils, of a subject, of a difinite part of a
subject (long division in arithmetic), fear of ridicule,
of standing before a class, of certain playground activities.
Inhibition of fear is another source of diffep-
ences. The child saying *I don't know", or, "i can't",
sometimes means he is willing but the pathway of expression
is closed off.
"in general, pupils differ in school by reason of
the development of their general and specific abilities to
various points along the rise of learning curve. This is
responsible for idiosyncracies of development, of foundations,
of apperception, and of activity, which in turn put each
pupil at a disadvantage, and hinder his development in
certain abilities which should grow out of the underlying
matrix. Therefore, different amounts of time are required
by the various pupils for the mastery of topics, and differ-
ent amounts of drill are needed for the development of
abilities."

PLANS EMPLOYED BY VaRIOUS SCHOOL SYSTEMS
TO. MEET INDIVIDUAL NEEDS.
BATAVIA PLAN
The Batavia Plan, used in Batavia, New York, calls
for an assistant teacher to work with the pupils at the
lower end of the class. By the end of a semester each pupil
completes the same amount of work. Each class, however, is
a heterogeneous group*
CAMBRIDGE PLAN
The Cambridge Plan makes it possible for a pupil
to complete the eight year course in six to eight years,
It is possible for him to change from the Basal Course to the
Parallel Course at five different times during the entire
course of study.
DALT 033 PLAN
This plan is not supposed to be used below the
fourth grade. Departmentalism is the first step here but
not in the limited sense in which the term is ordinarily
used. Here the system abolishes grade class rooms but
keeps grade divisions for convenience in grouping the
children and in planning the curriculum. The teacher of
geography for instance has a special room to which the
pupils of all grades go for instruction, study, reading, and
work of any geographical nature. Redistribution of the school
furniture is necessary in order that each laboratory may have
desks and chairs suitable for the children of the different
grades
.

7.
The pupils are not governed "by a definite program
and a set time table. A different method of instruction is
thus necessary. The work in each subject is planned by the
teacher in a series of monthly instalments, subdivided into
weekly sections.
Each assignment has the grades or levels of
attainment - a lower, a middle, and a higher level. Pupils
choose the level at which they will work. Oral conferences
are held at a certain hour each day for the discussion of
difficulties, etcetera. This plan takes account of the
individual child v;ho is allowed to progress according to his
ability - being neither held back by the slow nor forced
along too rapidly by the brilliant. The child is free to
work on any subject he pleases, as long as he chooses and
at his own rate of speed, unhindered, unhurried, uninterrupted,
and unflurried. Many pupils go through school in a shorter
period which reduces the cost to the public.
The Dalton Laboratory rlan has three formal
principles - freedom, cooperation and interaction of group
life or community living, the proportion of effort to
attainment, or budgeting time.
The children working under this plan which special-
izes in the individual instruction of the pupils, mingle and
live within the school. The work is given in a series of
related jobs to be done in a school month of twenty days.
This plan may also be used in weekly units. The time saved
on one subject may be devoted to working upon another subject.
4
8.
Each laboratory has fifty pupils and five teachers
assigned to it. The teachers 1 part is to guide the work,
check up on it, and assign new work. All contracts for one
month must be finished before a pupil is permitted to start
on the next assignment. If it is finished in a week the new
work may be taken up; if five weeks are required to complete
the assignment of four weeks, that too, is within the idea of
the Dalton Plan. The plan has taken quite a hold in England,
where the results were so highly satisfactory as to win the
enthusiasm of numerous educators.
Individual Instruction in Detroit
Tests in arithmetic in 1910 resulted in the con-
clusion that improvement in arithmetic should be gained by
a device reaching each individual and enabling him to progress
at his own rate.
In 1914 there were introduced the Detroit Standardized
Practice Tests in Arithmetic, specifically designed to enable
the teacher to adjust drill work in arithmetic to the needs of
her individual pupils. Practical tests in handwriting were
introduced in 1918, The picture-story reading lesson was
introduced in 1921 followed in 1922 by "Progress Lessons in
Spelling", and in 1923 "Remedial Lessons in Punctuation and
Capitalization", as well as "uemedial Lessons in Grammatical
Forms" were put to use.
4
9.
The Differentiated Course Plan
By this plan the pupils are divided into three
groups in which the requirements differ. In each grade through
the sixth there are three groups. The slow group completes
what is commonly called the minimum essentials, the average
group completes a little more work, and the gifted group
completes still more work. This plan does not make provision
for a more rapid promotion of the gifted group, hut does plan
for greater enrichment of the course of study*
Gary, Indiana, Plan
Extra time is given laggards. There are rapid,
average, and slow-moving groups. The schools are open on
Saturday for individual instruction. Summer schools are
coiiducted for eight weeks, for individual adjustments.
Throughout the year in all classes an intensive study is
made of problem cases.
Individual Work in the Sixty-first Street School
Group intelligence tests and standardized achieve-
ment tests are used to group the children and to place each
as to group and type, at the work he needs in each subject.
Certain levels are provided. When a child finished
it, or when he finds the work too easy, he asks for a test in
that subject. If he passes the test he takes up the work of
the next level; if not, he works longer on the same level
before asking for another test. Discipline furnishes no
problem; there is much freedom.

10.
Individual Work in Public School Number Sixty-four, New York
In New York City an experiment was made, first, to
reduce retardation; second, to make homogeneous groups for
instruction; third, to increase the understanding of the
individual child. A study of three hundred eighteen cities
had shown one third of the children retarded. In New York
City, thirty-one percent of the children were found to be
over-age in the grades. It was discovered that while some
pupils were adventitiously retarded, there were many for
whom something might be done. Extra time after school in
reaching the laggards was one method of helping v/hich was
employed; the employment of a "Visiting Teacher" was another;
testing, another.
The children in Public School Number Sixty-four
were grouped psyschologically as a result of the testing
into:
1. "The Terman 11 classes, for the very superior group.
No skipping was permitted but an enriched curriculum
afforded an opportunity for completing eight years
work in six years,
2. "Superior" classes, with a regular curriculum, for
children above average. Eight years' work was com-
pleted in seven years.
3. "Slightly above average" classes v/hich made an extra
term,
4. "Average classes of children" deviating but little
from normal curve,
5. "Slightly below average" classes - composed of slower
children not definitely backward, who were allowed
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nine years for the completion of the work of eight years.
6. "Opportunity" classes - children definitely backward but
not mentally defective.
7. "Ungraded" classes - children below the average mentally.
The curriculum was completely made over by those in
charge of this department.
8. "Neurotic" classes, for children not mentally defective,
but behavior problems - tempermentally peculiar - in
need of a period of study and adjustment.
9. Classes for those physically handicapped,
A. Underweight.
B. Cardiac children of all ages.
Health was made the center of the curriculum,
10. Foreign classes - for children of families newly arrived
in the United States.
Pre-adolescent and adolescent boys were grouped
according to their physiological development.
The Health Education consisted of:
1. Dental Clinic
2. Eye Clinic
3. Health Clown to teach Health
4. Open Air Class
5. Nutrition experiments
6. Cardiac Class
7. Mental Health
A. Psychiatric Clinic in the school

12.
wNo abnormality characteristic of the insane which
cannot he seen in milder form in the general run of human
beings
,
M
The Terman Glasses.
"The gifted child has the capacity to develop a high
degree of skill or talent along any line in which his interest
lies. His many-sided abilities should be developed to preserve
the quality of balance, a part of his original endowment
,
M
The first class had twenty-five children whose I.Q's
were from one hundred twenty to one hundred sixty-one; chrono-
logical ages, nine to eleven - grade five. Cooperation and not
rivalry was encouraged, Soon after the formation of this class,
others were formed, until there were five different ones between
grades two and eight, with two hundred sixty-four children with
I.Q.'s of one hundred ten to one hundred eighty. Skipping was
tabooed as leading to pre-raature entrance into the high school,
with the result that the capacity to form social relationships
is hurt, A varied intellectual ration was introduced; a foreign
langijiage was taught by the conversational method; athletics
played an important part: swimming, basket-ball, etc; camping
trips were taken. Projects were carried on: neighborhood
markets, etc. The curriculum was an enriched one; the sand
box played its part in the work; and the atmosphere was an easy
social one. The teacher of each class was of the same degree of
intelligence as the children with a healthy emotional life. In
these classes special abilities and disabilities were compara-
tively rare.

13.
Ungraded Classes.
One hundred and fifty children from seven to sixteen
years chronologically; four to eleven mentally, with I.Q. 's
ranging from forty-one to seventy-five composed these classes.
Fifteen to twenty children were enrolled in each class. No
desk, table, or chair was screwed to the floor. The curriculum
took into consideration the childrens 1 capacities and experiences.
One room was used for shop work, another for academic work. A
band was organized among the pupils. In the arithmetic classes,
teams were organized; achievement tests were given; a model store
was equipped and made use of. Any nervous strain was avoided.
Dull-Normal Glasses,
These classes ranged in chronological age from
thirteen to fifteen years, and in mental age from twelve to
fourteen, and in Intelligence Quotient from seventy-five to
eighty-five.
There were numerous disciplinary cases in these classes,
which were limited in each instance to twenty-five pupils. Tact
and Salvation Army tactics were employed with the pupils. The
subjects were taught in an untradi tional or ungraded way. Shop
work was made an important item in the program and one boy built
an engine. A swimming class was held weekly.
Neurotic Glasses,
Children of this type do not get into the group where
they belong by reason of their intellectual endowment. Before
being put into the class for neurotic pupils, a child was ex-
amined by a psychiatrist. The neurotic child is of average in-
telligence only, as a rule. He is likely to make a scattering
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test or change his total rating on a re-test. The mousie
type of child, the foregoing type, the child in conflict
with his teachers, the child retarded in his emotional
development are types of neurotic children. The room pro-
vided for the neurotic children had free furniture. Physical
health was stressed. Rest chairs were provided to which the
children might go at any time. Medical and surgical treatment
were provided if necessary. Shower baths were provided for
dailyj swimming periods once a week.
The teachers chosen had a scientific attitude toward
the emotional necessities of human life. Yiholesale activity
coupled with a desire and attempt to win the confidence of the
child go a long way toward saving him from delinquincy, the
problem with so many of these children. Of a class of twenty-
two children, seventeen were returned to their regular classes
in from one to three years.
Vocational Counseling.
Counsellor tried:
1. To keep child in school as long as possible.
2. To keep child in most difficult grade of which he
was capable.
3. To keep child in general course as long as possible,
delaying the choice of training for specific occupations
until as late as possible.
4. To give advice on the basis of interest, intelligence,
and school history.

15.
Vocational interests of the students were kept in
mind in selecting books. Different kinds of work were dis-
cussed; professions, commercial work, technical work.
Experiments in Public School Number Sixty-Four were
with three thousand pupils and continued from September 1916
to January 1922. Cooperation was obtained from The Boy's
Club, which gave the use of the gymnasium; the New York Public
Library, which gave a permanent supply of reference books for
the classes for gifted children; Hospitals and Dispensaries of
New York; Departments of Physical Education and Board of
Education Pediatrist; Association for Prevention and relief of
Heart Disease; and Professor Lev/is Terra ah, who gave scientific
guidance in the work of classification. Individual differences
were definitely studied and catered to and the results of the
experiments were most gratifying.
Elsewhere, also, the subject of individual differences
among children has been receiving marked attention, and various
other experiments have been carried on to provide in a measure
for such differences.
Individual promotion as against class-room promotion
has been suggested. In this way, each child would move forward
at his own rate in the mastery of the common essentials of each
subject. An opportunity should be provided, under such a plan,
for group and creative activities such as projects for dis-
cussion, dramatization, and self-government assemblies, as a
means of developing the childrens' initiative, originality,
and cooperativeness
.
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It has been concluded that:
1. Ability grouping is only a half-way step; it does not
fully solve the problem of adjusting schools to in-
dividuals.
2. Individual work does save time, especially for the
brighter child and for the child who would ordinarily
be a repeater.
3. In Winnetka, individual work results in devoting an
unusually large amount of time to group and creative
activities
•
4. The tendency of individual instruction is not to rush
children through school, but to save time for broader
and deeper education.
5. Individual promotions decrease retardation and its
corresponding over-ageness
.
6. Individual promotions increase efficiency in tool
subjects.
7. They produce no evidence of greater cost than class
work; there is no effect either way.
8. No undue burden is placed on the teacher.
9. Individual work does not result in inability to do
class work well in the high school.
10. Promotion need not be from room to room, but from
unit to unit in a subject.
11. Complete individual instruction means developing the
individual on his social side fully as much as it means
developing his initiative and his originality or getting
the opportunity to master at his own natural rate each
element in the common essentials.

17.
Individuality of a One Teacher School in Connecticut
Similar to Illinois plan.
Afternoon work socialized as much as possible.
comparison of selected groups of pupils under the
individual instruction plan with the same number under a class
instruction plan, all with practically equal chronological
ages and approximately the same I.Q. shows that the pupils
under individual methods had an average achievement of two
years and one month over those under class instruction.
In two years pupils under this individual plan did
more than the normal grade requirements.
Mount Vernon, Mew York
One hour a day is provided in each grade for in-
dividualized v/ork in coaching laggards. One or more special
teachers are provided in school to help those children needing
more attention than the room teacher can give.
The proceedure is as follows:
1. The pupil is called to the desk
2. Teacher works to remove the most elementary difficulty,
even though it should have been grasped some years before.
3. The pupil is made self-helpful. The teacher never answers
the question directly when questioning will lead him to
arrive at the right solution.
4. Pupil taught in this way how to study.
5. Work wholly individual
6. Teacher finds child needing help, during class recitations.
7. Record of work kept.
8. Rest of class at work in regular fashion.

18.
Madison, Wisconsin, Individualization of Work in a Vocational School
In one class of fifteen pupils nine different grades
were represented:
1« All retarded "because of foreign birth.
2. All of the boys and girls disgusted with puplic schools
and academic subjects.
3. Retarded because of illness.
4. Retarded because of mental incapacities.
5. The eager and alert ones forced by economic
pressure into employment.
Assignments in booklets are given each student.
The rate of completion is determined by the pupil himself.
When his assignment is completed the child may continue with
the next.
Platoon Plan
The aim of this plan is to develop to the fullest
extent the individual's powers while doing those things that
are beneficial to society as a whole. The pupils in a platoon
type of school are divided into two groups. Group A spends the
first half of the morning and the first half of the afternaon
in the classroom and the second half of the morning and the
second half of the afternoon in the special activities rooms,
while group B starts in the day with activities and alternates
with group A throughout the entire day. This plan seems to be
in the main an administrative device to utilize all available
space
.
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Portland Plan
The Portland Plan is based on the same idea as the
Cambridge Plan except that it is possible to transfer at the
end of each year and half.
San Francisco Training School, State Teachers College
In the San Francisco Training School of the State
Teachers College, all classes from kindergarten through the
eighth grade have been operated upon an individual system
of instrviction. Dr, Burke v/ho really inaugurated the plan
was the person responsible for self-instruction bulletins in
arithmetic, geography, grammar, history, language, and
phonetics
•
In the Training School eych teacher keeps a record
of the promotions of every child in each subject. Provision
is made for each child to measure his own progress in reading,
etc. Each child draws his own books from the library. Books
for school reading are all right if the child is able to tell
the story he has read. "Home Header" - read at home; a child
tested in school upon completing any subject at the close of
school in June goes on from where be left off when he returns
to school in September, A child finishing before June goes
on with the advanced work. There is no skipping.

20.
The Vvinnetka Plan
In this plan no child repeats a grade, A pupil
takes as long as necessary to complete his work. If it
takes him a year and a quarter to do a year's work in
arithmetic he takes that length of time, but progresses in
his other studies. There are no recitations, but there are
discussions
•
This plan parellels the Dalton Plan.
1. Teachers must be enthusiastic.
a. Individual methods employed by teachers without
the individual point of view are of relatively
little value.
2, Easiest subject to individualize.
a. Grades one and two: sight words, phonetics,
common combinations,
b. Intermediate: spelling and reading.
c. Junior High School: mathamatics, shop work,
possibly grammar,
d. Senior High School: Mathamatics, Labatory work,
Shop work, and Latin.
3. Decide exact amount of knowledge and skill to be
mastered in the individual subjects. State this in
goals of achievement,
4, Prepare or select complete diagnostic tests to
cover these goals of achievement,
.
5, Select text books prepared for individual instruction
or prepare assignment sheets to cover the ordinary
test book. These should contain definite directions

to the child as to what points of the text he is
to study, supplementary progress exercises, and
self-correction answer sheets for all exercises,
6, Prepare a simple record system to keep track of
each individual's progress
•
7, Permit each child to progress at his own rate;
test on each unit of work as soon as completed.
Never permit him, unless sub-normal mentally or
physically, to proceed with a unit until he has
mastered the preceeding one,
8, Abandon all recitations in the individualized
subjects, substi tu.ting supervised study and
objective tests for the recitations,
9, Use time saved each day for group or creative
activities,
10, Keep the parents in close touch with the salient
features as these become accomplished facts.

22.
Conclusions on Individualized. Instruction
Individualized instruction is still in an experi-
mental stage; consequently there are imperfections. These,
however, are infinitesimal in comparison with the good which
it is doing wherever it has been tried, and which it will do
in newer fields.
The old course of study, in which every pupil was
expected to master exactly the same proportion as every other
pupil in the same unit of time and to the same degree, of per-
fection, is fast giving way to a curriculum which gives to
each child what he needs when he needs it. Subject matter is
being varied and enriched as needed, reduced to bare content
when of less importance. The use of the text book is becoming
limited; it is now being used only as needed, not as a center.
The old idea of going over and over all of the contents of the
book is being displaced and the material gleaned is what will
suit each individual.
The dangers of class promotion are being met by
individual progress. Opportunity is measured by the ability
to take advantage of it; hence the lav; of individual progress
is placing opportunity in its true sense within the range of
every child. Skipping is good if the pupils 1 abilities
correspond to the amount of skipping, but in a child, individual
and general ability are both in the making; and so satisfactory
development demands continuity during the earlier stages - not
skipping. Attention to individual differences detects many
children able to make more rapid progress than the majority of
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the class, yet who are not physically developed to an extent
which favors too rapid advancement.
The attempts to adjust schools to individual differences
which retain much of the class system and organization have in
their favor the socialization advantages not enjoyed to such an
extent possibly in those schools where there is a definite
"breaking up of the class organization, as in the Dalton and
Winnetka plans. However, these latter, with the time saved,
may devote frequent periods to group activities if they wish,
and get equally satisfactory socialization.
Efficient individual instruction requires different
training of teachers. The attitude of the teacher is found to
he the greatest single factor in making individual work successful.
True teaching is salesmanship and service. The teacher must
realize she cannot plan adequately for another, and it is foolish
and futile to try to do so. The old conception of teaching as
a process doing something to the child must be replaced and is
being replaced by the idea of its being a means of assisting the
child to do something for himself.
Up to a century ago, all instruction was individual
instruction. Then class instruction was introduced. This
method followed blindly along the lines of the institution, but
the individual suffered. The result was that a large number
of misfit pupils were driven out of school. Today the law
forbids the withdrawal before a difinite age, and many misfits
are obliged to remain. Unless something is done to solve the
problems of the many obliged to remain, yet finding no place
for themselves in school, the lav/ has fulfilled only part of
its duty. The study of individuals introduced here goes a

long way toward solving the problems of what to do with,
these boys and girls.
The general idea of dividing into alphabetical
groups, slow, normal, and fast moving is a step in the
right direction. It is not the whole story. It does not
eliminate enormous variation in individual achievement
and progress; nor does it prevent extreme over-lapping when
provided. Even where the grouping has been done as a
result of mental tests, as of equal mental capacity, there
is a wide range of individual rates of progress as soon
as an opportunity for range presents itself.

The Better Classification of the Seventh Year Pupils of
the Western Junior High School at Somerville, Massachusetts.
Strayer said, "a school class can never be thought
of "by an informed teacher as a homogeneous group which can
be taught constantly as a class and from whom may be ex-
pected an equality of achievement or attainment."
Intelligence tests bring out the differences in
children and overcome the problem of teacher judgment which
often under-rates the ability of a lazy pupil and over-rates
the bright pupil. The solution of the problem of individual
differences may be along one of two lines:
1. Individualization of instruction.
2, Formation of more homogeneous groups for group
instruction.
Either one of the solutions has as its basis the enrichment
of the curriculum for the bright pupil and the giving of so-
called minimum essentials to the slow pupils,
Dickson urges the use of the three track plan with
a differentiated course of study according to the ability of
the groups. This comes as a result of a previous statement
in which he said that about 90% of failures are due to mental
inferiority in schools where the same requirements are made
of all children. Opportunity classes may be maintained for
those children who have good mental capacity but have fallen
behind in their work through moving, illness, or other reason.
The special limited classes are for children who cannot keep
pace with the regular work of the school due to mental in-
capacity. Experiments in the elementary school, classifying

children according to intelligence and using different
courses of study in the various classes demonstrate that
the plan is sound educationally.
In the Vilestem Junior High School in Somerville
the better classification of pupils has long been desired.
According to the present classification pupils of all ages
and mentalities have "been placed in groups which are not
in the least homogeneous.
In the seventh year of this school are four
hundred and seven pupils divided into ten divisions. The
number of pupils in the sections range from thirty-one in
the smallest group to forty-eight in the largest.
The teachers have been forced to spend a great
deal of their time in finding out just v/hat each pupil is
capable of doing. Teacher judgment at best is poor, so in
order facilitate matters and make the groupings more hom-
ogeneous three intelligence tests were administered.
On Wednesday, December 19, the Otis Test was given.
This was followed by the Miller Test on January 2, The third
and final test, the Haggerty was given January 31,
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Explanations of Tables One to Ten
In this section is listed the occupation of
each pupil's father. In the following column we find
listed the occupation which the child intends to follow.
By having the pupil designate the type of work he intends
to pursue, we are able to guide him vocationally.
Under the column, average scholastic ability,
we find the average of the pupils grades which he has
obtained in the Western Junior High School to date.
The highest I. Q. obtained in the three tests
is recorded in the next to the last column.
The reason for taking the highest I. Q. was
because we felt it would be fairer to the child as un-
familiarity with tests and other conditions may have had
an influencing affect upon the results obtained.
In the last column is listed the rating of the
pupils home conditions. Ninety-one cases were studied,
and marked on the following bases.
1. Whether or not the parents were of a sympathetic
and understanding nature.
2. Provision or lack of provision for study,
3. Size of the family,
4. General atmosphere and conditions about the home.

The A-B-C-D-E method of marking was used:
A equals Excellent
B equals Good
G equals Pair
D equals Poor
E equals Wretched
1. Thirteen pupils were found to have ideal conditions.
2. Thirty-two had good home conditions although not
ideal.
3. Thirty-eight pupils were found to have fair conditions.
4. Seven homes were found to be poor.
5. One pupil had exceptionally poor home conditions.
The last eight home conditions were due largely to:
1. Nagging situations.
2. Broken up homes due to divorce.
3. Children living with people other than their parents.
4. Large families with no provision for study.
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TABLE 1
SHOWING PUPILS AND DATA FOR SECTION 1-1
WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS
Father's Pupil's Aver. High Home
Occupation Occupation Schol, I.Q. Cond.
Abil.
1 Baker, Robert Proof Reader Civil Engineer C 113 C
2 Bennekon,Carl Watchman Mech. Engineer B 115 C
3 B lake,Win slow Manufacturer Aviator B 134 C
4 Bowen, Fred Real Estate Dealer Musician B 129 C
5 Braman, Miriam Engineer Teacher C 135 D
6 Brown, Prisci 11a Prop. Filling Sta, Nurse B 137 B
7 Busher, John Lawyer Accountant C 104 C
8 Carpenter, Herbert Collector for B. E. Civil Engineer C 143 B
9 Coleman,Barbara Salesman Commercial Adv. B 174 B
10 Cook, Mar jorie Salesman Cook B 117 A
11 Corbin, Marion Meat Salesman Nurse B 121 B
12 Crispin,Wilson Civil Engineer Civil Engineer B 145 A
13 Drago,Gilda Tailor Teacher A 110 C
14 Edwards,Phyllis Estimator Sewing Teacher B 132 B
15 Eraery,Betty Supt. Hood's Milk Co • Nurse or TeacherB 145 A
16 Evitts,Barbara Salesman Nurse B 138 A
17 Farr, Marion Motorraan Teacher B 125 A
18 German, Claire Special P.O. Clerk Teacher B 129 B
19 Grant,Melvin Plumber Lawyer C 115 C
20 Griffin, Justine Real Estate Dealer Teacher A 130
,
B
21 Harris, Robert Florist Engineer C 124 A
22 Kenney, Murray Salesman Doctor B 139 A
23 Kernahan,Mildred Evangelist Author B 121 A
24 Kincaid,Mar jorie Engineer Secretary B 124 B
II
TABLE 1
SHOWING PUPILS AND DATA FOR SECTION 1-1
WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS
Father 1 s Pupil 1 s Aver, High.Home
uccupa tion Occupation Schol. I.Q Cond,
AMI.
<SO xvnowxe s j rtdymonu. iio & 1 o b cin l» r OX CllictXi Civil Engineer B 113 C
JL6W1 S , OcLUJUC J. L/ a o 1 -i
1 o "i" n f" a IIoqI ov> Carpenter C 93 C
UjIljpXUy UJGZ1 L» Ulil'jb Musician C 123 B
XVXd CJX» 11 W.XU.jtlXiil cUfl r ux xxx iiiu r xxxx bxicx Doctor B 142 B
PQ lacxll o J. lc Xll, UUU Oi u Salesman A 116 B
OU ivxorrxs f xxoucx o X5 Uol iicaa Civil Engineer C 111 D
OX JrCI'TiXnclCjX, HjCIV lgt? XXI SU.I ClIXOvJ ii^UXiU Teacher C 109 B
o*s uocn, uiiDSPb ftO o T> alX-L cAXX o cUX Manufacturer B 112 C
oo laic OXIXoX XNbXzj* 'jO» Work-N.E.Tel. C 109 c
1VX iVCi Civil Engineer c 127 D
oo omi \jn. 9 lud-i* j one u6 cr e o»ry ^ ivio i/iier / Artist B 130 B
oo OulXTal f IN a. Laid. XIXOX UclX kJCli IrtJl Civil Engineer C 122 C
O 1 opxxixitjy , u ctx uxyxx O dLX C LCI L it XVicliX CL^CX Teacher c 137 B
oo oucx j x cui , n.&xpxi o u ox c itt; t?_y cjx Trumpeter B 113 C
39 Thomas, Richard Electrician Doctor C 104 B
40 W anamaker , He1en Plasterer Teacher B 121 B
41 Wells, Evelyn Dentist Nurse C 106 C
42 White, Joseph Sheet Metal Worker Chemist C 121 B
43 Worcester, Elliott Salesman Pilot B 126 B

TABLE 2
SHOWING PUPILS AND DATA FOR SECTION 1-2.
WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
SQMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS
Father's Pupil's Aver. High,
Occupation Occupation Schol. I.Q.
Abil.
1 Allen,William Shipbuilder Lawyer B 118
2 Ander son , E sther Baker Author B 155
3 Bezanson,Mar shall Traveling Salesman Trav. Salesman B 147
4 Bowen, Lester Real Estate Dealer Teacher B 93
5 Cal amara, Francis Musician Drawing Teacher A 116
6 Callanan, Charles Mailman Aviator B 137
7 Cherry, Albert Manufacturer Draftsman C 104
8 Chicarello, Eleanor Candy Manufacturer Stenographer C 106
9 Copithorne,Lois Calico Colorist Teacher B 97
10 Coughlin,
J
hn Mechanic Engineer B 103
11 DelBono,Eva Shoemaker Teacher B 104
12 Downs,Donaid Carpenter Doctor B 111
13 Dunning, George P. 0. Clerk Annapolis C 114
14 Erikson, George Paper Business Annapolis B 130
15 Fletcher, John News Manager Aviator C 94
16 Harwood, Doris Editor Dancer C 123
17 Heintz, Preston Salesman Minister A 145
18 Hobbs,Beatrice Instructor Teacher C 111
19 Kenny Robert Salesman Business C 122
20 Keyes,Ruth City Clerk Secretary B 112
21 MacRae, Edith Jeweler Teacher B 106
22 MacRae, Ernest Jeweler Reporter C 76
23 Maraakes, James Lunch Prop. Aviator C 130
24 Matheson,Berton Carpenter Doctor C 109
t.
TABLE 2
SHOWING PUPILS AND DATA FOR SECTION 1-2
WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS
Father 1 s Pupil's Averg. High.
Occupation Occupation Schol, I.Q.
Abil.
25 Maytus, Agnes Insurance Collector Teacher B 113
26 McLean,Donaid Docotr Doctor C 112
27 Newbold, Richard Printer Doctor C 108
28 !Meara,Philip Bookbinder Policeman C 114
29 Oxley,J hn Porter Doctor C 91
30 Ray,Herbert Gas Measurer Baseball player B 121
31 Re, Dorothy Salesman Teacher B 102
32 Sallow, Allan Salesman Engineer B 123
33 Scott, Ruth Iron Worker Teacher A 127
34 Senior,Harold Restauranteur Minister C 130
35 Sterling, Natalie Bookeeper Teacher A 119
36 Stickney,Louise Western Union Secretary B 158
37 Sweetland,Beatrice Carpenter Doctor C 109
38 Taylor, Janet Draftsman Teacher A 131
39 Wentzell,H mer Salesman Salesman B 132
40 White, Charlotte Probation Officer Art Teacher B 111
41 white,Winifred Cook Teacher B 111
1c
TABLE 3
SHOW HQ PUPILS AND DATA P(R SECTION 1-3
WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS
1 Arzillo, Alfred
Father's
Occupation
Doctor
Pupil 1 s
Occupation
Doctor
Aver.
Schol,
Abil.
C
High.
i*q.
109
2 Blanchette, Raymond Barber Lawyer o 116
3 Brault, Mildred Printer Teacher D 121
4 Caggiano, Reynold Waiter Doctor P 114
5 Cronin, Margaret Laborer Teacher D 130
6 Cross, Janice Plumber Teacher p. 104
7 Drevitson, Stanley Manufacturer Lawyer n 131
8 Driscoll, Jane Salesman Artist D 136
9 DuPouy, Robert Salesman Lawyer 118
10 Ekstrand, Helen Piano Maker Secretary DD 117
11 Gobron,Walter Lawyer Salesman p 93
12 Hall,Dorothy Auditor Teacher QD 152
13 Hedley, Elizabeth Pattern Maker Teacher a 108
14 Hill, Robert Clerk Civil Engineer r\U 133
15 Holyoke,Shirlie Patent Maker Teacher D 132
16 Jolati s, Demetrius Vegetable Dealer Elec. Engineer •QD 187
17 John son,Whitman Salesman Doctor o 124
18 Keough,Thelma Carpenter Teacher C 125
19 Levinson,Lawrence Haberdasher Doctor B 144
20 Lindequist.Elna Cabinet Maker Nurse A 141
21 Linhares,Isabelle Lawyer Teacher B 97
22 MacDonald, Chester Carpenter Lawyer C 109
23 Macdonald,Mary Tel.&Tel. Co, Buyer B 131
24 MacFadyn, Pauline Steam Fitter Secretary B 126

TABLE 3
SHOWING PUPILS AND DATA FOR SECTION 1-3
WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS
Father's Pupil's Aver. High.
Occupation Occupation Schol. I. Q,.
Abil.
25 Malvey,Wilfred B. E. Employee Engineer C 124
26 Matthews,Lyman Lumber Company Lumber Company C 82
27 McNamara,Sallie Carpenter Piano, Teacher C 114
28 Novello, Frederick Shoe worker Engineer B 142
29 Parker,Doris Lawyer Secretary B 153
30 Pike, Glenn Electrician Civil Engineer C 127
31 Plumer,Madelyn Contractor Teacher A 135
32 Powell, James Clerk Chemist B 141
33 Price, Elliot Doctor Lawyer C 138
34 Rogers, Jean Minister Teacher A 118
35 Seaman, Eloise Salesman Nurse B 129
36 Sona, Edith Doctor Nurse B 128
37 Silva,Earle Barber Designer B 155
38 Small,Holmes Fuel Inspector Draftsman B 142
39 Tanzillo, Louis Operator Lawyer or Doctor B 114
40 Thompson, Ralph Salesman Aviator B 156
41 Tiki jian, Alice Real Estate Dealer Nurse B 112
42 Tripp, Margaret Fireman Lawyer A 132
43 Vercollone, Eugene Butcher Business B 111
44 Wooldridge,Ina Printer Secretary C 105
45 Ye e, Edward Laundryraan Business B 79
Ic
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TABLE 4
SHOWING PUPILS AND DATA FOR SECTIOH 1-4
WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS
Fathers Pupil's Aver.' High.
Occupation Occupation Schol, I. Q.
Abil.
1 Azar, George Shoe cutter Lawyer D 129
2 Beake,Lawrence Stock Mech. work C 148
3 Br eux, Clarence Actor Carpenter B 80
4 Carr,Emma Teamster Teacher B 129
5 Castro,Mary Barber Teacher B 128
6 Chi sholm, Virgin!
a
Contractor Actress B 131
7 Cotter, Edmond Salesman Photographer B 106
8 Currier, Frank Salesman Aviator B 131
9 Dargin,Donald Housekeeper (Mo ther) Lawyer C 110
10 Durgin,Margaret Accountant Teacher A 132
11 Elder, Herbert Business Marine C 79
12 Forsyth, Jeannie Carpenter Doctor A 159
13 Fowler, Cecil Contractor Draftsman B 98
14 Glass, Robert Salesman Business B 119
15 Greenburg, Frank Retired Musician B 104
16 Gr eenlaw,Wi 1 1 i s Steamfitter Stenographer B 98
17 Hanright, Charles Plumber Teacher C 116
18 Lev/is,Louise Painter Teacher B 96
19 Miller, Fern Foreman Teacher B 115
20 Molloy, Alice Conductor Engineer C 141
21 Mon ahan , Ri ch ard Hood Rubber Office work B 125
22 Pacheco,Belmira Kealtor Secretary B 124
23 Pat achiola, Eleanor Mechanic No idea B 141
24 Perry,Lucille Plumber Dancer C 72
I1
r
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TABLE 4
SHOWING PUPILS AND DaTA FOn SECTION 1-4
WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETT
S
25 Powe11,Phyllis
Father * s
Occupation
Auto Mechanic
Prraj 1 1 s
Occupation
Teacher
Aver s
Schol
•
Abll -
B
Hiah.
i.q.
114
26 Powell, J.Thurston Clerk Chemist C 167
27 Prescott, Gloria Machanist Desiginer B 126
28 Rappoli,Gilda Laborer Bookkeeper B 74
29 Renault, Alfred Conductor Fighter B 99
30 Sarkisian,Anna Confectioner Typist C 86
31 Shi ere, Charles Paymaster Motorman B 125
32 Wood, Margery B. E. Worker Teacher B 98
r
TABLE 5
SHOWING PUPILS AND DATA FOR SECTI0N1-5
WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
SOMEKVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS
7
1X Adams, Lawrence
Father ! s
uccup ax; x on
vi/auer uenoer
Pupil's
uccupa t_i on
iivxaxior
Aver,
OCllOX ,
Abil.
TX •
R ^
o ArmsTrough oxii ioro. Jr airni er Dusxne ss O Q R
O Baicon, Axoert> i\ avy o xuo
A
X5 XX {
cO r>assei<i-, jjop ouny TvTi t "v> o _*_\ 1 OQ
O Druioj L>exT_er A Q +• XX >1 D lOO
17
( oonxxn^iiiim am luO u OI uicLIl O yo
QO or o soy, iir biiur n. • n. • iMiipxoyee l> cirp snii er O
Q uxxon, j onn JTUX OCX iiv X a 1/ ox po
ilingXXSn, JiQV/cxX U. o t> ox e iceepex A Tr-I n4" /\¥)AVI do OX •R on
XX r enecneT; be, Jiii net u >_» ctx p cuo ex P O Kl TT\ £1 VI 4" v>u dx penuex QD 1 1 1XXX
1 2 luv wlldAi X _/ vX o w R XXV-/
iO uaziZsi aj o onn L/OOK dvy pO xux
X^fc noxmes , ii±Der u Jraxnijer onipper PO QQOO
xD j onn s l» onj«iii.n din v\ n a '}- YtooriQuo tor TVT o trtrin civy pO QQ
XO x\i s sacK| j-Qwarci xtngmeer jingineer Q«
JL f jjen j. ano f vtf a j. Tier dox diaKer jingineer XUo
XO KlaOl'U XX ixii f iLX X -j aUC uii. nuLiociiccycr ^inu uncx / vJX X IOC V/OX it P
1 Q wiax one ^ «j onn Dctggcige iiidb ucr nepor l er PO TITXX«J
20 MoNamara, Russell Prop, Gas Station Aviator B 109
21 O'Neill, Robert Drug Clerk Contractor D 98
22 Pepi tone, Phyllis Salesman Lawyer B 87
23 Pike,Wilma Electrician Saleslady C 68
24 Rawding, Dorothy Bus driver Nurse B 73
I
TABLE 5
SHOWING PUPILS AND DATA FOR SECTION 1-5
WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS
3*
Father 1 s
Occupation
Pupil f s Aver. High.
Occupation Schol. I.
Abil.
25 Rumery, Ina Clerk Secretary B 126
26 Shannon . Evelyn Western Union Bookkeeper C 57
27 Simpson, Muriel Shoe manufacturer Nurse B 113
28 ShalIwood,Muri e
1
Postal Clerk General maid B 125
29 Smart,Beverly Ass f t Engineer Secretary A 106
30 Sparkes,Blanche Salesman Nurse B 73
31 Spencer, Ernest Carpenter Mechanic B 113
32 Staple s, Ralph Cutter Engineer C 121
33 Sullivan, Prances Laundry worker Stenographer B 82
34 Sullivan, Veronica Candy worker Stenographer B 116
35 Thompson, Paul onaui i eur Merchant Marine B
36 Trapp, Sidney Fountain Pen Maker Carpenter B 112
37 Ugelini,Margaret Night clerk Stenographer B 98
38 Water 3, Joseph Railway starter Conductor C 112
39 Williams on, Neil Mechanic Aviator C 135
40 Wil son,WiHard Jobber Mechanic B 76
41 Wilt shire, Evelyn Surgical knitter Secretary B 76
{ - -
. f
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TABLE 6
SHOWING PUPILS AND DATA FOR SECTION 1-5
WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS
1 Be an, Edward
Father 's
Occupation
Superintendent
Pupil's Aver.
Occupation Schol.
AMI.
Annapolis B
High.
107
Home.
Cond,
C
2 Beers,Delta Carpenter Stenographer B 103 C
3 Boynton,Enmia Nursing (mother) Bookkeeper C 85 D
4 Brennan,Mary Chauffeur Secretary C 96 B
5 Buckler, Joan Meat cutter Stenographer B 142 A
6 Carl son,Mildred Monumental Worker Secretary C 105 B
7 Chakeri an, Alice Shoe repairer Stenographer B 141 B
8 Chateauneuf,Gert
.
Carpenter Stenographer B 133 C
9 Comber, Thomas Textile Industry Engineer C 121 C
10 Dakin, Raymond Engine Dispatcher Actor C 140 D
11 Dowme, Phyllis Cutter of Rubber Office work B 134 B
12 Ebinger, Adolph Machinist Engineer B 107 C
13 Ellis, Mary Baker Stenographer B 114 B
14 Everett, Thelma B .E. Employee Secretary C 115 E
15 Flagg,Myra Hood's Ice Cream Co. Bookkeeper A 132 B
16 Flood,Richard Painter State Trooper C 82 C
17 Fortini,Anna Potter Musician B 139 B
18 Franson,Dorothy Painter Typist C 79 C
19 Furlong, Dorothy Policeman Office work D 106 D
20 Grant, Donald Cashier Lawyer B 102 C
21 Graves, Herbert Laborer Quill worker D 91 D
22 Height on, Dorothy Engineer Bookkeeper C 99 C
23 Hie key,Mary Mechanic Stenographer B 124 C
24 Horsmsn, Stanley Boiler Inspector Inspector C 94 C

TABLE 6
SHOWING PUPILS AND DATA FOR SECTION 1-6
WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS
Father ! s Pupil 1 3 Aver. High, Home
Occupation Occupation Schol, I, Q,« Cond.
Abil.
25 Jacobs, Esther Clothier Secretary C 141 C
26 Keenan, Henry Iron worker Engineer D 90 C
27 Lyds t on e ,B arbara Druggist Secretary A 140 A
28 Marvin, Gertrude Printer Stenographer B 95 C
29 McCracken,Bernice Jaintor Teacher B 139 B
30 McWatters, Alexander B.E, Employee Navy C 89 C
31 Miller, Alice Ratheon Co .(mother) Secretary B 98 B
32 Mas on,Mary Naval Officer Stenographer B 125 B
33 Nicker son,Bernard Foreman Mechanic C 83 C
34 Northrop,Robert Traveling Salesman Army or Navy C 111 C
35 Osborne,Margaret Floor Walker Stenographer C 114 C
36 Oxley, Arthur Porter Engineer D 76 c
37 Quinlan; Arthur Glass Blower Foreman B 115 A
38 Randall, Everard Mechanic Business C 115 C
39 Ray, Virginia Supt. J.P.Squire ! s Stenographer C 116 3
40 Rice, Clay Insurance Agent Business c 113 B
41 Scalingi,Ciro Bootmaker Doctor A 138 C
42 Shaughn e s sy , Ev el yn B .E.Employee Stenographer B 121 c
43 Somers,Bertha Heat Treater Bookkeeper B 107 B
44 Sous a, Edward Rubber worker Mechanic B 116 B
45 Treen, Ernest B.E. Collector B ,E.Employee C 124 C
46 Ward,Ruth Plumber Stenographer B 146 A
47 Wat son, John Edison Shipman B 138 A
48 Wyllie, Isabella Carpenter Bookkeeper B 100 C
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TABLE 7
SHOWING PUPILS AND DATA FOR SECTION 1-7
WESTERS JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS
1 Alley, Virgin!
a
Father ' s
Occupation
Florist
Pupil's Aver.
Occupation Schol.
Abil.
Bookkeeper C
High,
I. Q.
91
2 Blondiet,Mary Mechanic Office work C 96
3 Buintsky,Mildred Salesman Bookkeeper B 145
4 Carr,Edna Clerk Teacher C 79
5 Cataldo, Harry Telegraph Operator Carpenter C 80
6 Cha s e ,Lawren c e Salesman Builder C 124
7 Chase, Thelma Salesman Stenographer B 113
8 Cummings,Donald Collector Engineer B 139
9 Davis, Evelyn Fruit Dealer Nurse D 64
10 Dion, Ruth Clerk Office work C 98
11 Dionne, Gerard Clerk Mechanic B 118
12 Dionne, John Supt. Bridge Repairs Aviator A 171
13 Doe,Yv'ilber Engineer Bridge Building B 119
14 Dunlap,J hn Floor layer Carpenter C 156
15 Eridson,Doris Salesman Stenographer B 138
16 Estabrook, Virginia Salesman Stenographer A 117
17 Glendon, Louise Fruit Store Office work B 90
18 Gosdigian, Mar
y
Retired Nurse C 115
19 Greenburg,Ida Fruit Pedler Teacher B 111
20 Hoos, Diamond Teamster Bookkeeper C 79
21 Kelly, Frances Motorman Stenographer C 96
22 Lane,Louise Stenographer Stenographer C 117
23 Lewis,Dorothy Engineer Teacher C 121
24 Linds tr ora #B arb ar-a Carpenter Stenographer B 130
15.
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TABLE 7
SHOWING PUPILS AND DATA FOR SECTION 1-7
WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
SOMEKVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS
25 Lopez,
J
3eph
Father 1 s
Occupation
Carpenter
Pupil's
Occupation
Policeman
Aver •
Schol.
Abil.
D
High.
I. Q.
80
26 Mancini, Angelina Shoe maker Office work B 101
27 Magoon , Margar e t Electrician Stenographer B 103
28 Mazaman i an , Mary Storekeeper Cashier B 117
29 McGr ath, Eli zabeth Inspector B. E. Stenographer B 112
30 Mills, Frances Carpenter Stenographer B 95
31 Mosher, Vernah Carpenter Stenographer B 122
32 Ott, Virginia Plumber Stenographer C 109
33 Pelicella, Vincent Tailor Tailor C 94
34 Pollock, Vesta Manager A & P Stenographer B 113
35 Powers, Albert Salesman Aviator C 115
36 Quigley, Katherine Chauffeur Stenographer B 119
37 Rodenhi zer , Gertrude Painter Stenographer C 72
38 Sacco, Conchetta Deceased Stenographer C 93
39 Sappini, James Rubber worker Secretary c 104
40 Taylor, TheIraa Carpenter Bookkeeper B 116
41 Walsh, Jsoeph Salesman Engineer c 78
42 Warner,Lillian Policeman Salesgirl B 110
43 Welsh, Lillian Brakeman Secretary B 127
44 White,William Deceased Poet C 97
45 Whi teacre , Evelyn Salesman Secretary B 86
46 Wolf , Francis Inspector Business C 83
5.
TABLE 8
SHOWING PUPILS AND DATA FOR SECTION 1-8
WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS
± r> ouureau, oxemenT>
Father 1 s
uc cupful on
Uxi"inx cdi vv ux J£t?x
Pupil's
Occupation
Plumber
Aver.
Schol
•
Abil.
B
High.
T Q
O
£j jdr ann , j an e t< O V* T~* V*1 4" O T»u cix p t?n i* ex Illustrator B QP>V o
O H vii t T ~\ o "Ki ^ -f— -f— QDrUCc^ MdX Oct «C dX IiioX Secretary B 1 OA.XW±
A
l» a±±cuitin , x1 x cLiiOi o T n T r ^ v> tt qt np q oXjX V t5X DU^lutJkjo Livery Business C 1 A.1_ ± X
RD o anijO j irnx .Lip OfciX t? ofnd.Il Cabinet Maker B 1 HQ
a
Kjd.ll \jj , iJKjL U 0X1 V Out? cLIIJ J? -L U b C? X Secretary B XO^r
1 Coppeal,Enis Cobler Nurse B 119xx<&
QO Cragg, Virginia Dectective Bookkeeper C
Q DeNatalie,Lena Foreman Sewing B i on-L VJ \J
i nXU Edward s , El eanor Constructor Office work B
11 Frenchwi ewe z, Josephine At home (mother) Stenographer B
12 Gib son ,Margaret Linotype Operator Clerical work B 1 ATIXrt (
13 Goddard, Annie Steward Stenographer B 1 DP.XUO
14 Griffin,Willi am Pa inter Musician B 1 OA
15 Haynes, Frederick Electrician- B aker C no
16 Hobbs, Chester Instructor Jeweller B i r\9
17 Hughes, Marian Fireman Teacher C XXi*
18 Hunt,Margaret Carpenter Secretary B 1 1 AX Xrr
19 Johnson, Hazel Carpenter Stenographer B 1 ^9
20 LaDuke, Victor Laborer Architect B 125
21 Lundberg,Lennart Ladder Maker Carpenter B 97
22 Mac Kay, Marie Printer Stenographer B 124
23 Mahigi an, Agnes Expressman Office work C 87
24 Olson, Arthur Carpenter Baseball player B 83

TABLE 8
SHOWING PUPILS AND DATA FOR SECTION 1-8
WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS
25 O^Vim^np A"l heTtW u U UJ> J. i ^ . LU. L> vl C
Father 1 s
Cio c*"\vn£) 1". i nnw m, c?. u x
VJn n r?wn r» Ice r*
Pupil's
D^Pin^n t: 'i onUOv Wj-'u u X JXI
"Rn
f
r *? pppT1
-1—tX X Pjx x X V> »W X
Aver,
h*/ VXXU X ft
Abil,
BXV
High.
T
-
— • "4 •
1 /LI
26 PflsVifP A Tin ft Bed Maker B 122
27 Pi oVei'.t .WftltfiPA X V Xi.N-' v ^3 ' LiS-Td or* er» —' - . x. c 87
28 Pi "h'hmfl'n'n * K nV) fi"P"h R & l^PT*X^ G*.X*.w X Ball PI averX—» X -u X X C*. V WA BXV 112
29 U nhi 1* i 1 1 p A'Pthnt*llUUX U C>- X X \-s * n.1 Oil LiX X X UvJ.^ U.i X V vX B all PI aver>XV O. _L. X XX d Y X c 103
30 SVt or* *h FT p fin or*WXX \_' X \J j 111 X CAl i Ui. Pr»i n "hpr*X X X XI UvX Tvni stt/ ir BXV 74
XXJu UjX ca.1 ^ w a x w AVI At", OT*X *. V X c> u ux G T 18X X^J
32 X OX JcVOX J liw. UlX fl UU l—X.HUX IlX X I fct. Arti stXIX L» -I- O B 99
33 Ther i ault , Ar thin? Fi Sherman Printer C 113
34 Walsh, Irvine At home (mother) Mechanic B 104
35 Warner,William In care of presses Engineer C 98
36 Willson, Frederick Secretary Carpenter C 141
37 Zee, Helen Carpenter Cook c 69

TABLE 9
SHOWING PUPILS AND DATA FOR, SECTION 1-9
WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS
A >~l /3 V> O /-v VI (1 /»""\ -v*/S VI
Father 1 s
uo c up d.i»x on
Mechanic
Pupil 1 s
Ul/t/ up 81 bX Oil
Aviator
Aver.
uonox
.
AMI.
O
High.
T Q
iOl
^ AuXcLIlSKj) -Ci£> UIlUx Tailor Teacher p. «? o
O Da U btJIl^D t?X XXX O t? At home (Mother) Secretary no xuu
Chauffeur Carpenter n on
K ~Q An (T D Q 1U O V* V> £i Y"J
<J D Or&t? o ^ a-X 1 t?XJ Railroad Conductor Aviator pLJ
d D oyce, <j osepn Designer Military Off, no xuo
( Dranj.eyj iwexyn Machinist Musician o QT
o rsrannj JiSLner Shoe worker Secretary JD xuo
y oo sman, narry Milkman Conductor nU Xuu
xu {jOZzqv 9 noDerx. Exterminator Aviator U QQ
xx DxiM&poxi
,
Henry Janitor Carpenter Li noy <i
it* x/ux x y, d ox in Auto Painter Engineer £5 oy
XO JLXQ.X XCLj^C jHUbc Shade Maker Typist aD XU /
Chauffeur Carpenter O •71/ J.
JL w uCHUSoJ. " j UiJ. Waiter Carpenter O X<2 /
J. Vj LTX aVCijuU, l)XX Laundryman Teacher -aX5 i noxuy
X. ( iJ nU^UCo jliUUCi Mail Despatcher Architect RD xxy
xo j oxiii ao n j uuu ex \i Carpenter Aviator nr>
1 Q TCn s na t» T,nf>v Auto Painter Stenographer do XU /
20 Kelley,Beatrice At home (mother
)
Secretary B 140
21 Maghigi an, Edward Tailor Mechanic B 85
22 Maniscalco, John Contractor Contractor C 76
23 McManus, Albert Carpenter Engineer C 91
24 Milliken, Russell Restauranteur Navy C 116
5.
1
TABLE 9
SHOWING PUPILS AMD DATA FOK SECTION 1-9
WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS
25 Mitchell, Edna
Father 1 s
Op Pima t",1 nn
Pi shwan
Pupil ! s
Op. pnn n "hi on
Aver.
Abil.
G
High.
T -
97
26 Morrison,Beatrice Mftr p. n an "h i—^ W W XXX O V U vi J-/
27 Murphy, Jeanette Pot ntiPT1J. - - - X W L/ CXX V C 91
28 Perechoduk,Walter B aker Engineer c 92
29 Rand all, Geneva M ft fin ani p. Stpnnfranb pr A 115xxU
30 Randall, Roger Mp^h ann p A vt a t*. nT»v x u \J± G 94
31 Richards,Wellington Sal e sman Av1 atrjr G 90
32 Sickle B,Willi am Nur se C aroerit er G 75
33 Slater, Ernest B aker —i - - p\ -t- ii ^ B 105•X. \J \J
34 Souza,William PnTM-n "hnnp Pi tit shpr' Mpf*"h fin *i pXUW Ox X ul iXlj G 97
35 Talma, Thomas Meat; Cii'h'fcfT* XJ c*5- * * ^ OX G 110
36 Tarr, Virginia Bookkeeper Secretary B 104
37 Thompson, Gilbert General Manager Aviator C 88
38 Twonsend, Gordon Draftsman Engineer B 103
39 Wallace,Lester Musician Musician C 110
40 W e s two od,Phoebe Electrician Piano Teacher B 121
1 f
5
TABLE 10
SHOWING PUPILS AND DATA FOR SECTION 1-10
WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS
Father's Pupil's Aver. High.
Occupation Occupation Schol. I. Q.
Abil.
1 Ambrogne, Elmer Candy Maker Engineer B 104
2 Barakat,Mary Storekeeper Secretary B 89
3 Bine, Madeline Mechanic Typist B 108
4 Burke, Dorothy Wool Grader Secretary B 125
5 Cal andrella, Nicholas Tailor Accountant B 144
6 Champion,Bertha Carpenter Stenographer B 97
7 Cliffor d, Eleanor Baker Salesgirl C 111
8 Collie son, Eleanor Plumber- Teacher B 106
9 Curran,Donald Machinist Storekeeper B 122
10 DiCiaccia,Mary Storeroom Secretary B 118
11 Dumas, James Milkman Engineer C 111
12 Ef ten,Helen Machinist Storekeeper B 101
13 Elmes, George Salesman Engineer C 99
14 Hofmann, Amy Butcher Secretary B 92
15 Johnson, Elma Estimator Secretary B 126
16 Lunderville, Evelyn Painter Stenographer B 104
17 McWatters, Rachel Motorman Stenographer C 97
18 Me li lie, Carmine Plasterer Doctor B 96
19 Murphy, Cornelius Carpenter Carpenter C 85
20 Murphy,
J
hn Factory worker Electrician B 100
21 Nelson, Ruth Engineer Stenographer B 98
22 Pederson,Inger Painter Secretary C 101
23 Pedrane, Eugene Waiter Surgeon C 116
24 Perechoduk,Mary Bake r Artist B 112

TABLE 10
SHOWING PUPILS AND DATA FQK SECTION 1-10
WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS
Father ! s Pupil 1 s Aver, High.
Oc f.n r> ,'->+", "? nnWW W U L V •> 1 - Oc.catv):- t"i nn S f»b nl . I - -X. • •
Abil,
25 Perr i er . I sabelle Painter Typist B 99
26 Phi lliDS. Ruth At home (mother) B ookkeeper c 87
27 Phi nnev«Fve1 to Box makerJ—/ Va^ aft >• 111 MXkVil> Teache r c 94
28 River s . France s Laborer Secret arv B 116
-X>w
29 Robbins -Phvllis Mail Clerk Stenographer c 92
30 Ska! ine . Franklin Laborer Order B ov c 87
31 Smi +-Vi T.nfi 1 T e Real Fsl'iP'he Dealer St en na'ranb e r B 106Xv/
V
32 Snnza TheresaW <-» CX • XXX WX wJ cx Sale sman Sale s"l ad"V G 70
33 SrH ai *n ft . ATnor»vM -L CXJ_ J.1 t^/ j ZULU v^x Conductor Firewan c 97
34- k-> Kj \J i~ X^Z/ 1 * 1 ^ vim \S J Clerk XJ J. 1 J- X -I W V-*X B 114
35 That che r, Henry Machinist ".;ood Cutter B 92
36 Trask, Thelma At home Stenographer C 79
37 Tucker, Thelm
a
At home Secretary- B 105
38 "white, Paul Steel worker Steel worker C 90
39 White,Prescott Steel worker Steel worker C 100
c
HOW THIS DATA WILL HELP THE WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL IN
ITS GUIDANCE WORK.
The great demand for vocational guidance has arisen
from the evidence of so great a number of misfits in life. The
school undoubtedly is guilty of causing many of these unhappy
failures. There are so many youths who go out unprepared to
meet the demands of the world in which they find themselves
compelled to make some kind of a living, that much of the
crime, failure, and disappointment in life may be attributed
to this fact. They drift about in different occupations for
which they have no liking or fitness,
- With approximately 90% of those who enter the first
grade dropping out before the year of graduation from the high
school, there must be some real and practical reason for their
action.
Professor Jesse B, Davis in his artic-le on vocational
guidance says, "Not having been given a vocational aim, they
drift into the first job that offers itself, and in the school
of "hard knocks" they stand or fall without the aid the schools
should have given them."
John Brewer, Director of Education, at Harvard Univ-
ersity says, "Vocational guidance has a social aim which is to
equip the members of the next generation with much skill in co-
operation and such technical knowledge and social understanding
of cooperation as will enable them to work together in the
solution of the growing number of problems that cannot be
solved by the individual alone.

SO
Eugene Davenport in "Education and Efficiency"
says, "YJe can postpone building a house or riding in an
airplane, but the rendering of that service which we call
"earning a living", is not likely to be long postponed,"
Thomas A. Edison wrote an article which I think
is very much worth while. He says, "Problems in human
engineering will receive during the coming years the same
genuis and attention which the nineteenth century gave to
the more material forms of engineering. The point he
wishes to stress is that while we have laid a good found-
ation for industrial prosperity the thing we want to assure
now is the happiness and growth of our youths through vo-
cational and educational guidance.
Choosing a life's work is undoubtedly the most
difficult if not the most important task in life. Few men
in life have decided upon a definite calling, held themselves
to it, and prepared themselves for it. Those who have done
so have usually attained what may be considered a successful
career. The great majority of students do not think of this
problem until they leave school. As a result they take the
first work that offers itself. If this does not suit their
taste or promise to pay well,, they change about trying to find
a more favorable opening. Many never find what they are look-
ing for. Some learn to adapt themselves and stick to it and by
force of character attain success. On the other hand the great
number of misfits and discontented youths is sufficient to
impress educators there is still need for improvement.

I think the maxim 11 Know Thyself" holds a world
of meaning to every youth. This was used by Socrates as
fundamental in his teaching of youth, and was engraved on
the Delphic temple. I think that if we turn to the wisdom
of this ancient philosopher we would be able to approach
our present problem successfully, because true self-
satisfaction is real success.
In the guidance work done in the seventh year
of the Western Junior High School , the teachers are
trying to develop personality and educational achievement.
The latter part of the year, previous to the election of
the next year's course, the individual conference becomes
vocational in nature, for it is felt that vocational
guidance cannot be started too soon.
If the Junior High School properly performs its
task, we shall send on to the high school a student ready
to participate in the guidance offered him there.
Every Friday in this school we have clubs ranging
from glee club to aviation club, thus attempting to steer
the child into situations which will stimulate him to think,
to make decisions, to act upon those decisions and so learn
the value of these various activities.
The teacher can do much more than give instruction
in a certain subject. He is the one that can mold the life
of the child.
" BOSTON UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
LIBRARY

ft I read a story which I think is worth retelling.
It is the story of an artist who was sitting in his studio,
his eyes fixed in a steadfast gaze upon a vision which had
risen before him. It was a form of rare "beauty, a form
more beautiful than his eyes had ever beheld before. It
was so wondsrful that it transported his whole being. His
frame thrilled with ecstasy as he continued to gaze upon
it and there came to him an overwhelming desire to grasp
that form and make it live forever. He seized a lump of
clay and while his fingers were yet trembling he began to
mold. Day after day he molded on. And by and by there
grew up from his hands a form so beautiful that the world
heard the fame of it and came and looked upon him and upon
the work of his hands and said to him "Well done,"
After a day of toil and worry a teacher once sat
alone at twilight, her eyes fixed in a steadfast gaze upon
a vision that had risen before her. It was the most beau-
tiful, the rarest, the most charming form that had ever
blessed her eyes. As she looked she recognized the face of
"Him", who is the fairest among ten thousand and altogether
lovely. Her heart yearned toward Him and there came into
her heart an irresistible desire to mold some life like
unto Him, And she took into her hand a lump of living
clay - a child, and with the frenzy of the vision she began
to mold. Day after day she trained the child. And by and
by there grew up a strong symmetrical man. The world heard
not of what she had done but the fame of her workmanship
reached the court of heaven and one day the Lord came down

and looked upon her and upon the work of her hands and He
said to her, "Well done."
I think this story inculcates very clearly in
the teacher's mind the mission of his profession.
* Vocation, and Moral Guidance "by Jesse B, Davis.
Due credit is also given Doctor Davis for many of the
thoughts contained in this discussion on guidance.

Explanation of the Otis Self-admini stering Test of Mental
Ability which wag given at the Western Junior High School ,
This test was given Wednesday, December 19, to
a group of some four hundred children.
Column one shows the total score obtained in this
test. The next column shows the chronological age of the
child which in turn is followed by the mental age. The I. 1.
for this test is determined through the use of the manual.
The grade status in the last column shows about the grade
which the child is suited for according the results obtained
in the test.
From the wide variation shown in the following
tables it is easy to see why the teachers of the Western
Junior High School feel the need of a better classification
of pupils.
The new sections tabulated in the latter part
of this thesis show the improvement made in the new re-
organization.
* "The Junior High School should seek systematically,
to ascertain the nature and extent of the individual differ-
ences of its pupils; it should decide definitely, which of
them, from the point of view of public good, it is reason-
able to seek to reduce or destroy; it should adopt a
definite policy as to providing education suitable to those
differences which it cannot, by any reasonable expenditure
of effort and money, hope to eradicate; it should recognize
that, as a public school, it owes to each pupil, a similar
amount of attention, regardless of differences of various
kinds."
* Briggs

T.J3LE 11
SHOVffNG THE C. A., M. A., AND I. Q. OP SECTION 1-1 OF
THE SEVENTH GRADE OF THE WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL,
SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS, IN THE OTIS SELF-ADMINISTERING
TEST OF MENTAL ABILITY INTERMEDIATE FORM A.
1 Baker, Robert
Score
51
C. A.
12-4
M. A.
14-0
i.q.
in
Grade
Status
8.7
2 Ber.ne kern, Carl 43 12-9 12-8 100 7.3
3 Blake,Win slew 42 11-9 12-6 106 7.2
4 Bowen, Fred 66 13-2 16-11 121 9.8*
5 Bram an, Mir i am 40 11-10 12-2 103 6.9
6 Brown, Pri cilia 54 11-9 14-6 118 9.5
7 Busher, John 45 12-9 12-11 102 7.6
8 Carpenter ,Herbert 69 12-4 17-8 143 9.8*
9 Coleman,Barbara 68 12-2 17-5 143 9.8*
10 Cook,Mar jorie 36 12-9 11-8 93 6,3
11 Corbin,Marion 45 12-1 12-11 106 7.6
12 Crispin,Vvilson 57 11-11 15-0 120 9.8
13 Drago,Gilda 37 12-7 11-10 95 6.3
14 Edward s , Phylli
s
59 12-3 15-5 119 9.8*
15 Emery,Betty 39 11-9 12-1 103 6.7
16 Evitts,Barbara 56 12-4 14-10 116 9.8*
17 Farr, Marian 38 12-5 12-0 97 6.6
18 German, CI sire 22 12-2 9-10 83 4.6
19 Grant, Melvin 50 13-0 13-10 106 8.5
20 Griffin, Justine 57 13-2 15-0 112 9.8*
21 Harris, Robert 36 11-3 11-8 103 6.3
22 Kenn ey ,Murray 53 12-1 14-4 114 9.2
23 Kernahan,Mildred 47 12-5 13-3 106 7.9
24 Kin c aid , Mar j ori e 45 12-3 12-11 105 7.6

T«BLE 11
SHOW IMG THE C. A., M. A., AND I. Q.,OF SECTION 1-1 OF
THE SEVENTH GRADE OF THE WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
SOMERVILLE MASSACHUSETTS IN THE OTIS SELF ADMINISTERING
TEST OF MENTAL ABILITY INTERMEDIATE FORM A.
25 Snowies jRaymond
Score
46
C. A.
12-9
M. A.
13-1
I.Q.
103
Grade
o 4"ii oo o auls
7.8
26 Lewis, Sainuel 40 13-8 12-2 93 5.9
27 Linscott,Earl 37 11-7 11-10 102 6.4
28 MacDonal d,W i 11 iam 48 11-11 13-5 111 8.1
29 Mansfield, Robert 45 12-4 12-11 105 7.6
30 Morris, Robert 41 12-5 12-4 100 7.0
31 Pettinati,Edvidge 43 12-9 12-8 100 7.3
32 Roch, Gilbert 48 13-2 13-5 103 8.1
33 Sharpe,Hedley 48 12-10 13-5 105 8.1
34 Shea, Francis 53 12-1 14-4 114 9.2
35 Smith, Mar j or i e 60 12-7 15-8 118 9.8*
56 Smith,Nathaniel 44 12-4 12-10 104 7.5
37 Spinn ey, C ar olyn 63 11-10 16-3 126 9.8*
38 Sudjian,Ralph 56 12-10 14-10 113 9.8
39 Thomas,Richard 47 12-10 13-3 104 7.9
40 Vv anamaker, Helen 62 12-6 15-1 121 9.8*
41 Viiells, Evelyn 50 13-0 13-10 106 8.5
42 White, Joseph 41 12-3 12-4 101 7.0
43 Worcester, Elliott 63 12-7 16-3 121 9.8*
Range
22
to
69
11-3
to
13-8
9-10
to
17-8
83
tb
143
4.6
to
9.8*
* equals plus

table 12
showing the c. a., m. a., and i. q. of section 1-2 of
the seventh grade of the western junior high school,
somerville, massachusetts, in the otis self-administering
test of, mental ability, intermediate form a.
1 Allen,William
Score
63
C. A.
13-2
M. A.
16-3
i.q.
118
Grade
St atu3
9.8*
2 Anderson, Esther 65 11-10 16-8 128 9.8*
3 Bezan son,Marshall 60 12-5 15-8 119 9.8*
4 Boy. en, Lester 45 14-5 12-11 90 7.6
5 C alamar a, Franc i
s
59 12-9 15-5 116 9.8*
6 Callan an, Charles 50 11-11 13-10 113 8.5
6 Callow, Allan 65 16-8 16-8 123 9.8*
7 Cherry, Albert 47 14-1 13-3 94 7.9
8 Chi carello, Eleanor 39 12-2 12-1 99 6.7
9 Copithorne,Lois 61 16-4 15-11 97 9.8*
10 Cough lin, John 43 12-8 12-8 100 7.3
11 DelBono,Eva 42 12-0 12-6 104 7.2
12 Downs, Don aid 57 13-6 15-0 111 9.8*
13 Dunning, George 52 12-10 14-2 109 9.0
14 Erikson, George 39 10-11 12-1 109 6.7
15 Fletcher, John 38 13-1 12-0 94 6.6
16 Harwood, Doris 45 12-0 12-11 107 7.6
17 Heintz, Preston 54 12-0 14-6 116 9.5
18 Hobbs,Beatrice 42 12-5 12-6 101 7.2
19 Kenney, Robert 60 12-9 15-8 117 9.8*
20 Keyes,Ruth 52 12-4 14-2 112 9.0
21 MacRae, Edith 41 12-6 12-4 99 7.0
22 MacRae, Ernest 24 13-9 10-1 76 4.8
23 Mamakes, James 45 11-11 12-11 108 7.6
24 Matheson,Berton 49 12-4 13-7 109 8.3

TABLE 12
SHOWING THE C. A., It. A., AND I. Q. OF SECTION 1-2 OF
THE SEVENTH GRADE OF THE WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL,
SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS, IN THE OTIS SELF-ADMINISTERING
TEST OF MENTAL ABILITY, INTERMEDIATE FORM A.
26 Mayturn, Agnes
Score
42
C.A.
11-8
M. A.
12
-e
I. Q.
106
Grade
Status
7.2
27 McLean, Donaid 48 12-8 13-5 106 8.1
28 Newbold, Richard 41 11-11 12-4 104 7.0
29 0'Mera,Philip 36 12-0 11-8 98 6.3
30 Oxl ey, John 40 13-11 12-2 91 6.9
31 Ray, Herbert 60 12-11 15-8 117 9.8*
32 Re, Dorothy 35 12-3 11-6 95 6.1
33 Scott, Ruth 50 11-10 13-10 113 8.5
34 Senior, Harold 59 12-10 15-5 116 9.8*
35 Sterling,Natalie 45 11-5 12-11 111 7.6
36 Sticlmey,Louise 60 12-5 15-8 119 9.8*
37 Sweetland,Bertram 53 13-1 14-4 109 9.2
38 Taylor, Janet 63 12-5 16-3 122 9.8*
39 Wentzell, Homer 47 12-5 13-3 106 7.9
40 White, Charlotte 48 12-5 13-5 107 8.1
41 White,Winifred 45 12-5 12-11 104 7.6
Range
24
to
65
10-11
to
16-4
10-1
to
16-8
76
to
128
4.8
to
9.8*
* equals plus
<5
TABLE 15
SHOvING THE G. A., M. A., AND I. Q. OF SECTION 1-3 OP
THE SEVENTH GRADE OP THE VvEoTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL,
SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS, IN THE OTIS SELF-ADMINISTERING
TEST OF MENTAL ABILITY, INTERMEDIATE FORM A.
1 Arzillo, Alfred
Score
37
C. A,
12-2
M. A.
11-10
I.Q.
98
Grade
Status
6.4
2 Atkinson,Thomas 55 11-11 14-8 118 9.8
3 Blanchette, Raymond 39 11-8 12-1 103 6.7
4 Brault, Mildred 45 12-3 12-11 105 7.6
5 Caggiano, Reynold 45 12-9 12-11 102 7.6
6 Cronin, Margaret 42 12-10 12-6 99 7.2
7 Cross, Janice 45 12-6 12-11 104 7.6
8 Drevitson^Stanley 54 12-11 14-6 112 9.5
9 Driscoll, Jane 46 12-3 13-1 106 7.8
10 DuPouy, Robert 47 12-1 13-3 109 7.9
11 Ekstrand, Helen 38 12-10 12-0 95 6.6
12 Gobren,Walter 25 14-4 10-3 75 4.9
13 Hall,Dorothy 57 11-1 15-0 125 9.8-:s-
14 Hedley, Elizabeth 47 12-2 13-3 108 7.9
15 Hill,Robert 56 12-7 14-10 114 9.8*
16 Holyoke,Shirlie 49 12-3 13-7 108 8.3
17 Jolatis,Demetrius 66 11-6 16-11 131 9.8*
18 Johnson, Whitman 54 12-7 14-6 112 9.5
19 Keough,Thelma 41 12-8 12-4 99 7.0
20 Levinson,Lawrence 66 12-6 16-11 125 9.8*
21 Lindequist,Elna 58 11-8 15-2 122 9.8*
22 Linhares, Isabella 31 14-3 11-0 81 5.6
23 MacDonald, Chester 40 13-3 12-2 95 6.9
24 Macdonald,Mary 41 12-3 12-4 101 7.0
* equals plus

TABLE 13
SHOWING THE C. A., M. A., AND I. Q. OF SECTION 1-3 OF
THE SEVENTH GRADE OF THE WESTERN JUNIOH HIGH SCHOOL,
SGMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS, IN THE OTIS SELF-ADMINISTERING
TEST OF MENTAL ABILITY, INTERMEDIATE FORM A.
do kacr aaya,Pauline
Score
RTOl
C • A*
lfe—
O
M ftJVL A •
T A O14—
U
T C\
t noiuy
uracie
Status
<Jb lViaivey , miurea DC TP >7l<o— / T « Tlb—
1
t onl<iu y »o«
27 Mat thews,Lyman 0*Zdo T 'Z 1lO—l 1U— r y A n4. /
6o ivicJM amar a, oaine oy i<s—y 1<j—1 Q Ay b b • r
29 Nevello, Frederick ou l<i— T 'Z T r\1<J—1U iuy QO » O
30 Parker,Doris r- />OO T T A11—4 T A t r\14—10 T OOLed y #ow
31 Pike, Glenn 4y T "Z O T *Z T nlO—1U 1 r\A1U4 D "ZO.O
od Plumer,Maaeiyn OO T O O T yl t r\14—1U T T >711 / y • Bw
00 Powell, James ccDO TO T T16-11 T C T Tlb—11 no?l^O Q Q j'
o4 price, bliot A Q4b TO O1<J — <0 T *Z Klo—
O
T noiuy Q To # l
00 n.ogers,jean 4o T T A11—'1 T "Z KlO— T T A114 Q TO.l
00 oeaman , J1.101 se R*Z 11—
D
T A A14—4 T T Qlib Q O
01 oena, xiiQiTin 4 I T O Q1<5— 10"0 1UO / «y
*ZQ C ^ 1 .Tn T?/-i-yiT a00 oi±va,Jiari© COoy to i n1&-1U T c clo— TIClib y »ow
oy oniEii , no j.me
s
00 1 Q1 <c—
y
T A Q14—
a
T T Q Q Qy «o
4U i anzi iii,±jOui s A A44 T "Z "Z10— TO 1 Al<s—1U onyy 7 # o
41 inompson, rtaipn T O Q1 c— T C Clb—
b
T OT1<&1 y tow
4<s likijian, Alice / *z40 T O /I1 <5—
4
TO O1<5—O OTol p? <z7»3
43 Tripp, Margaret 56 12-4 14-10 116 9.8*
44 Vercollens, Eugene 51 13-6 14-0 105 8.7
45 Wooldridge,Ina 50 13-2 13-10 105 8.5
46 Ye e, Edward 17 14-8 9-2 65 4.1
Range
17
to
66
11-1
to
14-8
9-2
to
16-11
65
to
131
4.1
to
9.8*
ft equals plus

TABLE 14
SHOWING THE C. A., ,14. A., AMD I. Q. OF SECTION 1-4 OF
THE SEVENTH GRADE OF THE WESTERS JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL,
SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS, IN THE OTIS SELF-ADMINI STEKING
TEST OF MENTAL ABILITY, INTERMEDIATE FORM A.
1 Azar, George
Score
41
C. A.
11-10
M. A.
12-4
I.Q.
104
Grade
Status
7.0
2 Beake, Lawrence 65 11-7 16-8 130 9.8*
3 Breux, Clarence 16 14-3 9-0 66 4.0
4 Carr,Emma 41 12-9 12-4 98 7.0
5 Castro,Mary 51 12-6 14-0 110 8.7
6 Chisholm .Virginia 49 11-6 13-7 114 8.3
7 Cotter, Edmond 43 14-1 12-8 94 7.3
8 Currier, Frank 52 12-10 14-2 110 9.0
9 Dargin,Donald 52 12-7 14-2 110 9.0
10 Durgin, Margaret 51 12-5 14-0 110 8.7
11 Elder, Herbert 16 15-2 9-0 63 4.0
12 Forsyth, Jeannie 61 11-9 15-11 125 9.8*
13 Fowler, Cecil 50 14-3 13-10 98 8.5
14 Glass, Robert 37 12-5 11-10 96 6.4
15 Greenberg, Frank 33 15-7 11-3 78 5.8
16 Greenlaw,Willi
a
42 14-7 12-6 91 7.2
17 Hanright, Charles 30 12-4 10-10 90 5.5
18 Lewis,Louise 38 12-9 12-0 95 6.6
19 Miller, Fern 41 11-4 12-4 107 7.0
20 Moll ov. Alice 52 11-1-i-
-L_ "™ mmm 14-2 120 9.0
21 Monahan, Richard 61 12-8 15-11 119 9.8*
22 Pachece,Belmira 58 12-9 15-2 115 9.8*
23 Pat achiola, Eleanor 54 12-0 14-6 116 9.5
24 Perry,Lucille 22 14-6 9-10 71 4.6*
* equals plus
t.
TABLE 14
SHOWING THE G. A., M. A., AND X. Q. OF SECTION 1-4 OF
THE SEVENTH GRADE 07 THE WESTERS JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL,
SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS, IN THE OPIS SELF-ADMINISTERING
TEST OF MENTAL ABILITY, INTERMEDIATE FORM A.
Score o • • M A- 1 .0. Grade
Statu
25 Powell, Phyllis 40 lo-o lb "XI 9R 7.6
26 Powell,Hillard oO
no it
J.<3—J.X J.O—
o
117 9 .8*
27 Prescott .Gloria 40 13-0 12-2 96 6.9
13 13-0 8-7 69 3.7
pq Renault . Alfred 29 13-1 10-9 85 5.3
30 Sarkisian,Anna 27 13-0 10-6 83 5.1
31 Shi ere, Charles 51 12-1 14-0 112 8.7
32 Wood, Margery 40 12-11 12-2 97 6.9
13 11-1 8-7 63 3.7
Range to to to to to
65 15-7 16-8 130 9.8*
* equals plus

TABLE 15
SHOWING THE G. A., M. A., AND I. Q. OF SECTION 1-5 OP
THE SEVENTH GRADE OF THE WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL,
SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS, IN THE OTIS SELF-ADMINISTERING
TEST OF MENTAL ABILITY, INTERMEDIATE FORM A.
1 Adams, Lawrence
Score
22
C. A.
13-7
M. A.
9-10
I.Q.
75
Grade
Status
4.6
2 Armstrong, Clifford 41 13-9 12-4 93 7.0
3 Balcom,Albert 31 11-10 11-0 94 5.6
4 Baldus, Dorothy 53 12-9 14-4 110 9.2
5 B asset t,Dorothy 52 13-1 14-2 108 9.0
6 Brine,Dexter 43 12-8 12-8 100 7.3
7 Conlin,William 36 12-9 11-8 93 6.3
8 Crosby, Arthur 27 13-11 10-6 78 5.1
9 Dixon, John 44 13-2 12-10 98 7.5
10 Engl i sh, Edward 26 13-5 10-4 80 5.0
11 Fenechette, Ernest 39 12-11 12-1 96 6.7
12 Fuller, Edna 46 13-1 13-1 102 7.8
13 Gazola, John 32 12-4 11-2 92 5.7
14 Holmes, Albert 36 15-5 11-8 75 6.3
15 John st on, milliam 25 11-10 10-3 82 4.9
16 Ki s sao k, Edward 49 14-2 13-7 96 8.3
17 LeB lane,Walter 52 13-5 14-2 106 9.0
18 McMi 1 1an , Eli z abeth 23 13-0 10-0 79 4.7
19 Mai one, Johm 44 1 2-1 1 2-1 1 05J.WO
20 McNamara,Rus sell 42 12-3 12-6 102 7.2
21 ! Neill, Robert 27 13-2 10-6 82 5.1
22 Pepitone, Phyl li s 32 13-3 11-2 87 5.7
23 Pike,Wilma 12 14-5 8-5 61 3.6
24 Rawding, Dorothy 20 15-8 9-7 73 4.4
* equals plus
t
TABLE 15
SHOWING THE C. A., II. A., AMD I. Q. OP SECTION 1-5 OF
THE SEVENTH GRADK OF THE WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL,
SQMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS, IN THE OTIS SELF - ADMINISTERING
TEST OF MENTAL ABILITY, INTERMEDIATE FORM A.
25 Rumery.Inaw 9
Score
54
C. A.
12-0
M. A.
14-6
I.Q.
116
Grade
Status
9.5
26 Shannon,Evelyn9 V 8 16-4 7-11 49 3.5
27 Simps on.MurielX 9 44 14-9 12-10 87 7.5
28 Smallwood,Muriel 55 12-8 14-8 113 5.3
29 Smart,Beverly 64 12-2 16-6 125 9.8*
30 Bparkes,Blanche
- 9 47 15-6 13-3 92 7.9
31 Spencer, Ernest 29 16-1 10-9 73 5.3
32 Staple s.Ralph 51 12-2 14-0 112 8.7
33 Sullivan. Frances9 35 11-9 11-6 99 6.1
34 Sullivan, Veronica 18 11-9 9-3 82 4.2
35 Thompson, Paul 41 13-0 12-4 97 7.0
36 Trapp, Sidney 56 12-3 14-10 116 9.8*
37 Ugolini, Margaret 38 13-4 12-0 92 6.6
38 Waters, Joseph 31 12-5 11-0 90 5.6
39 Willi amson,Eil 36 12-9 11-8 93 6.3
40 Wilson,Willard 59 12-9 15-5 116 9.8*
41 Wiltshire, Evelyn 26 15-2 10-4 73 5.0
Range
8
to
64
11-9
to
16-4
8-5
to
16-5
49
to
125
3.5
to
9.8*
* equals plus

TABLE 16
SHOWING THE C. A., M. A., AND I. Q. OF SECTION 1-6 OF
THE SEVENTH GRABS OF THE WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL,
SOMERVTLLE, MASSACHUSETTS, IN THE OTIS SELF-ADMINISTERING
TEST OF MENTAL ABILITY, INTERMEDIATE FORM A.
1 Be an, Edward
Score
25
C. A.
12-4
M. A.
10-3
I.Q.
85
Grade
Status
4.9
2 Beers, Delta 42 12-3 12-6 102 7.2
3 Boynton,Emma 19 14-3 9-5 74 4.3
4 Brerman,Mary 27 12-10 10-6 84 5.1
5 Buckler, Jean 58 13-0 15-2 114 9.8*
6 Carl son, Mildred 27 12-6 10-6 86 5.1
7 Chakeri an, Alice 39 12-5 12-1 98 6.7
8 Chateauneuf , Gertrude 49 12-11 13-7 106 8.3
9 Comber, Thomas 56 13-2 14-10 111 9,8*
10 Dakin, Raymond 40 12-8 12 -2 98 6.9
11 Downie,Phyllis 50 12-4 13-10 110 8,5
12 Ebinger, Adolph 38 12-10 12-4 95 6.6
13 Ellis, Mary 41 12-8 12-4 99 7.0
14 Everett,Thelma 45 11-11 12-11 108 7.6
15 Flagg,Myra 66 12-11 16-11 129 9,8*
16 Flood, Richard 26 13-3 10-4 81 5.0
17 Fortini, Anna 51 12-4 14-0 111 8.7
18 Fransen, Dorothy 18 12-11 9-3 75 4.2
19 Furlong, Dorothy 26 11-11 10-4 83 5.0
20 Grant, Donald 45 13-3 12-11 97 7.6
21 Graves,Herbert 43 14-9 12-8 91 7.3
22 Heighton,Dorothy 39 13-0 12-1 95 6.7
23 Hiekey,Mary 54 12-3 14-6 114 9.5
24 H rsman, Stanley 34 13-4 11-5 88 6,0
* equals plus

TABLE 16
SHOWING THE C. A., id* A., AND I. Q. OF SECTION 1-6 OF
THE SEVENTH GRADE OF THE WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL,
SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS ,IN THE OTIS SELF-ADMINISTERING
TEST OF MENTAL ABILITY, INTERMEDIATE FORM A.
25 Jacob s, Esther
Score
28
C. A.
13-2
M. A.
10-7
I.Q.
83
Grade
Status
5.2
26 Keenan,Henry 49 15-2 13-7 90 8.3
27 Lyds tone,Barbara 65 13-0 16-8 121 9.8*
28 Marvin, Gertrude 28 12-5 10-7 87 5.2
29 McCracken,3ernice 54 12-6 14-6 113 9.5
30 McW at t er s , Alexander 45 16-1 12-11 80 7.6
31 Miller, Alice 29 12-3 10-9 89 5.3
32 Mason,Mary 43 12-5 12-8 102 7.3
33 Nickerson,Bernard 19 14-10 9-5 67 4.3
34 Northrop, Robert 45 12-9 12-11 102 7.6
35 Osborne,Margaret 25 13-3 10-3 80 4.9
36 Oxley, Arthur 29 15-1 10-9 76 5.3
37 Quinl an, Arthur 57 12-9 15-0 114 9.8*
38 Randall,Everard 51 12-5 14-0 110 8.7
39 Ray, Virginia 32 13-0 11-2 88 5.7
40 Rice, Clay 50 12-8 13-10 108 8.5
41 Scaling!, Ciro 46 11-9 13-1 110 7.8
42 Shaughnessy, Evelyn 57 12-3 15-0 117 9.8*
43 Soraers,Bertha 46 12-11 13-1 103 7.8
44 Sous a, Edward 48 12-7 13-5 106 8.1
45 Treen, Ernest 52 12-6 14-2 111 9.0
46 Ward, Ruth 61 12-8 15-11 119 9.8*
47 Wat son, John 49 12-0 13-7 111 8.3
48 Wyllie,Isabelle 31 12-4 11-0 91 5.6
Range
55- equals plus
18
to
66
11-9
to
16-1
9-3
to
16-11
67
to
129
4.2
to
9.8*

TABLE 17
SHOWING THE G . A., M. A., AND I. Q. OF SECTION 1-7 OF
THE SEVENTH GRADE OF THE WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL,
SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS, IN THE OPIS SELF-ADMINISTERING
TEST OF MENTAL ABILITY, INTERMEDIATE FORM A.
1 Alley, Virginia
Score
37
C. A.
13-8
M. A.
11-10
I.Q.
90
Grade
Status
6.4
2 Blondiet,Mary 45 13-6 12-11 96 7.6
3 Buinit sky,Mildred 52 11-0 14-2 121 9.0
4 Carr,Edna 16 13-5 9-0 70 4.0
5 Cat aide, Harry 25 13-2 10-3 80 4.9
6 Chase,Lawrence 55 13-8 14-8 108 9.8
7 Chase,The lma 43 12-10 12-8 99 7.3
8 Cumraings, Donald 62 12-9 16-1 119 9.8*
9 Davis, Evelyn 12 15-4 8-5 58 3.5
10 Dion,Ruth 39 12-8 12-1 97 6.7
11 Dionne, Gerard 56 12-4 14-10 116 9.8*
12 Dionne, John 67 12-4 17-2 127 9.8*
13 Doe,Wilber 54 12-3 14-6 114 9.5
14 Dunlap, John 62 12-8 16-1 120 9.8*
15 Erikson,Dori
s
64 12-9 16-6 121 9.8*
16 Est abrook, Virginia 57 12-4 15-0 117 9.8*
17 Glendon,Loui se 27 13-3 10-6 82 5.1
18 Gosdigian,Mary 47 12-10 13-3 104 7.9
19 Greenburg,Ida 56 13-3 14-10 111 9 .8*
20 Hoos, Diamond 18 12-1 9-3 79 4.2
21 Kelly,Frances 24 14-11 10-1 71 4.8
22 Lane, Louise 35 12-3 11-6 95 6.1
23 Lev/is, Dorothy 58 12-8 15-2 116 9.0
24 Lindstrom,Barbara 39 12-10 12-1 96 6.7
* equals plus

TABLE 17
SHOWING THE C. A., M. A., AND I. Q. OP SECTION 1-7 OF
THE SEVENTH GRADE OF THE WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL,
SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS, IN THE OTIS SELF-ADMINISTERING
TEST OF MENTAL ABILITY, INTERMEDIATE FORM A.
<oO Lopez, Joseph.
Score
ol
• A,
~l A 1 A14—10
M • A.
T T f\11— /y
uraae
Status
o • O
o a&o Mancini, Angelina 00 14—0 T 'Z t o10—10 yy O »0
On Magoon, Margaret 41 1<>—
U
TO A1^—4 T O^1U0 / «o
OQ60 Mazamani an , iviary 00 to ol<s— T A Q14—
O
11 / Q Qy #o
OQfix) Mcuratn, Ji±i zaoetn 4 / TO <~\l<o— lO— tiuy *7 O/ »y
OU mi i ± s , r r anc e s T Qiy TO Q y—
o
f 4 4 tO
Ol Mo slier ^ Vernah A R40 t T a11—
O
TO T T T T O11U < »o
OC Ott, Virginia 00 ~\ 'z o10— T A A14—4 t nnioy Q Oy »<d
65 Police 11 a, Vincent OQ(SO T T Clo-o 10—7 QO c OD *d
'ZA04 roliocic, vesta /t ^44 T 'Z O10—<S TO tolid—1U QQyy f • o
'Z KOo rowers , Aioert OU 10—0 T c; Q10— 110 O Qy «o
OO Quigley, Katherine 40 T T >111—4 TO Ql<d— T OOioy 7 # o
O / Rod.enh.izer , Gertrude oo 10—4 O Ty-io c oDO A C4,6
Ou oacc o, o ononei;!/ s. OU T 'Z 1JlO— / t n i n1U—1U oO 0*0
oy Sappini , James TO Cl<s— T T O11—C O Ty i o.7
a r\4U l ayior , meima A "Z40 T 'Z T10—
1
TO Q1/i— ooyy 7 »o
A T
Vj al sh, Jo s eph oa T "Z 1 110-11 10— 78 C T5.1
42 Warner ,Li 1 lian 44 12-9 12-10 101 7.5
43 Welsh, Lillian 52 13-7 14-2 105 9.0
44 White,William 45 14-9 12-11 93 7.6
45 Whit eacre, Evelyn 28 12-8 10-7 86 5.2
46 Wolf , Francis 37 15-3 11-10 83 6.4
* i
Range
squals plus
12
to
67
11-0
to
15-4
9-0
to
16-1
58
to
127
3.6
to
9.8*
1
TABLE 18
SHOWING THE C. A., M. A., AND I. Q. OF SECTION 1-8 OP
THE SEVENTH GRADE OF THE WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL,
SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS, IN THE OTIS SELF-ADI.'ilN I ST BRING
TEST OF MENTAL ABILITY, INTERMEDIATE FORM A.
1 Boudreau, Clement
Score
27
C. A.
13-3
M. A.
10-6
X»4«
79
Grade
Status
5.1
2 Br ann, Janet 49 14-2 13-7 96 8.3
3 Bruce,Maretta 48 14-7 13-5 92 8.1
4 Callahan, Francis 58 13-6 15-2 112 9.8*
5 Canto, Philip 40 12-11 12-2 94 6.9
6 Canty,Dorothy 57 12-5 15-0 116 9.8*
7 Coppola, Enes 53 12-5 14-4 112 9.2
8 Cragg, Virginia 37 13-11 11-10 88 6.4
9 DeNatale,Lena 24 13-1 10-1 80 4.8
10 Edwards, Eleanor 48 11-9 13-5 112 8.1
11 Frenchwiewcz, Josephine 26 13-7 10-4 79 5.0
12 Gibson,Margaret 54 12-4 14-6 114 9.5
13 Goddard, Annie 37 12-1 11-10 98 6.4
14 Griffin,Willi am 48 13-6 13-5 99 8.1
15 Haynes, Frederick 44 14-5 12-10 93 7.5
16 H bbs, Chester 46 14-3 13-1 96 7.8
17 Hughes,Marion 38 12-4 12-0 98 6.6
18 Hunt, Margaret 31 12-4 11-0 91 5.6
19 Johnson, Hazel 45 12-0 12-11 107 7.5
20 LaDuke, Victor 47 13-6 13-3 98 7.9
21 Lundberg,Lennart 36 12-3 11-8 96 6.3
22 Mac Kay,Marie 46 12-4 13-1 106 7.8
23 Mahigi an, Agnes 31 14-0 11-0 79 5.6
24 01 sen, Arthur 27 13-1 10-5 83 5.1
* equals plus

TABLE 18
SHOWING THE C. A., M. A., AND I. Q. OF SECTION 1-8 OF
THE SEVENTH GRADE OF THE WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL,
SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS, IN THE OTIS SELF-ADMINISTERING
TEST OF MENTAL ABILITY, INTERMEDIATE P(RM A.
25 Osborne, Albert
Score
44
C A,
12-6
M. A.
12-10
I.Q.
103
Grade
O li a. Li U.O
7.5
26 Pashee, Anne 39 10-11 12-1 109 6.7
27 Pickett,Walter 25 13-10 10-3 77 4.9
28 Pi t tinaim, Robert, 51 12-11 14-0 108 8.7
29 Robitalli, Arthur 36 12-3 11-8 96 6.3
30 Short, Eleanor 25 14-9 10-3 73 4.9
31 Stacey,Robert 40 12-4 12-2 99 6.9
32 Tarker,Ruth 35 12-7 11-6 93 6.1
33 Theri aul t, Arthur 30 11-0 10-10 99 5.5
34 Wal ah, Irvine 37 12-8 11-10 95 6.4
35 Warner,William 27 12-8 10-6 85 5.1
36 Will son, Frederick 56 12-9 14-10 113 9.8*
37 Zee, Helen 14 14-2 8-9 69 3.8
Range
14
to
58
10-11
to
14-7
10-1
to
15-2
69
to
116
3.8
to
9,8*
* equals plus

7/
TABLE 19
SHOWING THE C. A., M. A., AND I. Q. OF SECTION 1-9 OF
THE SEVENTH GRADE OF THE WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL,
SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS, IN THE OTIS SELF-ADMINISTERING
TEST OF MENTAL ABILITY, INTERMEDIATE FORM A
1 Anderson, Gordon
Score
39
C A.
11-10
M. A.
12-1
i.q.
102
Grade
Status
6.7
2 At1an s Icy, Esther 26 12-5 10-4 85 5,0
3 Batten,Bernice 47 12-5 13-3 106 7.9
4 Beals, Vernon 30 14-3 10-10 80 5.5
5 B or ger,Warren 34 12-10 11-5 89 6.0
6 Boyce, Joseph 48 12-4 13-5 108 8.1
7 Bradley, Evelyn 40 14-6 12-2 89 6.9
8 Brann, Esther 47 12-7 13-3 105 7.9
9 Cosman, Harry 24 12-5 10-1 83 4.8
10 Cotter, Robert 45 13-0 12-11 99 7.6
11 DiNapoli, Henry 24 14-9 10-1 72 4.8
12 Duffy,
J
hn 39 14-7 12-1 86 6.7
13 Eldridge,Rose 43 12-8 12-8 100 7.3
14 Foster, Robert 19 14-10 9-5 64 4.3
15 Gen essie, John 54 12-8 14-6 112 9.5
16 Graves, Ruth 40 12-3 12-6 99 6.9
17 Jacques, Robert 39 12-5 12-1 98 6.7
18 Johnson, Robert 57 14-5 15-0 104 7.9
19 Kasper,Lucy 39 12-4 12-1 99 6.7
20 Kelley,Beatrice 51 12-2 14-0 112 8.7
21 Maghigi an , Edward 38 14-7 11-8 85 6.3
22 Maniscalco, John 6 1 3-10 7-9 58 3.5
23 McManus, Albert 40 14-5 12-2 89 6.9
24 MiHiken, Russell 41 12-8 12-4 99 7.0
* equals plus

TABLE 19
SHOWING THE C. A., M. A., AND I. Q. OF SECTION 1-9 OF
THE SEVENTH GRADE OF THE WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL,
SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS, IN THE OTIS SELF-ADMINISTERING
TEST OF MENTAL ABILITY, INTERMEDIATE FORM A.
Score
25 Mitchell,Edna 39
26 Morrison,Beatrice 39
27 Murphy, Jeannette 31
28 Perecheduk,Walter 26
29 Randall, Geneva 47
30 Randall, Roger 30
31 Richards,Wellington 37
32 Sickles,William 21
33 Slater, Ernest 54
34 Souza,William 37
35 Talma, Thomas 35
36 Tarr, Virginia 40
37 Thompson, Gilbert 17
38 Town send, Gordon 46
39 Wall ace,Lester 53
40 VJestv/ood,Phoebe 50
6
Range to
57
* equals plus
C. A.
12-11
M. A.
12-1
I.Q.
96
Grade
Status
6.7
11-6 12-1 104 6.7
13-2 11-0 86 5.6
12-10 10-4 83 5.0
12-11 13-3 104 7.9
14-2 10-10 80 5.5
14-5 11-10 86 6.4
14-9 9-8 69 4.5
14-0 14-6 105 9.5
14-5 11-10 86 6.4
12-9 11-6 92 6.1
12-6 12-2 99 6.9
14-0 9-2 68 4.1
12-10 13-1 103 7.8
13-9 14-4 105 9.2
10-9 13-10 121 8.5
10-9
to
14-9
7-9
to
15-0
68
to
121
3.5
to
9.5
ft
S.
4
TABLE 20
SHG1KMG THE 0. A., M. A., AND I. OF SECTION 1-10 OF
THE SEVENTH GRADE OF THE WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL,
SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS ,IN THE OTIS SELF-ADMINISTERING
TEST OF MENTAL ABILITY, INTERMEDIATE FORM A.
Score
45
C . A.\S ft x* 9
13-3
M. A.X'X # X^
12-11
I .0 •
98
Gr ade
Status
7.6
2 Rarakat.Marv 22 13-4 9-10 76 4.6
3 R 1 ne . Madell ne 46X. \*f 12-6 13-1X- "-^ — 105 7 .8
56 12-8 1^—10 114 9 • 8J.:-
5 Calamdr ella. Nicholas 59 11-7 15-5 124 9 .8-k
fi fSi arnrn on »R ortTi sl 38 13-10X. ~™ x. w 12-0 90 6*6
7 CI ifford. Eleanor 42 12-5 12-6 101 7.2
fl flol 1 i sson - Eleanor 51 14-10 14-0 98 8.7ft t
VX L ,X X r J-l J. * X- y Vi. J. X> ^X 34 12-3 11-5 94 6.0
1 O TH C.i flpni a Mpt>vX\s J-> JL ^JX w(j CJ. o.»li:C7.1
^
44 12-7JL, f*J ^ i 12-"1 102 7.5
11 TLVmnas » Jpme s 56 13-2 14-10 111 9 ,8-K-
12 Eften.Fel^n 34 12-10 11-5 91 6.0— ' ft w
I.U X_i J-XlJ O • Ul 41x. J, 13-11 12-4- 93 7.0
14 Hofinarm . Ani"sr•X. X. XX —» * -J w*4JL X % X kXXJ V 36 13-11 11-8 87 6.3
15 Johnson.Elna 37 12-5 11-10 96 6.4
JL \J XJ UAl X V »i- J- J- W * J—J V V/ J_ V Xa 42 13-2 12-6 97 7.2
17 MoWatters. Rachel 35 14-0 11-6 86 6.1
18 Meli 11 o » Carminel'lvXXX.X>v I \J t-"-X JlJXliw 33 13-6J- ^™w 11-3 87f 5.8«-/ ft
19 Murphy, Cornelius o n6± 13-8 9-8 74 4.5
20 Murphy, John 56 14-11 14-10 99 8.7
21 Nelson, Ruth 37 12-10 11-10 94 6.4
22 Pederson,Inger 23 13-8 10-0 76 4.7
23 Pedrane, Eugene 61 13-3 15-11 116 9 . 8""*
24 Perechoduk,Mary 24 11-9 10-1 88 4.8
* equals plus
m
TABLE 20
SHOWING THE G. A., M. A., AMD I. Q. OF SECTION 1-10 OF
THE SEVENTH GRADE OF THE WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL,
SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS, IN THE OTIS SELF-ADMINISTERING
TEST OF MENTAL ABILITY, INTERMEDIATE FORM A.
25 Perrier,Isa"belle
Score
27
C. A.
12-5
M. A.
10-6
I.Q.
86
Grade
Status
5.1
26 Phillips, Ruth 30 13-5 10-10 84 4.4
27 Phinney, Evelyn 32 12-11 11-2 89 5.7
28 Rivers, Frances 44 12-7 12-10 102 7.5
29 Rob din s ,Phyll i
s
30 12-2 10-10 91 5,5
30 Skaling, Franklin 33 14-9 11-3 84 5.8
31 Smith,Lucille 37 12-9 11-10 94 6.4
32 Souza, Theresa 23 15-0 10-0 70 4.7
33 Splaine,Amory 33 13-6 11-3 87 5.8
34 Stone,Wesley 46 13-9 13-1 98 7.8
35 Thatcher ,Henry 44 14-10 12-10 92 7.5
36 Trask,Thelma 37 16-10 11-10 79 6.4
37 Tucker, The lma 29 13-0 10-9 85 5.3
38 White, Paul 29 12-3 10-9 89 5.3
39 White, Prescott 29 13-10 10-9 81 5.3
Range
21
to
61
11-7
to
11-10
9-8
to
15-11
70
to
124
4.4
to
9.8-k
* equals plus

TABLE 51
SUMMARY OF THE DATA CONTAINED IN THE OTIS TEST SHOYftNG THE
RANGES IN
DIVISIONS
THE 0. A.,
WHICH TOOK
Ivu
THE
A., AND
TEST.
I. Q. OF EACH OF THE TEN
Section No. of Pupils
in Section
C.A. M.A. I.Q. Grade Stati
1-1 43 11-13 9-17 83-143 4.6-9.8*
1-2 41 11-16 10-17 76-128 4.8-9.8*
1-3 46 11-14 9-17 65-131 4.1-9.8*
1-4 11-15 8-16 63-130 3.7-9.8
1-5 41 11-16 8-16 49-125 3.5-9.8*
1-6 48 11-16 9-16 67-129 4.2-9.8*
J-—
;
46 JL J_—J.O X3 — J. U «J.vJ— £7 » O '«
1-8 37 10-14 10-15 69-116 3.8-9.8*
1-9 40 10-14 7-15 58-121 3.5-9.5
1-10 39 11-16 9-15 64-124 4.4-9.8*
This table is read in the following manner. In
section 1-1 are forty-three pupils, ranging in chronological
age from eleven to thirteen years. In mental age the pupils
of this section have a range from nine to seventeen years.
Their intelligence quotient ranges from eighty-three in the
lowest instance to one hundred fifty three in the highest.
They have a grade ability of four and six tenths in the lowest
cases to nine and eight tenths years in the highest.
The highest I. Q. obtained by any pupil in the ten
divisions was one hundred and forty-three. The lowest forty-
nine
.
m
7^
TABLE 53A
ORGANIZATION OF THE OLD SECTIONS ACCORDING TO
THE RESULTS OBTAINED IN THE OTIS TEST.
Section G. A. Range M. A. Range i. q. Kange
1-1 11-13 2 9-17 8 83-143 60
1-2 10-16 6 10-16 6 76-128 52
1-3 11-14 3 9-16 7 65-131 66
1-4 11-15 4 8-16 8 63-130 67
1-5 11-16 5 8-16 8 49-125 76
J-—
o
o 7 — J.D •7t 06
1-7 11-15 4 9-16 7 58-127 69
1-8 10-14 4 10-15 5 69-116 47
1-9 10-14 4 7-15 8 68-121 53
1-10 11-11 9-15 6 70-124 54
ORGANIZATION
OBTAINED IN T
B
OF THE NEW SECTION FROM THE RESULTS
HE OTIS, MILLER, AND HAGGERTY TESTS.
Section G. A. Range M. A. Range I. Q. Range
1-1 12-0 14-17 3 121-131 10
1-2 12-13 1 15-17 2 121-139 18
1-3 11-13 2 13-15 2 110-119 9
1-4 10-12 2 12-15 3 114-134 20
1-5 11-13 2 13-22 9 132-187 55
1-6 12-15 3 12-16 4 95-118 23
1-7 12-14 2 11-15 4 89-109 20
1-8 11-13 2 11-15 4 93-107 14
1-9 12-16 4 10-15 5 86-98 12
1-10 12-16 4 9-13 4 64-85 21

DECREASES SHOWN THROUGH NE\. KEOKGANI ZATI OK IN
C. A., M. A*, AND I. Q.
Section C. A. M. A. I. Q.
1-1 2 5 50
1-2 5 4 34
1-3 1 5 57
1-4 2 5 47
1-5 3 1 21
1-6 2 3 39
1-7 2 3 42
1-8 2 1 33
1-9 3 41
1-10 4 2 33
Explanation of Tables
In Table A we find the grouping as it was
when the Otis Test was given. Vie read the table in
this manner; under section 1-1 we find the C.A. of the
division was eleven to thirteen years, or a range of
two years chronologically. While in the M.A. we find
a range of eight years according to mental age. The
I.Q's varied from eighty-three to one hundred and forty-
three, or at a sixty degree variance.
The new section shows the re-classification,
and is read in the same manner as the above table
1
By comparing tables A and B we get table G
which shows the improvements made or the results of
the new classification.
In section 1-1 under table C we find as a
result of the new classification that the C.A. has
been cut two years, the M.A. three years, and the
range forty-one degrees. The remaining divisions are
read in like manner.
i
TABLE 21
SHOWING THE G. A., M. A., AND I. Q. OF THE PUPILS OF SECTION
1-2 OF WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS
WITH SCORE SECURED ON EACH PART OF THE MILLER TEST OF MENTAL
ABILITY.
Section 1-1 1st 2nd 3rd Tot. C. A. M. A. I.Q.
1 Baker, Robert 9 11 15 35 12-2 12-6 103
2 Bennekom, Carl 19 12 17 48 12-9 14-8 115
3 Blake,Win slow 17 15 23 55 11-10 15-10 134
4 Bowen,Fred 17 17 28 62 13-2 17-0 129
5 3raw an, Miriam 15 18 23 56 11-10 16-0 135
6 Brown,Priscilla 19 14 25 58 11-10 16-4 136
7 Busher, John 16 2 3 21 12-8 10-2 80
8 Carpenter, Herbert 18 24 24 66 12-5 17-8 142
9 Coleman,Barbara 27 32 34 93 12-3 22-2 174
10 Cook, Marjorie 17 16 17 50 12-10 15-0 117
11 Corbin,Marion 17 11 20 48 12-2 14-8 121
12 Crispin,Wilson 18 16 30 64 11-11 17-4 145
15 Drago,Gilda 14 10 20 44 12-9 14-0 110
14 Edwards
,
Phylli s 13 19 24 56 12-2 16-0 132
15 Emery,Betty 17 18 27 62 11-9 17-0 145
16 Evitts,Barbara 20 23 20 63 12-5 17-2 138
17 Farr,Marion 16 17 20 53 12-5 15-6 125
18 Gorman, Claire 15 19 21 55 12-3 15-10 129
19 Grant,Melvin 12 11 11 34 13-0 12-4 95
20 Griffin, Justine 17 20 26 63 13-3 17-2 130
21 Harris,Robert 14 9 21 44 11-3 14-0 124
22 Kenney,Murray 22 14 25 61 12-1 16-10 139
23 Kernahan, Mildred 17 24 9 50 12-5 15-0 121
24 Kin c aid,Mar j or i e 12 11 28 51 12-3 15-2 124

TABLE 21
SHOWING THE C. A., M. A., AND I. Q. OP THE PUPILS OF SECTION
1-2 OF WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS,
WITH SCORE SECURED ON EACH PART OF THE MILLER TEST OF MENTAL
ABILITY.
Section 1-1 1st (ond ora 1 ot • o a- . - • Ti/V AM. A # T O1 . „*
25 Khowles, Raymond T "Zlo T T11 O'Z 47 TO TO16-10 14—6 T T *Zllo
26 Lev/is, Samuel T O16 o T A14 oo T *Z O13—
O
T T C11—6 O A84
27 Linscott,Earle Qo T O10 OT6± oy 11—7 T *Z OlO—
6
1 1 Jl114
28 MacDonald,Willi am oo io o c;60 AO T O n.16—
U
1 I —
U
T A O146
29 Mansfield, Robert T Vi.lo T n1 / O / TO K16— TO TO16—1U T O'ZlOo
30 Morris,Robert OO66 o T e;lo /l *z4o TO £116—
D
T Z TO10—1U T T T111
31 Pettinati,Edvidge T Rlo Qo O T6 1 TO TO16—1U T a r\14—0 T OOioy
32 Roch, Gilbert io T A AO*i6 1 "Z OJLO—
6
"I *Z Q 1 C\A
33 Sharpe,Hedley J. / T KIO 16 AA 1 O T. A16—JLU 1 A O13:— T. OQiuy
34 Shea,F1rancis T K lo o c; R *Z TO O16— 10— t on167
35 Smi th ,Mar j orie o o60 T C16 OO66 c o58 TO rt16-7 16-4 lo0
36 Smith, Nathaniel T /I14 T T11 O c;60 oO T O A16—4 T C Olo— T OO166
37 Spinney, Carolyn t alb 17 o e;60 OO T T TO11—10 T C A16—4 T 7Dio7
38 Sudji an, Ralph T *Zlo 11 o6 O C!66 T o ol6-y 11-0 86
39 Thomas, Richard 14 5 14 33 12-8 12-2 96
40 Wanamaker, Helen 19 21 8 48 12-6 14-8 117
41 Wells, Evelyn 15 9 11 35 13-1 12-6 96
42 White, Joseph 14 12 23 49 12-3 14-10 121
43 Worcester, Elliott 17 7 26 50 12-8 15-0 118
Range 21
to
93
11-3
to
13-8
10-2
to
22-2
80
to
174
« : •'• •YV • • • •
1
TABLE 22
SHOWING THE C. A., M. A., AND I. Q. OF THE PUPILS OF SECTION
1-2 OF WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, S CMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS
WITH SCORE SECURED ON EACH PART OF THE MILLER TEST OF MENTAL
ABILITY.
Section 1-2 1st 2nd 3rd Tot. C. A. M. A. I.Q.
1 Allan,William 18 11 6 35 13-3 12-6 94
2 Anderson, Esther 26 15 30 71 11-11 18-6 155
3 Bezan son, Marshall 31 11 28 70 12-6 18-4 147
4 Bowen, Lester 6 11 5 22 14-4 10-4 72
5 Cal amar a, Frances 13 6 17 36 12-10 12-8 99
6 Callanan, Charles 15 11 22 48 11-11 14-8 122
7 Callow, All an 19 11 9 39 12-9 13-2 103
8 Cherry, Albert 16 4 26 46 14-1 14-4 102
9 Chi car e1 lo , Eleanor 11 13 14 38 12-3 13-0 106
10 Copithorne,Lois 15 6 24 45 16-5 14-2 86
11 Coughlin, John 5 17 3 25 12-8 10-10 86
12 DelBono,Eva 18 5 13 34 12-1 12-4 102
13 Downs, Donaid 14 5 8 27 13-4 11-2 84
14 Dunning, George 5 5 10 12-11 8-4 65
15 Eriks on, George 13 9 9 31 11-0 11-10 108
16 Fletcher, John 7 2 11 20 13-2 10-0 76
17 Harwood,Doris 17 9 23 49 12-1 14-10 123
18 Heintz, Preston 18 21 26 65 12-1 17-6 145
19 Hot)"bs,Beatrice 13 14 20 37 12-5 12-10 103
20 Kenney,Robert 19 9 8 36 12-10 12-8 99
21 Keyes,Ruth 17 4 7 28 12-3 11-4 93
22 MacRae, Edith 15 6 19 40 12-7 13-4 106
23 MacRae,Ernest 1 4 9 14 13-11 9-0 65
24 Mamakes, James 21 11 21 53 11-11 15-6 130
iff
c
TABLE 82
SHOWING THE C. A., M. A., AND I. Q. OF THE PUPILS OP SECTION
1-2 OF WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS
WITH SCORE SECURED ON EACH PART OF THE MILLER TEoT OF MENTAL
ABILITY.
Section 1-2 1st 2nd 3rd Tot. C A. M. A. I.Q.
O C25 Matheson,Berton 10 6 10 26 12-4 11-0 89
26 Mayturn, Agnes 12 11 8 31 11-8 11-10 101
27 McLean,Donald 5 4 9 18 12-9 9-8 76
28 Nev/bold,Richard 15 4 a 27 12-0 11-2 93
OO29 'toer a, Philip 10 10 14 34 12-0 12-4 103
30 0x1 ey, John 5 5 6 16 13-11 9-4 67
ol Ray, Herbert 12 12 2 26 12-11 11-0 83
OO Re , Dorothy 23 4 8 35 12-3 12-6 102
OO ocot;i3,riut;n 17 10 19 46 11-11 14-4 120
o4 Senior , Harold 4 6 8 18 12-9 9-8 76
00 overling, jnatan e 16 6 10 32 11-5 12-0 105
36 Stickney,Louise 22 8 7 37 12-6 12-10 103
37 Sweet 1 and,Bertram 15 T O1<5 y 36 lo-O 1 O Q or*97
38 Taylor, Janet 19 10 29 58 12-6 16-4 131
39 Wentzell, Homer 10 3 7 O r\ 12-6 10-0 80
40 White, Charlotte 16 5 23 4:4: 12-7 14-0 111
41 Whi t e ,Wi ni fred 19 10 12 41 12-5 13-6 109
Range 10
to
71
11-0
to
16-5
8-4
to
18-6
65
to
155

TABLE 83
SHOWING THE C. A., M. A., AND I. Q. OF THE PUPILS OF SECTION
1-2 OF WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS
WITH SCORE SECURED ON EACH PART OF THE MILLER TEST OF MENTAL
ABILITY.
Section 1-3 1st 2nd 3rd Tot. C. A. M. A. I.Q.
1 Arzillo, Alfred 14 17 9 40 12-3 13-4 109
2 Atkinson, Thomas
.
19 16 15 50 11-11 15-0 126
3 Blanchette, Raymond 7 8 9 24 11-9 10-8 91
4 Brault, Mildred 14 13 22 49 12-3 14-10 121
5 Caggiano, Reynold 18 14 14 46 12-10 14-4 112
6 Cronin, Margaret 14 20 26 60 12-10 16-8 130
7 Cross, Janice 13 11 14 38 12-6 13-0 104
8 Dravitson,Stanley 23 23 32 78 12-11 19-8 152
9 Driscoll, Jane 17 22 22 61 12-4 16-10 136
10 DuPouy, Robert 13 7 20 12-5 10-0 83
11 Ekstrand,Helen 11 17 22 50 12-10 15-0 117
12 Gobron,Walter 15 13 12 40 14-4 13-4 93
13 Hall,Dorothy 21 16 24 61 11-1 16-10 152
14 Healey, Elizabeth 17 7 13 37 12-3 12-10 105
15 Hill, Robert 16 21 19 56 12-8 16-0 126
16 Holyoke,Shirlie 14 16 27 57 12-3 16-2 132
17 Jolatis,Demetrius 29 25 36 90 11-7 21-8 187
18 John son,Whitman 14 20 14 48 12-8 14-8 116
19 Keough,Thelma 16 11 28 55 12-8 15-10 125
20 Levinson,Lawrence 23 6 26 55 12-7 15-10 126
21 Lindequist,Elma 17 11 27 55 11-8 15-10 136
22 Linhares, Isabella 16 9 18 43 14-4 13-10 97
23 MacDon aid, Chester 19 18 10 47 13-3 14-6 109
24 MacDonald,Mary 17 17 23 57 12-4 16-2 131
c
TABLE 23
showing the c. a., m. a., and i. q. of the pupils of section
1-2 of western junior high school, somerville, massachusetts
with score secured on each part of the miller test of mental
ability:
Section 1-3 1st 2nd 3rd Tot
.
C. A. M. A, I.Q.
25 MacFadyn, Pauline 16 13 27 56 12-8 16-0 126
26 Malvey,Wilfred 14 3 26 43 12-7 13-10 110
27 Matthews,Lyman 6 12 6 24 13-1 10-8 82
28 McNamara,Sallie 11 15 11 37 12-9 12-10 101
29 Novello, Frederick 19 22 25 66 12-5 17-8 142
30 Parker, Doris 22 17 26 65 11-5 17-6 153
31 Pike, Glenn 16 1 11 28 13-0 11-4 87
32 Plumer,Madelyn 17 14 28 59 12-3 16-6 135
33 Powell, James 14 26 29 69 12-11 18-2 141
34 Price, Eliott 18 24 12 54 12-3 15-8 128
35 Rogers, Jean 11 15 15 41 11-5 13-6 118
36 Seaman, Eloise 18 12 21 51 11-9 15-2 129
37 Sena, Edith 17 23 18 58 12-9 16-4 128
38 Silva,Earle 18 29 33 80 12-11 20-0 155
39 Small, Holmes 17 26 26 69 12-9 18-2 142
40 Tanzilli,Louis 15 9 27 51 13-4 15-2 114
41 Thompson,Ralph 19 24 29 72 12-9 18-8 151
42 Tiki ji an, Alice 15 14 14 43 12-4 13-10 112
43 Tripp, Margaret 16 17 25 58 12-5 16-4 132
44 Vercollone, Eugene 16 10 24 50 13-6 15-0 111
45 Woolridge,Ina 8 1 21 30 13-0 11-8 90
46 Ye e, Edward 6 9 2 17 14-9 9-6 66
Range
17
to
90
11-1
to
14-9
9-6
to
21-8
66
to
187
51
TABLE 24
SHOWING THE C. A. ,11* A. , AND I. Q. OF THE PUPILS OF SECTION
1-2 OF WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, SO MERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS
WITH SCORE SECURED ON EACH PART OF THE MILLER TEST OF MENTAL
ABILITY.
Section 1-4 1 st 2nd 3rd Tot # C. A, M. A, I.Q.
1 AZ 9.T? - Cr ft fVP & & 11 21 21 53 12-0 15-6 129
2 R a afcA . TiAwt? a*p r*. a 20 18 34 72 11-7 18-8 161
R*PP1lX-m ^^ATlftA 8 11 10 29 14-4 11-6 80
4 Carr,Emraa 15 19 20 54 12-10 16-6 129
5 Castro,Mary 18 14 25 57 12-8 16-6 128
6 Chi sholm, Virginia 19 11 21 51 11-7 15-2 131
7 Cotter , Edmond 15 6 10 31 13-2 11-10 90
8 Currier, Frank 19 15 28 62 13-0 17-0 131
9 Dargie,Don aid- 13 4 18 35 12-7 12-6 99
10 Durgin, Margaret 14 15 25 54 12-6 16-6 132
11 Elder, Herbert 4 13 4 21 15-3 10-2 67
12 Forsyth, Jeannie 19 26 28 73 11-10 18-10 159
13 Fowler, Cecil 13 9 6 28 14-2 11-4 80
14 Gl ass, Robert 16 8 25 49 12-6 14-10 119
15 Gr e enb erg , Frank 7 7 11 25 15-8 10-10 69
16 Greenlaw,Willis 13 9 13 35 14-6 12-6 86
17 Hanright, Charles 10 8 5 23 12-4 10-6 85
18 Lev/is,Loui se 15 1 18 34 12-11 12-4 95
19 Miller , Fern 13 3 23 39 11-6 13-2 115
20 Molloy, Alice 17 9 13 39 11-3 13-2 117
21 M n ahan , Ri ch ar
d
18 14 24 56 12-10 16-0 125
22 Pacheco,Belmira 14 17 26 57 13-0 16-2 124
23 Patachiola, Eleanor 28 22 23 73 12-2 17-2 141
24 Perry,Lucille 6 5 10 21 14-7 10-2 70

TABLE 24
SHOWING THE C. A., M. A., AND I. Q. OF THE PUPILS OF SECTION
1-2 OF WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, SOMERVILLE, MASS ACHUSETT S
,
WITH SCORE SECURED ON EACH PART OF THE MILLER TEST OF MENTAL
ABILITY.
Section 1-4 1st 2nd 3rd Tot
.
C A. M. A. I.Q
25 Powell,Phyllis 17 18 20 55 13-10 15-10 114
26 Powell, J.Thurston 26 32 32 90 13-0 21-8 167
27 Prescott, Gloria 19 12 23 54 13-1 16-6 126
28 Rappoli,Gilda 2 7 8 17 13-1 9-6 73
29 Renault, Alfred 10 9 13 32 13-4 12-0 90
30 Sarkisian,Anna 6 8 5 19 13-2 9-10 75
31 Shi ere, Charles 16 15 21 52 12-3 15-4 125
32 Wood,Margery 7 18 4 29 12-11 11-6 89
Range
17
to
90
11-3
to
15-8
9-6
to
21-8
67
to
167

TABLE 25
SHOWING THE C. A., M. A., AND I. Q. OF THE PUPILS OF SECTION
1-2 OF WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS
WXTH SCORE SECURED ON EACH PART OF THE MILLER TEST OF MENTAL
ABILITY.
Section 1-5 1st 2nd 3rd rot. C. A. M. A. I.Q.
1 Adam s , Lawr eno
e
6 12 8 26 13-7 11-0 81
2 Armstrong,Clifford 9 7 6 22 13-9 10-4 75
3 Balcora, Albert 17 11 5 33 11-10 12-2 103
4 Baldus,Dorothy 16 15 14 45 12-9 14-2 111
5 B as sett,Dorothy 24 18 42 13-0 13-8 105
6 Brine,Dext er 17 21 25 63 12-7 17-2 136
7 Conlin,William 9 2 11 22 12-7 10-4 82
8 Crosby, Arthur 10 9 19 38 13-10 13-0 94
9 Dixon, John 12 17 28 57 13-2 16-2 123
10 Engli sh, Edward 5 3 8 16 13-5 9-4 70
11 Fenochette, Ernest 7 15 24 46 12-11 14-4 111
12 Fuller, Edna 15 10 21 46 13-1 14-4 110
13 Gazzola, John 9 6 20 35 12-4 12-6 101
14 Holmes, Albert 2 9 5 16 15-4 9-4 61
15 Johns ton,William 3 11 16 30 11-10 11-8 99
16 Ki ssack, Edward 15 5 5 26 14-2 11-0 78
17 LeB lane,Walter 12 9 25 46 13-4 14-4 108
18 MacMi 11an , Eli z ab eth 1 7 8 13-0 8-0 62
19 Malone, John 14 16 4 34 11-11 12-4 103
20 McNamar a, Russell 10 6 8 24 12-3 10-8 87
21 O'Neill, Robert 9 7 12 28 13-1 11-4 87
22 Pepi tone, Phyllis 4 3 22 29 13-3 11-6 87
23 Pike,Wilma 5 12 11 28 14-4 11-4 79
24 Rawding , Dor othy 1 2 4 7 15-8 7-10 50

TABLE 25
SHOWING THE C. A., M. A., AND I. Q. OF THE PUPILS OF SECTION
1-2 OF WESTERN JUNICK HIGH SCHOOL, SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS
,
WITH SCORE SECURED ON EACH P iKT OF THE MILLER TEST OF MENTAL
ABILITY,
Section 1-5 1st 2nd 3rd Tot. C. A. M. A. I.Q.
25 Rumery,Ina 16 8 22 46 11-11 14-4 120
26 Shannon, Evelyn 2 9 5 16 16-3 9-4 57
27 Simpson, Muriel 10 16 9 35 14-9 12-6 85
28 Smallwood, Muriel 15 5 19 39 12-9 13-2 103
29 Smart,Beverly 18 2 6 26 12-1 11-0 91
30 Sparkes,Blanche 10 26 23 59 15-6 16-6 106
31 Spencer, Ernest 5 5 5 15 16-1 9-2 57
32 Staples, Ralph 10 20 3 33 12-2 12-2 100
33 Sullivan, Frances 17 7 21 45 11-9 14-2 121
34 Sullivan, Veronica 2 2 6 10 11-9 8-4 71
35 Thompson, Paul 15 15 12 42 13-0 13-8 105
36 Trapp, Sidney 13 14 9 36 12-3 12-8 103
37 Ugolini,Margaret 14 14 21 49 13-3 14-10 112
38 Water s, Joseph 5 4 11 20 12-4 10-0 81
39 William son, Neil 15 11 20 46 12-10 14-4 112
40 Wilson,Millard 18 20 25 63 12-9 17-2 135
41 Wiltshire, Evelyn 11 5 9 25 15-1 10-10 72
Range
7
to
63
11-9
to
16-3
7-10
to
17-2
50
to
136
t<
TABLE 26
SHOWING THE C. A*, M. A., AND I. Q. OF THE PUPILS OF SECTION
1-2 OF WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS,
WITH SCORE SECURED ON EACH PART OF THE MILLER TEST OF MENTAL
ABILITY.
Section 1-6 1st 2nd 3rd Tot. G. A. M. A. 1.0,.
1 Bean, Edward 11 12 16 39 12-4 13-2 107
2 Beers, Delta 10 5 16 31 12-3 11-10 97
3 Boynton,Emma 7 8 18 33 14-3 12-2 85
4 Brennan,Mary 5 10 6 21 12-10 10-2 79
5 Buckler, Jean 20 19 21 70 12-11 18-4 142
6 Carl son,Mildred 12 8 19 39 12-6 13-2 105
7 Chakerian, Alice 15 12 20 47 12-5 14-6 117
8 Chateauneuf, Gertrude 19 22 22 63 12-11 17-2 133
9 Comber,Thomas 17 24 14 55 13-1 15-10 121
10 Dakin, Raymond 20 7 21 48 12-7 14-8 115
11 Downie, Phyllis 15 13 31 59 12-4 16-6 134
12 Ebinger, Adolph 10 6 18 34 12-10 12-4 96
13 Ellis, Mary 16 6 25 47 12-7 14-6 114
14 Everett, Thelma 15 11 16 42 11-11 13-8 115
15 Flagg,Myra 15 22 25 62 12-11 17-0 132
16 Flood,Richard 1 12 12 25 13-3 10-10 82
17 Fortini, Anna 15 20 28 63 12-3 17-2 139
18 Fran sen,Dorothy 8 7 6 21 12-10 10-2 79
19 Furlong, Dorothy 12 8 16 36 11-11 12-8 106
20 Grant, Donald 13 8 20 41 13-3 13-6 102
21 Graves, Herbert 1 5 2 8 14-7 8-0 55
22 Height on,Dorothy 8 7 22 37 13-0 12-10 99
23 Hie key,Mary 15 15 21 51 12-3 15-2 124
24 Horsm an, Stanley 8 6 21 35 13-4 12-6 94

TABLE 26
SHOWING THE C. A., M. A., AND I. Q. OF THE PUPILS OF SECTION
1-2 OF WESTERN .JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS,
WITH SCORE SECURED ON EACH PART OF THE MILLER TEST OF MENTAL
ABILITY.
Section 1-6 1st 2nd 3rd Tot
.
C . A.\J • - * • M . A « 1 .0 .
25 Jacobs, Esther 13-L KJ 11JL X 7 31 13-2X KJ 11-10X X^X v/ 90\J kj
26 Keenan, Henry 10X KJ fl\J 1X 1 9X \J 15-2 9-10 65
27 Lyds tone,Barb ara 24 23t—> \j 22 69\J KJ 13-0X KJ w 18-2 140x x \y
28 Marvin, Gertrude 7 4J- 20 31KJ X 12-5X *-* m^ kJ 11-10XX wX w 95
29 McCracken,Bernice 20 18 26*-* \J 64KJ X 1 2-fiX^^ KJ 17-4X 1 ^ X 139
30 McWatters, Alexander 15X KJ 7 9 31KJ w*m 16-1X KJ ^ J_ 11-10-L J_ ^ .J. W 74
31 MiHer, Alice 9\J 2 21(-j jl 32 ] 2-3X '-^ ^m KJ 12-0 98
32 Nason,Mary 15J- KJ 16 22 53KJ KJ 12-5 15-6JL KJ ^™ v-/ 125
33 Nicker son,Bernard 1 6 10 17 14-1X ^— KJ 9-6\J ^m w 63
34 Northrop, Robert 13 8 20 41 12-9 13-6 106
35 Osborne, Margaret 10X v> 7 13X KJ 30 13-3X KJ KJ 11-8X J- w 88
36 0x1 ey, Arthur 4 4X 14X 2* 22 15-1X^^X 10-4X Kj m^ X 69
37<J l Qi3"j nlan. A.fthup 17J— l 8 i 8X \J 43 12-9X (~~»^ \J 13-10 1 08XvU
38 rtandall, Everard 13 13 10 36 12-5 12-8 102
39 Ray, Virginia 5KJ 12JL**-* 15 32 13-0JL KJ "™ \J 12-0 92
40 Rice, Clay 11JL JL 13 21 ^5 12-7X fr-f^ i 14-2 113-J
41 Scalingi,Ciro 17JL i 1 3X KJ 18X KJ 48 n -9XX™w 14-8x^c 125
42 Shaughn e s sy , Ev elyn 20m \J 1 1JL JL 1 8 49 12-^ 1 4-1 1 21
43 Soraers,Bertha 1 fia. 'J 2 23£-* KJ 41 1 2-1 x 1 05
44 Sous a, Edward JLVJ "1 1JL X 1 7X f 44 1 2-7 X i. \J 111XJL1
45 Treen, Ernest 10 16 27 53 12-6 15-6 124
46 Ward, Ruth 29 9 30 68 12-6 18-0 144
47 Watson, John 20 17 22 59 12-0 16-6 138
48 wyllie,Isabella 12 4 18 34 12-4 12-4 100
Range
8
to
70
11-9
to
16-1
8-0
to
18-4
55
to
144

TABLE 27
SHOWING THE C. A., M. A., AND I. Q. OF THE PUPILS OF SECTION
1-2 OF WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS
WITH SCORE SECURED ON EACH PART OF THE MILLER TEST OF MENTAL
ABILITY.
Section 1-7 1st 2nd 3rd Tot. C. A. M. A. I.Q.
1 Allen, Virginia 11 8 15 34 13-6 12-4 91
2 B londiet, Mary- 5 7 10 22 12-4 10-3 84
3 Buintsky,Mildred 15 19 22 56 11-0 16-0 145
*4 Carr, Edna 2 7 10 19 13-S 9-10 73
5 C ataldo,Harry 10 5 15 13-0 9-2 71
6 Chase, Lawrence 14 19 20 53 12-6 15-6 124
7 Chase,Thelma 18 9 20 47 12-10 14-6 113
8 Curnmings,Donald 16 7 3 26 12-9 11-0 86
9 Davis, Evelyn 1 13 5 19 15-3 9-10 64
10 Di on, Ruth 13 11 5 29 12-8 11-6 91
11 Dionne, John 17 12 18 42 12-4 14-6 118
12 Dionne, Gerard 18 27 13 58 12-4 16-4 132
13 Doe,Yi/ilber 13 18 14 45 12-3 14-2 116
14 Dunlap, John 21 23 34 78 12-7 19-8 156
15 Erikson, Doris 18 17 29 64 12-7 17-4 138
16 Est abrook, Virginia 14 9 9 32 12-4 12-0 97
17 Glendon, Louise 6 10 12 28 13-5 11-4 90
18 Gosdigian,Mary 18 7 25 12-10 10-10 84
19 Greenburg,Ida 19 15 10 44 13-3 14-0 106
20 Hoos, Diamond 1 8 5 14 12-1 9-0 74
21 Kelly, Frances 13 3 4 20 14-9 10-0 68
22 Lane, Louise 15 11 21 47 12-4 14-6 117
23 Lewis, Dorothy 19 10 15 44 12-7 14-0 111
24 Lindstrora,Barbar
a
12 3 6 21 12-10 10-2 79

TABLE 27
SHOWING THE 0. A., M. A., AND I. Q. OF THE PUPILS OF SECTION
1-2
'OF WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, S OMEKVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS,
WITH SCORE SEOTJKEB ON EACH P aKT OF THE MILLER TEST OF MENTAL
ABILITY,
Section 1-7 1st 2nd 3rd Tot. C. A. M. A. I.Q.
25 Lopez, Joseph 3 6 10 19 14-10 9-10 66
26 Manieni, Angelina 10 17 19 46 14-2 14-4 101
27 Magoon, Margaret 11 6 10 27 12-2 11-2 92
28 Mazmani an , Mar
y
9 6 10 25 12-0 10-10 90
29 McGrath, Elizabeth 13 9 7 29 12-0 11-6 96
30 Mi lis, France
2
11 4 8 23 12-7 10-6 83
31 Mosher,Vernah 9 11 17 37 11-6 12-10 112
32 Ott, Virgin!
a
13 7 4 24 13-1 10-8 82
33 Policella,Vincent 4 5 12 21 13-5 10-2 76
34 Pollock, Vesta 12 12 26 50 13-3 15-0 113
35 Powers, Albert 17 12 5 34 13-3 12-4 93
36 .}uigley, Katherine 14 16 13 43 11-7 13-10 119
37 Rodenhizer, Gertrude 4 9 14 27 15-5 11-2 72
38 Sacco,Conchetta 13 11 11 35 13-6 12-6 93
39 Sappini, James 13 10 9 32 12-5 12-0 97
40 Taylor, Thelma 9 14 11 34 13-1 14-4 110
41 Walsh, Joseph QO 2 2 12 13-11 8-8 62
42 Warner,LiHi an 17 10 11 38 1<J-10 13-0 101
43 Welsh,Lillian 16 OA OA. 13-8 17-4 127
44 White,Willi am 4 4 8 14-9 8-0 54
45 Whiteacre,Evelyn 1 1 9 11 12-9 8-6 68
46 Wolf, Francis 4 9 13 15-3 8-10 58
8
to
78
11-0
to
15-5
8-0
to
19-8
62
to
156
4
TABLE 28
SHOWING THE G. A., M. A., AND I. OF THE PUPILS OF SECTION
1-2 OF WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS,
WITH SCORE SECURED ON EACH PART OF THE MILLER TEST OF MENTAL
ABILITY.
Section 1-8 1st 2nd 3rd Tot. C. A. M. A. i.q.
1 Boudreau, Clement 8 15 7 30 13-3 11-8 88
2 Brann, Janet 14 7 20 41 15-5 13-6 88
3 Bruce,Loretta 13 16 22 51 14-7 15-2 104
4 Callahan, Francis 26 19 27 72 13-6 19-0 141
5 Canto, Philip 11 16 18 45 12-11 14-2 109
6 Canty,Dorothy 25 15 19
•
59 12-6 16-6 132
7 Coppola, Enis 10 9 23 42 12-5 13-8 110
8 Cragg, Virginia 13 12 16 41 13-11 13-6 97
9 DiNatale,Lena 11 10 18 39 13-2 13-2 100
10 Edwards, Eleanor 21 10 24 55 11-10 15-10 134
11 Frenchv/iev/ez, Josephine 6 7 12 25 13-7 10-10 80
12 Gib s on ,Margar e t 25 16 28 69 12-4 18-2 147
13 Goddard, Annie 7 6 24 37 12-1 12-10 106
14 Griffin,William 12 13 10 35 13-4 12-6 94
15 Haynes, Frederick 20 5 20 45 14-5 14-2 98
16 Hobbs, Chester 10 11 24 45 14-4 14-2 99
17 Hughes,Marion 12 11 22 45 12-4 14-2 115
18 Hunt, Margaret 12 15 17 44 12-4 14-0 114
19 Johnson, Hazel 18 15 23 56 12-1 16-0 132
20 LaDuke, Victor 19 20 22 61 13-6 16-10 125
21 Lundb erg ,Lenn art 5 10 16 31 12-3 11-10 97
22 Mac Kay,Marie 15 11 26 52 12-4 15-4 124
23 Mahigi an, Agnes 4 3 15 22 13-11 10-4 74
24 Olson, Arthur 4 5 9 13 13-1 9-8 77

TABLE 28
SHOWING THE C • A., M. A., AND I. Q. OP THE PUPILS OF SECTION
1-2 OF WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS,
WITH SCORE SECURED ON EACH PART OF THE MILLER TEST OF MENTAL
ABILITY.
Section 1-8 1st 2nd 3rd Tot. C. A. M. A. T
25 Osborne, Albert 17 20 29 66 12-6 17-8 141
26 Pashco, Anna 12 9 18 39 10-11 13-2 121
27 Pickett,Walter 6 8 18 32 13-10 12-0 87
28 P i ttn<an , Rob er t 11 8 20 39 12-11 13-2 102
29 Robitaille, Arthur 7 8 21 36 12-4 12-8 103
30 Short, Eleanor 8 1 13 22 14-9 10-4 70
31 Stacey,Robert 12 18 18 48 12-5 14-8 118
32 'Pqt' x* Rn "hVi 12 6 13 31 12-7 11-10 94
33 Theriault, Arthur 10 12 10 32 11-0 12-0 109
34 Viql nb T'pvi rifi 7 5 22 34 12-9 12-4 97
35 Warner,Willi am 9 15 11 35 12-9 12-6 98
36 Wills on, Frederick 19 21 28 68 12-9 18-0 141
37 Zee,Helen 6 9 4 19 14-3 9-10 69
Range
18
to
72
11-0
to
14-9
9-8
to
19-0
69
to
147

TABLE 29
SHOWING THE C. kn H. A., AND I. Q. OF THE PUPILS OP SECTION
1-2 OF WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS,
WITH SCORE SECURED ON EACH P URT OF THE MILLER TEST OF MENTAL
ABILITY.
Section 1-9 1st 2nd 3rd Tot. C A. M. A. I.Q.
1 Anderson, Gordon 13 19 3 35 11-9 12-6 106
2 Atlansky, Esther 8 9 13 30 12-6 11-8 93
3 Batten,Bernioe 10 13 12 35 12-7 12-6 99
4 Beals, Vernon 3 9 12 14-3 8-8 61
5 Borges, Warren 1 6 8 14 12-11 9-0 70
6 Boyce, Joseph 14 14 3 31 12-4 11-10 96
7 Bradley, Evelyn 9 13 19 41 14-4 11-9 82
8 Brann, Esther 14 14 11 39 12-8 13-2 104
9 Co ski an, Harry 8 10 9 27 12-6 11-2 89
10 Cotter, Robert 3 5 7 15 13-0 9-2 71
11 DiNapoli, Henry 7 10 11 28 14-9 11-4 77
12 Duffy, John 13 12 5 30 14-7 11-8 80
13 Eldridge,Rose 13 6 16 35 12-8 12-6 99
14 Foster, Robert 4 8 8 20 14-9 10-0 68
15 Genessie, John 14 16 12 42 12-8 13-8 108
16 Graves,Ruth 9 16 15 40 12-3 13-4 109
17 Jacques, Robert 8 3 7 18 12-3 9-8 79
18 Johnson, Robert 19 10 14 43 14-6 13-10 95
19 Kaspar,Lucy 17 6 7 30 12-4 11-8 95
20 Kelley,Beatrice 14 9 4 27 12-2 11-2 92
21 Magaki an, Edward 7 1 8 14-7 8-0 55
22 Maniscalco,
J
hn 2 9 8 19 13-10 9-10 71
23 McManus, Alb ert 13 7 18 38 14-6 13-0 90
24 Milliken, Russell 9 10 11 30 12-8 ir-8 92
5.
1.
t
i
TABLE 29
SHOWING THE C. A, M. A., AND I.Q. OP THE PUPILS OF SECTION
1-2 OF WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS,
WITH SCORE SECURED ON EACH PART OF THE MILLER TEST OF MENTAL
ABILITY.
Section 1-9 1st 2nd 3rd Tot. C. A. M. A. I.Q.
25 Mitchell, Edna 10 8 12 30 13-0 11-8 90
26 Morrison,Beatrice 14 6 2 22 11-6 10-4 90
27 Murphy, Jeanntte 11 1 6 18 13-3 9-8 73
28 Perechoduk,Walter 5 7 15 27 12-11 11-2 86
29 Randall, Geneva 14 7 28 49 12-11 14-10 115
30 Randall, Roger 6 7 13 14-3 8-10 62
31 Richards,Wellington 3 11 1 15 14-5 9-2 64
32 Sickl e s ,Wi 1 li am 1 3 4 14-9 7-4 50
33 Slater ,Ernest 13 2 9 24 14-0 10-8 76
34 Souza,William 12 13 19 44 14-6 14-0 97
laiino, inomas 12 18 13 43 12-10 13-10 108
36 Tarr, Virginia 10 12 9 31 12-6 11-10 95
O I Th ornp son , Gi lb ert 11 4 2 17 14-1 9-6 69
38 Town send, Gordon 14 4 7 25 12-10 10-10 84
39 Wallace,Lester 16 13 2 31 13-9 11-10 86
40 westwood,Phoe"be 14 12 11 37 10-10 12-10 118
Range
4
to
49
10-10
to
14-9
7-4
to
14-10
50
to
118

Tt&LE 30
SHOWING THE C. A., M. A., AND I. Q. OF THE PUPILS OF SECTION
1-2 OF WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, aSOHERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS,
WITH SCORE SECURED ON EACH PART OF THE MILLER TEST OF MENTAL
ABILITY.
Section 1-10 1 st 2nd 3rd Tot. C. A. M. A. I.Q.
1 Ambrogna, Elmer 12 14 1 27 13-3 11-2 84
2 Barakat,Mary 10 7 14 31 13-4 11-10 89
3 Bine,Madeline 15 1 25 41 12-6 13-6 108
4 Burke, Dorothy 18 8 29 55 12-8 15-10 125
5 Calandrella,Nicholas 19 12 29 60 11-7 16-8 144
6 Champion,Bertha 10 4 20 34 13-10 12-4 89
7 Clifford,Eleanor 10 6 25 41 12-6 13-6 108
8 Collieson, Eleanor 14 9 24 47 15-0 14-6 97
9 Curr an, Donald 12 13 23 48 12-4 14-8 119
10 DiCiaccio,Kary 14 9 27 50 12-8 15-0 116
11 Dumas, James 9 7 22 38 13-3 13-0 98
12 Eften,Helen 11 5 13 29 12-11 11-6 89
13 Elmes, George 11 13 17 41 14-0 13-6 96
14 Hofrnann, Amy 9 2 19 30 13-11 11-8 84
15 Johnson, Elma 20 8 23 51 12-5 15-2 122
16 Lundervi lie, Evelyn 12 8 21 41 13-3 13-6 102
17 McW'atters, Rachel 7 9 16 13-11 9-4 67
18 Mel illo, Carmine 11 10 13 34 13-7 12-4 91
19 Murphy, Cornelius 6 8 14 28 13-6 11-4 84
20 Murphy, John 19 14 16 49 14-11 14-10 99
21 Nelson, Ruth 12 6 6 24 12-10 10-8 83
22 Pederson,Inger 15 8 13 36 13-9 12-8 92
23 Pedrano, Eugene 17 1 23 41 13-3 13-6 102
24 Perechoduk, Mary 7 8 24 39 11-9 13-2 112

TABLE 30
SHOWING THE G. A., M. A., ADD I. Q. OF THE PUPILS OF SECTION
1-2 OP1 WESTERN JUNIOK HIGH SCHOOL, SOMERV ILLE, MASSACHUSETTS,
WITH SCORE SECURED ON EACH P*bRT OF THE MILLER TEST OF MENTAL
ABILITY.
oection 1-10 1S t end. 3rd Tot. • A, M h
25 Perrier,I sabella y 4 9 22 TO tX.l«d—
O
TO /1/d—
4
yy
26 Phillips, Ruth 9 4 9 22 13-5 10-4 77
27 Phinney, Evelyn 6 O 19 28 TO T T1*5-11 11-4 oo88
28 River s, Frances 13 7 14 34 lxi-7 TO Ai(d—4 o oyo
29 Robbms, Phyllis 8 o 17 27 TO O1<3—<; T T O11—(S ooy<s
30 SKalingjlranKliri Oo D 23 37 T /I T r\14-1U TO T /~tIc—1U o7
31 Smith,Lucille o8 y 24 41 TO Oi«s—
y
13-D 106
32 Souza, Theresa O T1 14 18 15— o oy-8 66
33 Splaine, Arnory 6 y 8 23 1^-7 10-6 77
34 Stone,Wesley 13 15 13 41 13-8 13-6 99
35 Thatcher, Henry 14 12 15 41 14-11 13-6 90
36 Trask.Thelma 1 1 6 8 16-11 8-0 47
37 Tucker, Thelraa 10 18 14 42 13-0 13-8 105
38 White, Paul 5 7 14 26 12-3 11-0 90
39 White,Prescott 3 15 16 34 13-11 12-4 89
Range
8
to
60
11-7
to
16-11
8-0
to
16-8
47
to
144

TABLE 54A
ORGANIZATION OF THE OLD SICTIOMS ACCORDING TO
THE RESULTS OBTAINED IN THE MILLER TEST.
Section C. A. Range M. A. Range I. Range
1-1 11-13 2 10-22 12 80-174 94
1-2 11-16 5 3-18 15 65-155 90
1-3 11-14 3 9-21 12 66-187 121
1-4 11-15 4 9-21 12 67-167 100
1-5 11-16 5 7-17 10 50-136 86
1-6 11-16 5 8-18 10 55-144 89
1-7 11-15 4 8-19 11 62-156 94
1-8 11-14 3 9-19 10 69-147 78
1-9 10-14 4 7-14 7 50-118 68
1-10 11-16 5 8-16 8 47-144 97
B
ORGANIZATION OF THE NEW SECTION FROM THE RESULTS
OBTAINED IN THE OTIS, MILLER, AND HAGGERTY TESTS.
Section C. A. Range M. A. Range I. Q. Range
1-1 12-0 14-17 3 121-131 10
1-2 12-13 1 15-17 2 121-139 18
1-3 11-13 2 13-15 2 110-119 9
1-4 10-12 2 12-15 3 114-134 20
1-5 11-13 2 13-22 9 132-187 55
1-6 12-15 3 12-16 4 95-118 23
1-7 12-14 2 11-15 4 89-109 20
1-8 11-13 2 11-15 4 93-107 14
1-9 12-16 4 10-15 5 86-98 12
1-10 12-16 4 9-13 4 68-85 21

CDECREASES SHOWN THROUGH NEW REORGANIZATION IN
C. A., M. A., AND I. Q.
Section G . A. Id . A .
1-1 2 oy
1-2 A4 lo
1-3 1 10
1-4 y OAoU
1 cl-O O JL OJL
1-6 2 6 66
1-7 2 7 74
1-8 1 6 64
1-9 2 56
1-10 1 4 76
Explanation of Tables
Table A shows the results obtained from the
group of the Miller Test, We find for instance in
Section 1-1, the chronological age ranged from eleven
to thirteen, or a range of two years. In mental age
the ages of the pupils varied from that of ten years to
twenty-two years, or a range of twelve years. The I. Q ! s
ranged from eighty to one hundred and seventy-four, or a
range of ninety-four degrees.
The New Section is read in like manner while
Table C shows the improvements made.

In the C. A. for section 1-1 through the new
grouping we note a cut of two years in the range.
Following the column along from left to right we also
notice a cut of nine years in the mental ages with a
resulting decrease or cut of eighty-four degrees in the
intelligence quotient.

EXPLANATION OF THE HAGGERTY INTELLIGENCE EXAMINATION OF
MENTAL ABILITY.
This test was given January 31. It is divided
into six parts. Each of the first six columns listed
signifies the result that was obtained in that particular
section of the test. For example, the first pupil, Robert
Baker, according to column one made a score of twenty-five
in the first of the six tests contained in the Haggerty
examination. In the second part of the test he received
nine, nineteen in the third, etcetera, with a final total
on the entire test of one hundred and three. In the next
column is the C. A. or the Chronological Age, followed by
the M. A. or Mental Age from which we secure the Intelligenc
Quotient as described in the Haggerty Manual. In the last
column is the Grade Ability of the individual as determined
by the table contained in the manual.
The following table brings out very clearly the
extent of individual differences of the various pupils in
the seventh year of the Vile stern Junior High School in
Somerville who took this test.
This table is a summarization of the ten divisions
containing the C. A., M. A,, I. Q., and Grade Ability of
each section.

TABLE 31
SHOWING SCORE ON THE SIX DIVISIONS OF HAGGERTY INTELLIGENCE
EXAMINATION DELTA 11, WITH TOTAL, C. A., M. A,, I.Q., AND
GRADE ABILITY OF SEVENTH YEAR PUPILS OF WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOL, SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS.
Section 1-1 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th Tot, C.A. M. A. I.Q. Grade
AMI.
1 Baker, Robert 25 9 19 11 9 30 103 12-3 13-10 113 6*
2 B ennekem, Carl 24 10 12 15 12 26 99 12-10 13-5 105 6-
5 Blake, Winslow 32 11 18 10 13 29 113 11-10 14-9 125 7*
4 B owen, Fred 24 11 18 18 13 21 105 13-3 14-0 106 6*
5 Braman, Miriam 28 7 11 18 10 22 96 12-0 13-2 109 6-
6 Brown, Priscilia 38 8 8 28 15 30 127 11-10 16-2 137 9-
7 Busher, John 25 8 12 11 12 28 96 12-8 13-2 104 6-
8 Carpenter, Herbert 36 10 16 20 14 30 126 12-7 16-2 128 9-
9 Coleman,B arbara 34 12 19 31 12 20 138 12-3 17-10 146 9*
10 Cook.Mar i orie 31 7 18 17 11 20 101 13-0 13-8 105 6
11 Corbin .Mar i an 32 8 10 21 13 24 108 12-2 14-3 117 7-
12 Cri soin .Wilson 29 11 19 13 12 26 110 12-0 14-6 121 7„
13 Drage,Dilda 32 10 4 12 8 27 93 12-8 12-11 102 6-
14 Edwards, Phylli s 27 13 17 18 13 24 112 12-2 14-8 113 7-
15 Emery,Betty 22 7 14 19 14 21 97 11-10 13-3 112 5-
16 Evitts,Barbara 34 11 17 19 14 25 120 12-5 15-5 124 8
17 Farr, Marian 32 10 14 26 13 24 119 12-7 15-4 122 8*
18 Gorman , Claire on(->(-> 7 13 11 10 21 84 12-5 12-2 98 5
19 Grant,Melvin 34 9 17 16 13 27 116 13-1 15-0 115 8-
20 Griffin, Justine 31 9 12 16 11 28 107 13-2 14-2 108 7-
21 Harris, Robert 16 10 15 18 12 26 97 11-3 13-3 118 6-
22 Kenney ,Murr ay 32 10 17 11 9 30 109 12-1 14-4 112 7-
23 Kernahan, Mildred 34 10 17 23 13 10 107 12-8 14-2 112 7-
24 Kincaid,Mar jorie 30 11 17 15 7 22 102 12-4 13-9 112 6-N-
equals plus

TABLE 31
SHOWING 8COKE OH THE SIX DIVISIONS OF HAGGERTY INTELLIGENCE
EXAMINATION DELTA 11, WITH TOTAL, C. A,, M. A., I. Q., AND
GRADE ABILITY OF SEVENTH YEAR PUPILS OF WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOL, SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS,
Section 1-1
25 Khowles, Raymond
1st
26
2nd
12
3rd
18
4th
6
5th
6
6th
25
Tot.
93
C.A.
12-10
M. A.
12-11
I .Q. Grade
Abil.
105 6-
26 Lewis, Samuel 23 11 15 18 7 16 90 13-9 12-8 92 5*
27 Linscott,Earle 24 9 18 22 13 22 108 11-7 14-3 123 7-
28 MacDonald,William 25 9 16 16 13 29 108 12-0 14-3 112 7-
29 Mansfield, Robert 34 11 17 16 9 22 109 12-5 14-4 116 7-
30 Morris, Robert 28 7 11 15 14 18 93 12-6 12-11 103 6-
31 Pettinati,Edvige 17 8 14 23 7 23 92 12-10 12-10 100 6-
32 Roch, Gilbert 32 11 9 22 12 28 114 13-3 14-10 112 7*
33 Sharpe, Medley 19 7 14 15 10 16 81 12-11 11-11 92 5-
34 She a, Francis 29 11 15 24 14 19 112 12-2 14-8 121 7
35 Smith,Mar jory 12 16 20 12 24 84 12-7 12-2 97 5*
36 SmitJa, Nathaniel 24 10 16 14 11 26 101 12-5 13-8 110 6
37 Spinney, C arolyn 28 10 16 24 14 29 121 11-10 15-7 132 8*
38 Sudji an, Ralph 32 8 16 18 11 26 111 12-11 14-7 113 7-
39 Thomas, Richard 21 10 13 12 8 20 84 12-9 12-2 95 5*
40 Wanamaker ,He1en 32 9 14 14 12 22 103 12-7 13-10 110 6*
41 wells, Evelyn 18 9 11 14 9 12 73 13-1 11-3 86 5-
42 White, Joseph 30 9 18 18 13 8 96 12-6 13-2 105 6-
43 Worce ster, Elliott 32 10 13 22 14 34 125 12-8 16-0 126 9-
Range
81
to
138
11-3
to
13-9
11-11
to
17-10
86
to
137
a- equals plus
f *
1.
/of
TABLE 32
SHOWING SCORE ON THE SIX DIVISIONS OF HAGGERTY INTELLIGENCE
EXAMINATION DELTA 2, WITH TOTAL, C. A,, M. A,, I. Q., AND
GRADE ABILITY OF SEVENTH YEAR PUPILS OF WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOL, SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS.
Section 1-2 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th Tot. C.A. M.A. I.Q. Grade
Abil.
1 All an,Willi am 30 10 17 20 13 30 120 13-4 15-5 116 8
2 Anderson, Esther 32 10 9 20 15 26 112 11-11 14-8 123 7
3 Bezanson,Mar shall 34 12 18 20 13 36 133 12-6 17-0 136 9-
4 Bowen, Lester 24 7 19 16 10 23 99 14-5 13-5 93 6-
5 Calamr a, Fr anc i
s
24 8 13 18 10 19 92 12-10 12-10 100 6-
6 Callanan, Charles 30 12 19 21 15 31 128 12-0 16-5 137 9-
7 Callow, All an 30 9 15 10 12 31 107 12-10 14-2 110 7
8 Cherry, Albert 26 12 20 17 11 29 115 14-4 14-11 104 7*
9 Chicarello, Eleanor 22 10 9 6 12 17 76 12-3 11-6 94 5-
10 Copithorne,Lois 22 10 11 12 15 23 93 16-5 12-11 79 6-
11 Coughlin, John 18 9 8 24 12 25 96 12-9 13-2 103 6-
12 DelBono,Eva 20 9 8 24 10 21 89 12-1 12-7 104 5*
13 Downs,Donald 24 10 20 16 11 21 110 13-6 14-6 108 7-
14 Dunning, George 24 8 15 26 13 26 112 12-11 14-8 114 7
15 Erikson, George 36 10 17 17 14 25 109 11-0 14-4 130 7-
16 Fletcher, John 30 7 15 4 10 15 81 13-4 11-11 89 5-
17 Harwood,Doris 24 6 17 15 13 22 97 12-1 13-3 110 6-
18 Heintz, Preston 36 12 15 21 15 28 127 12-1 16-3 134 9-
19 Hobbs,Beatrice 34 10 13 19 11 17 104 12-6 13-11 111 6*
20 Kenney, Robert 34 11 17 14 14 32 122 12-10 15-8 122 8*
21 Keyes, Ruth 30 10 9 14 12 25 100 12-3 13-7 111 6*
22 MacRae, Edith 21 8 10 17 12 19 87 12-7 12-5 99 5*
23 MacRae,Ernest 19 6 6 15 7 5 58 14-0 10-0 72 4-
24 Mamakes, James 20 11 16 17 13 27 104 12-0 13-11 116 6*

TABLE 32
SHOWING SCORE ON THE SIX DIVISIONS OF HAGGERTY INTELLIGENCE
EXAMINATION DELTA 2, WITH TOTAL, C. A., M. A., I. Q., AND
GRADE ABILITY OF SEVENTH YEAR PUPILS OF WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOL, SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS.
Section 1-2
25 Matheson,Berton
1st
Ond\j 10
ord
T Clo
A 4-Vi
8
OZlI
t rzlo d±
1 oz •
yo
.A.
I/O—
O
TUT A
T *Z Olo—d 106
Grade
Abil.
c
26 Maytus, Agnes Or\ y 6 Oa.do 11 O K y / i i oii—
y
lo-o T T "2llo r>
27 McLean, Donaid •ZOo<5 11 T Q18 T O y 6D 108 TO O T A *Z14-0 T T O11/5 7—
28 Newbold, Richard Oa.CD 1 T11 T /I14 T £1lb 14 T OI/O yo i O r\1/5— TO T T1/5—11 108 O—
29 O'Meara. Philip9 * oO Qy Q8 OdO T *Zlo T Qiy i r\o10/0 TO T T1/5—11 lo—
y
114 Ovr
30 Oxley, John
t/ 9 oO I
t klo T A14 T T1 / Q "ZOO 1 A f\14—
U
TO 111*5—11 art8 / O
31 Ray, Herbertv 9 o4 T O1*5 T o1/0 O/S60 1 111 Ond I 1/5/5 lo— 15-8 121 O-Sf
32 Re, Dorothy9 v O
>2
<53 8 8 T yl14 17 15 85 1*5-4 12-3 99 5-J5-
33 Scott, Ruth 9 10 30 T OId 26 t t o119 TO o 15-4 127 8-
34 Senior, Harold T A34 9 17 O /I24 T C15 *Z T31 130 TO TO12-10 16-8 130 9
35 Sterling, Natalie <i9 9 Id T /I14 T A14 23 T101 T T /**11-6 13-8 119 6
36 Stickney,Louise vl O40 t OId T O18 40 16 A r\40 166 TO /"*12-6 19-11*158* O \/9*
37 Sweetland,Bertram 11 18 16 11 29 85 13-0 12-3 94 5
38 Taylor, Janet 22 11 12 14 13 27 99 12-6 13-5 107 6-
39 Wentzell, Homer 28 11 19 22 15 33 128 12-5 16-5 132 9-
40 White, Charlotte 28 7 16 19 9 20 99 12-7 13-5 107 6-
41 White,Winifred 34 10 7 17 8 27 103 12-6 13-10 111 6#
Range
83
to
133
11-0
to
15—5
10-0
to
19-11
79
to
158
4-
to
9*
4t- equals plus

TABLE 33
SHOWING SCORE ON THE SIX DIVISIONS OF HAGGERTY INTELLIGENCE
EXAMINATION DELTA 2, WITH TOTAL, C. A., M. A., I. Q., AND
GRADE ABILITY OF SEVENTH YEAR PUPILS OF WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOL, SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS.
Section 1-3 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th Tot. C.A. M.A. I.Q. Grade
Abil.
_
Ar»cM 1 1 r» A1 fr»ra>rlHi Zi X X X U , «.X XI cu 2R 7 1 5Xo 21 5 26 102 1 2-6X V 1 3-9X \J c 1 01xox «
A +• n q rcn H^Vi on o c< 30 1XO 1 Rxo 20 12 20 110-L XO 12-0x*->—
o
1 4—5XTt
O
1 20 go
O 1 arirtViof- i"^ W Q "\rtrionD X a-Ili^I LC C> OO, HajilJOHU. 20 1 2 Xo 21X 1 3X O 25 1 01XwX 11-9X X —J 1 3-R 116X X \J o
4 Brault, Mildred 24 xo 20 1 6JL \J ft lflX {J 96 1 2-5 13-2 106 6-
5 Caggiano, Reynold 2R Q JLw 20 13JLO 25 11 3XXV 12-11Xw X
X
14-9X X — 1 14XX j. 7-iC-
6 Cronin, Margaret 32 ft 19 12 1 4X Tit 30 11 5XXV 1 2-11X XX 14-11x X X 116X XvJ 7-5C-
7 Cross, Janice 14 9 12 13 1 4 23 85 12-7 12-3 97 5-55-
8 Drevit son, Stanley 32 12 20 22 14XT 34 134XV™ 13-1XO—X 1 7-2X i — fc* 1 31 9*
9 Driscoll, Jane ^Roo q 1 2 22 1 4It 21 116X xo 1 2—
A
1 R—xo
o
1 22 R—o
10 DuPouy, Robert 1 20c>0 1 4 XX 23 1 09 1 2-2 1 4—4Xrr
M
1 1 flXxo 7—<
11 Ekstrand, Helen CO Q«7 i nXX XX 1 Oxo 9/L 93 1 2—1
1
X<-> XX 1 2—1 1X<->—XX i onx o 6—o
12 Gobron,Walter 1 R Q»7 1 6xo 1 Rxo fto 1 6 R5oo 1It"* 1 9—X<5 — RSoo O ^
13 Hall, Dorothy soo J. JL 1 3xo 1 6XO XX 25OO 1 05xoo 11-2 1 4—t"v 1 26x^*o
14 Kelley, Elizabeth 21 7i XX 20 1 3xo 24 96 1 9—
^
Xt<— 1 ^—9 1 ORxoo 6—O
15 Hill,Robert 30 1 OX XJ? 2flfcO 1 4 31ox 1 32 1 2—9 1 6—1 1Xo XX 1xoo
16 Holyoke, Shirlie 26 Q 1 3XO 1 5XO 1 3 2A 1 OOxoo 1 2-A 1 3—7XO f 110xxo 6—o
17 Jolatis, Demetrius X X 27 1 6xo 36ou 1 3Rxoo 1 1 —7XX ; 1 7—1 OX l —xo 1 S4lot
18 John son ,Whi tman 32 7 17 22 12 32 122 12-8 15-8 124 8*
19 Ke ough , Thelm
a
14 9 15 6 9 21 74 12-10 11-4 88 5-
20 Levin son,Lawrence 40 10 20 23 15 33 141 12-9 18-4 144 9*
21 Lindequi st , Elna 34 9 19 22 15 31 130 11-10 16-8 141 9
22 Linhares, Isabella 22 8 13 15 7 23 88 14-4 12-6 87 5*
23 MacDonald, Chester 22 10 17 20 13 23 105 13-4 14-0 105 6*
24 Macdonald,Mary 34 13 10 27 12 30 126 12-4 16-2 131 9-

/of
TABLE 33
SE0WII6 SCORE ON THE SIX DIVISIONS OF HAGGERTY INTELLIGENCE
EXAMINATION DELTA 2, WITH TOTAL, C. A., M. A., I. Q., AND
GRADE ABILITY OF SEVENTH YEAR PUPILS OF WESTERN JUHIOt HIGH
SCHOOL, SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS
»
Section 1-3
25 MacFadyn, Pauline
1st
32
2nd
11
3rd
19
4th
20
5th
14
6th
26
Tot.
122
C. A.
12-10
M. A.
15-8
i.q.
122
Grade
iiDll •
8*
26 Malvey,Wilfred 36 11 18 12 14 32 123 12-9 15-9 124 8*
27 Matthews, Lyman 13 6 20 16 55 13-3 9-9 74 4-
28 McNaraara,Sallie 30 8 16 22 15 22 113 12-11 14-9 114 7*
29 Nevelle, Frederick 22 11 18 18 12 30 111 12-7 14-7 116 7-
30 Parker, Doris 34 10 20 26 15 29 134 11-5 17-2 124 9*
31 Pike, Glenn 32 8 19 24 16 32 131 13-2 16-9 127 9*
32 Plumer, Jadelyn 28 11 15 18 9 28 109 12-4 14-4 116 7-
33 Powell, James 34 9 11 30 15 34 133 13-0 17-0 131 9*
34 Price, Eliot 30 10 18 34 14 26 132 12-3 16-11 138 9*
35 Rogers, Jean 31 8 6 15 13 15 89 11-5. 12-7 110 5*
36 Seaman, Eloise 28 6 17 18 9 22 100 11-11 13-7 114 6-
37 Sena, Edith 30 14 15 22 12 24 117 12-9 15-1 118 8-
38 Silva,Earle 34 13 20 32 15 34 148 13-0 19-8 151 9«
39 Small, Holmes 32 11 20 22 12 28 125 12-11 16-0 124 9-
40 Tanzilli,Louis 20 10 16 16 11 22 95 13-5 13-1 98 6-
41 Thompson, Ralph 38 12 18 30 16 35 149 12-9 19-10 156 9*
42 Tiki jian, Alice 34 6 12 14 11 26 103 12-5 13-10 112 6*
43 Tripp, Margaret 30 10 13 20 12 23 108 12-5 14-3 115 7-
44 Vercollene, Eugene 22 10 20 10 7 22 91 13-7 12-9 94 5*
45 Wooldridge,Ina 20 9 14 18 7 17 85 13-1 12-3 94 5*
46 Yee, Edward 16 8 19 15 6 16 80 14-10 11-10 79 5*
•$:- equals plus Range
74
to
148
11-2
to
14-10
9-9
to
19-10
74
to
156
4-
to
9*
1
/0<J
TiiBLE 34
SHOVING SCORE ON THE SIX DIVISIONS OP HAGGERTY INTELLIGENCE
EXAMINATION DELTA 2, WITH TOTAL, C. A., M. A., I. Q., AND
GRADE ABILITY OF SEVENTH YEArt PUPILS OF WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOL, SOMERVILJ.E, MASSACHUSETTS,
Section 1-4 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th Tot. C.A. Iff.A. I.Q. Grade
Atoil.
1 Azar, George 28 9 14 20 13 25 109 12-0 14-4 119 7-
2 Beake,Lawrence 32 10 16 22 16 31 127 11-6 16-3 148 9-
3 Breux,Clarence 12 8 4 8 6 19 57 14-4 9-11 69 4-
4 Carp, Emma 26 9 8 21 12 18 94 12-10 13-0 101 6-
5 Castra,Mary 30 11 19 23 13 29 125 12-7 16-0 127 9-
6 Chisholm, Virginia 28 10 13 20 13 26 110 11-6 14-6 126 7-
7 Cotter, Edmund 34 7 12 20 12 31 116 14-2 15-0 106 8-
8 Currier, Frank 29 11 18 18 15 34 125 13-1 16-0 122 9-
9 Dargis,Donald 14 9 14 24 10 16 87 12-6 12-5 99 5*
10 Durgin, Margaret 32 10 10 24 12 19 107 12-6 14-2 113 7-
11 Elder,Herbert 32 7 11 11 23 84 15-3 12-2 79 5*
12 Forsyth, Jeannie 38 12 19 26 11 30 136 11-9 17-6 149 9*
13 Fowler, Cecil 32 8 9 14 13 10 86 14-4 12-4 86 5*
14 Glass, Robert 16 11 16 13 13 28 97 12-5 13-3 107 6-
15 Greenherg,Frank 38 9 16 28 16 20 127 15-8 16-3 104 9-
16 Greenlaw,Willis 26 10 16 14 13 28 107 14-6 14-2 98 7-
17 Hanright, Charles 34 8 14 18 14 22 110 12-6 14-6 116 7-
18 Lewi s . T.oni se 20 11 14 9 11 20 85 12-10 12-3 96 5-x
19 Miller,Fern 14 12 8 14 11 12 71 11-5 11-1 97 4*
20 Molloy,Alice 30 8 16 32 11 26 123 11-2 15-9 141 8*
21 Monahan, Richard 24 7 18 12 14 33 108 12-10 14-3 111 7-
22 Pacheco,Belraira 20 9 18 28 10 25 110 12-10 14-6 113 7-
23 Patachiela,Eleanor 29 10 11 24 14 10 98 12-3 13-4 109 6-
24 Perry,Lucille 10 6 14 16 9 9 64 14-7 10-6 72 4

TABLE 34
SHOWING SCOKE ON THE SIX DIVISIONS OF HAGGEhTY INTELLIGENCE
EXAMINATION DELTA 2, WITH TOTAL, C. A., M. A., I. Q., AND
GRADE ABILITY OF SEVENTH YEAR PUPILS OF WESTERN JUMIOt HIGH
SCHOOL, SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS
Section 1-4
25 Powell,Phyllis
1st
36
2nd
7
3rd
19
4th
20
5th
13
6th
27
Tot.
122
C A.
13-9
M.A.
15-8
i.q.
114
Grade
Abil,
8#
26 Powell, J.Thurston 40 10 18 26 15 5 114 13-2 14-10 113 7*
27 Prescott,Gloria 26 11 15 38 9 22 121 13-2 15-7 118 8*
28 Rappoli,Gilda 8 9 13 3 6 16 55 13-2 9-9 74 4-
29 Renault, Alfred 26 7 16 16 8 22 95 13-2 13-1 99 6-
30 Sarkisian, Anna 12 6 14 9 12 20 73 13-1 11-3 86 5-
31 Shiere, Charles 32 9 12 8 14 30 105 12-2 14-0 115 6*
32 Wood,Margery 20 10 9 18 10 21 88 12-10 12-6 98 5*-
Range
71
to
136
11-2
to
15-8
9-9
to
17-6
69
to
149
4-
to
9«
* equals plus

///
TABLE 35
SHOWING SCORE ON THE SIX DIVISIONS OF HAGGEKTY INTELLIGENCE
EXAMINATION DELTA 2, WITH TOTAL, C. A., M. A., I. Q., AND
GRADE ABILITY CF SEVENTH YEAR PUPILS OF WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOL, SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS.
Section 1-5 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th Tot. C.A. M.A, I.Q. Grade
AMI.
1 Adams,Lawrence 20 5 14 6 14 17 76 13-6 11-6 85 5-
2 Armstrong, Clifford 30 8 11 12 13 23 97 13-11 13-3 95 6-
3 Balcom,Albert 6 9 15 12 10 30 82 11-11 12-0 101 5-
4 Baldus,Dorothy 33 10 15 20 14 23 115 12-9 14-11 117 7*
5 B as sett, Dorothy 32 10 15 21 8 21 107 13-0 14-2 109 6*
6 Brine,Dexter 30 8 20 3 11 29 101 12-8 13-8 108 a
7 Conlin,William 27 8 5 13 9 11 73 12-8 11-3 89 5-
8 Crosby, Arthur 28 11 11 27 10 18 105 13-11 14-0 101 6*
9 Dixon, John 30 10 16 14 12 15 97 13-2 13-3 101 6-
10 English, Edward 19 5 13 5 8 10 60 13-6 10-2 75 4-
11 Fenochette, Ernest 27 8 19 18 12 10 94 13-2 13-0 99 6-
12 Fuller, Edna 18 10 17 20 8 21 94 13-3 13-0 98 6-
13 Gazzola, John 24 9 11 2 11 23 80 12-5 11-10 96 5-
14 Holmes, Albert 32 6 12 20 12 19 101 15-7 13-8 88 6
15 John st on ,Wi 11i am 20 5 14 12 9 16 76 11-11 11-6 97 5-
16 Kissack, Edward 29 8 11 15 12 15 90 14-3 12-8 89 5*
17 LeBlanc,Walter 32 12 15 11 14 23 107 13-5 14-2 96 6*
18 McMillan, Eli z. 33 8 13 8 3 19 84 13-1 12-2 93 5-3S-
19 Malone, John 33 9 13 9 11 25 100 12-0 13-2 113 6-
20 McNamara, Russell 24 9 14 14 11 27 99 12-4 13-5 109 6-
21 1 Neil, Robert 20 6 15 19 8 24 93 13-2 12-10 98 6-
22 Pepi tone, Phyllis 13 10 15 10 5 15 68 1 3-3 10-10 82 4#
23 Pike,Wilma 19 7 14 15 55 14-5 9-9 68 4-
24 Rawling,Dorothy 19 6 12 12 7 8 64 15-8 10-6 67 4
* equals plus

TABLE 35
SHOWING SCORE ON THE SIX DIVISIONS OF HAGGERTY INTELLIGENCE
EXAMINATION DELTA 2, WITH TOTAL, C. A., M. A., I. Q., AND
GRADE ABILITY OF SEVENTH YEAR PUPILS OF WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOL, SOMERVIJjLE, MASSACHUSETTS.
Section 1-5
25 Rumery,Ina
1st
32
2nd
18
3rd
18
4th
20
5th
12
6th
17
Tot.
117
C.A.
12-0
M.A.
15-1
I.Q.
126
Grade
AMI.
8-
26 Shannon, Evelyn 8 2 10 7 11 38 16-4 8-8 53 3-
27 Simpson,Muriel 20 7 15 16 12 14 84 14-10 12-2 82 5
28 Smallwood,Muriel 20 14 13 19 13 28 107 12-8 14-2 112 6*
29 Smart,Beverly 28 11 9 17 8 22 95 12-1 13-1 108 6-
30 Sparkes -Blanche 31 9 18 11 12 27 108 15-5 14-3 92 7-
31 Spencer, Ernest 18 8 13 17 6 11 73 16-2 11-3 69 4*
32 Staples, Ralph 30 13 15 17 17 15 102 12-2 13-9 113 6*
33 Sullivan, Frances 20 8 8 8 11 15 70 11-10 11-0 93 4*
34 Sullivan, Veronica 19 2 7 6 3 12 49 12-0 9-4 78 3*
35 Thompson, Paul 30 10 15 28 13 20 116 13-0 15-0 116 8-
36 Trapp, Sidney 32 9 20 22 14 30 127 12-2 16-3 134 9-
37 Ugolini,Margaret 22 8 9 32 10 23 104 13-4 13-11 104 6*
38 wat ers, Joseph 21 a 13 16 15 22 85 12-5 12-3 98 5*
39 Williams on, Eil 32 9 17 15 12 21 106 12-10 14-1 117 6*
40 Wilson,Wil^rd 34 10 11 20 14 30 119 12-10 15-4 128 8-
41 Wiltshire, Evelyn 22 5 13 11 8 17 76 15-2 11-6 76 5-
* equals pliis
Range
38
to
127
11-10
to
16-4
8-8
to
16-3
53
to
128
3-
to
9-

TABLE 36
SHOWING SCORE ON THE SIX DIVISIONS OF HAGGERTY INTELLIGENCE
EXAMINATION DELTA 2, WITH TOTAL, C. A., M. A., I. Q., AND
GRADE ABILITY OP SEVENTH YEAR PUPILS OF WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOL, SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS.
c> £»/>-f- -I on 1 —6
A IJ t; all , i_iU.Vv Li. J. U.
1st
-LOU
24
2nd*-* 1 1 La.
7
3rdL/X KJL
A
4thx L*Xi
1 6
5th
11X X
6thL/ UXX
20
Tot
.
— \J '-> %
ftA
C -A*
12—5
M - A .
12-2
x > #
91c x
X CA,V_A.L^
Abil.
5KJ
fc> DOW o , XyC; ill n 34L/Tx 5 10X V-' 1 4X x 1X LV 19X C 92 1 2«5 1 2-T 1 03 <-/ *»
t_/ i_) KJjLX UX1 , i j a. 26*-» L/ 10XL/ X X 14X JL 9 16X Lx 86L/ L/ 14-6a «L/ "1 2-4Xks — ^. 85 L/ ' v
A p. riprin an Manv 25 12 12xw 13X 9 16X L/ 87 12-11X ^X X 12-5 96 5*
5 Rid f» lei pp . .Tftan 36 6 12X P* 16X \J 15 29 114 13-1 14-10Xa ^X L> 113XXL/
6 f!ar1 son . TVi-? lri r fidW L/ Ul J_ *-> VJli * All J_ JLLXX L'LX 23 7 9 14X a. 9 15X w 77I f 12-7XW^ i 11-7X X^ i 91«/ X 5-
7 Chalrer! an Ali oe 18Xw 9 14X A. 20 10X \J 22 93 12-5 12-11X ^mXX 140xxv 6-L/^
8 Chateauneuf .Gept
.
26 8 13 23 12 30 112 13-0X L/ ^^V-/ 14-8X X ^"L/ 131X KJX 71
9 fiomber - Thocia s 30 10X v 16x w 15 12 29 112 13-2 14-8 112X X *»«» 7
10 Dald n - KavmondX. W A-' CA J\ ,U 1 -l « J- v ^*"J A * J v-/ A 1VX 25 7 15x \y 16X. \~> 10 23 96 12-8 13-2 140X X w 6-
1 1 Dnivrri f=« Phvl 1 i gXX U\J VVIXX ^ , 1 ilj X XX O 34 5 11X X 17X 1 13XL/ 23L/ 103 12-5 13-10 112 64S-
12 Fbinspr Adol nh 34 ftL/ 14X J> 20L/ L-> 20 104X L/ X 12-11X —XX 1 3—1
1
1 07XL/ l 645-
AO XViX X X o , iVi O.X J 32KJ+~* 12 12 1 7X I 1X \J 21X 1 04X L/^C 1 2—8 1 3-1XO—XX 92
Xrr LVCl v-u Uj| inc AXU«A 30L/ L/ L/ 1 ftxo 26 1 2X *v 1 ft noX Xw 1 3—0X t->—
W
1 4—6XTt—Vj 112X X tj A
XO X^ X ctgjg,
,
A'ijf X 27 Q 1 6XvJ 1 6X '_' X^ 24 1 04 1 ?)—
o
1 3—1 1XO XA 1 21 6-"-
16 PI nod Rirhard 14 LV 36 ftKJ 12X K>/ 15X KJ 73 13—
A
n —3XX 7ft1 L/
1 7 Tt 1 nr**h*i m* * Anna 18 ftKJ 7 14X A 11X X 26 84LJ Jm 12-6X**«»WL> 12-2 91 5L/
X LJ X X CA1 A t-J wU a X>wX V-/ UJ.J.J 14 7 ftLV 1X 7 10X \J 47 1 2-1
1
X —Xx 9-2 71 L/
19 Fur long, Dorothy 24 6 8 12 9 12 71 12-0 11-1 92 4*
20 Grant, Donald 28 10 12 15 7 17 89 13-4 12-7 94 5
21 Graves, Herbert 29 11 17 13 19 89 14-10 12-7 85 5-3C-
22 Heighton, Dorothy 20 9 14 21 10 14 88 13-1 12-6 95 5-35-
23 Hiekey, Mary 34 10 9 12 11 10 86 12-5 12-4 93 &»
24 Horsman, Stanley 21 12 19 10 4 19 85 13-5 12-3 91 5*
* equals plus
41
t.
TABLE 36
SHOWING SCORE ON THE SEC DIVISIONS OF HAGGERTT INTELLIGENCE
EXAMINATION DELTA 2, WITH TOTAL, C. A., M. A,, I. Q., AND
GRADE ABILITY OF SEVENTH YEAR PUPILS OF WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOL, SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS.
Section 1-6 1st 2nd
25 Jacobs, Esther 18 12
26 Keenan, Henry 22 9
27 Lydstone,Barbara 33 14
28 Marvin, Gertrude 29 9
29 McCracken,Bernice 32 13
30 McWatters, Alexander27 6
31 Miller, Alice 15 8
32 Mason, Mary 34 10
33 Nicherson,Bernard 28 7
34 Northrop, Robert 28 10
35 Osborne, Margaret 26 8
36 Oxley, Arthur 26 6
37 Quinlan, Arthur 32 9
38 Randall, Everard 32 9
39 Ray, Virginia 26 9
40 Rice, Clay 27 11
41 Scalingi,Ciro 34 11
42 Shaughnessy,Evelyn32 9
43 Soraers,Bertha 31 10
44 Sousa, Edward 30 7
45 Treen, Ernest 29 8
46 Ward, Ruth 34 14
47 Watson, John 30 11
48 Wyllie, Isabella 16 7
3rd 4th
7 26
14 18
15 23
12 13
12 20
16 23
8 14
12 23
17 8
20 21
17 28
16
17 18
14 22
11 2
13 7
10 16
9 20
13 17
17 14
14 18
19 28
16 19
10 6
5th 6th
12 27
11 19
11 31
9 11
12 29
9
6
27
14
10 30
7 21
16 25
13 33
2 13
12 25
9 27
10 26
12 22
14 33
13 27
14 19
15 31
10 27
14 32
8 25
4 23
# equals plus
Range
Tot.
102
93
127
83
118
108
65
119
88
120
125
63
113
113
84
92
118
110
104
114
106
141
109
66
63
to
141
C.A.
13-2
15-1
13-1
12-6
12-6
16-1
12-3
12-5
15-1
12-11
13-5
15-2
12-10
12-7
13-2
12-8
11-11
12-4
13-
12-9
12-7
12-7
12-2
12-6
11-11
to
16-1
M.A. I.Q.
13-9 144
12-11 86
16-3 124
12-1 90
15-3 123
14-3 89
10-7 85
15-4 125
12-6 83
15-5 111
16- 114
10-5 68
14-9 115
14-9 115
12-2 116
12-10 113
15-3 138
14-6 117
13-11 107
14-10 116
14-1 112
18-4 146
14-4 112
10-8 85
9-2 68
to to
18-4 146
Grade
Abil.
6
6-
9-
5
8-
7-
4ft
8-
5*
8
9-
4
7*
7
5
6-
8-
7
6*-
7
6*
9*
7-
4*
4
to
9-

TABLE 37
SHOViOG SCORE ON THE SIX DIVISIONS OF HAGGERTY INTELLIGENCE
EXAMINATION DELTA 2, WITH TOTAL, C. A., M. A., I. Q., AND
GRADE ABILITY OF SEVENTH YEAR PUPILS OF WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOL, SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS.
Rofiti on 1 wJl 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th Tot
.
C.A. M.A. 1.0 .X- # • Gr
Ab:
5J.:-1 AT 1 ptt- VI "pen tit a 16 8 19JL \s 13 9 20 85 13-8 12-3 89
2 Rl nnrln pt Mamr 24 10jl. \y Q 13JL \J 11JL JL 17JL f 83 13-7JL | 12-1J-*-'^ jL 89^J \J 5
3 Bui nit skv.M-i Idred. 32 12 11 15 12 24 106 11-2 14-1 129 6*-
4 n arr * F.dn a 18JLj V—
'
8 13 7 21 67 13-7JLW 1 10-9 79 4-«-
5 Cataldo.Harrv 19 11 14 1 3 13 61 13-1 10-3 79 4-
6 Ghase.Lawrence 34 12 18 21 14 8 107JL V | 13-9 14-2 103 7.
7 Chase .Thelma 23 11 13 19 10 18 94 13-0 13-0 100 6-
8 CuiTUiiinp" s • Don sJ d 34 11 20 28 15 32 140 12-10 18-2 139 9#
9 Davis. Evelvn 4 6 6 16 32 15-4 8-5 55 3-
TO Di on . Ruth 26 8 14 8 11 21 88 12-9 12-6 98 5-}<-
11 Di onne.Gerard 34 14 14 18 11 24 115JL JL ' 12-5 14-11JL X ~~ J_ JL 117JL JL I 7*
JL jLS JL Ull J. A v> • C Ql xl 1 38 14JL jC 18JL v-r 30 11JL JL 33 144JL^ -L 12-5 18-10JL V-J~ JLv 171JL I JL
13 Dpp IV i lhpr» 30 8 18JL V—< 14 13JLW 29 112JL JL 12-4 14-8jjn 119JL JL V/ 7
1 4 "Dun 1 at) . »T^.*hTi 34 12JL f~-> 14jl 26Hi \J 14 36 136JL WW 12-9JL 17-6JL i 119JL JL V* 9-sfr
1 ft "FT*i Icsfir* DnT**? sJLU jjl JL jVOUIi j J_V V-/ J- J- O 40 10JL v> 16JL ' 18 14JL j£ 24 122 12-8JL *J ^v_> 15-8JL 123JL KJ 8^-
16 "Rstabpook* Virginia 34 9 15 18 10 30 86 12-6 12-4 92 5^
17 Glendon ..Loui se 30 10 7 8 7 22 84 13-6 12-2 90 5
18 Gosdi si an .Marv 33 5 17JL I 19 12 28 114JL JL J- 12-11J-*—4^JL JL 14-10 115 7-M-
19 Greenburg, Ida 28 10 18 20 11 25 112 13-4 14-8 110 7
20 Hees, Diamond 13 6 9 11 7 14 61 12-3 10-3 77 4-
21 Kelly, Frances 20 8 15 19 8 16 86 14-10 12-4 96 5*-
22 Lane,Louise 30 10 16 11 16 18 101 12-3 13-8 112 6
23 Lewis, Dorothy 32 11 17 16 13 31 120 12-7 15-5 121 8
24 Lindstrom,Barbara 18 10 18 14 11 26 97 12-10 13-3 130 6-
* equals plus

TABLE 37
SHOWING SCORE ON THE SIX DIVISIONS OF HAGGERTY INTELLIGENCE
EXAMINATION DELTA 2, WITH TOTAL, C. A., Iff • A., I, AND
GRADE ABILITY OF SEVENTH YEAR PUPILS OF WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOL, SCMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS
•
Section 1-7
25 Lopez, Joseph
1st
23
2nd
7
3rd
9
4th
5
5th
11
6th
17
Tot.
72
C.A.
14-10
M. A.
11-2
i.q.
71
Grade
Abil.
4-
26 Man cini, Angelina 30 12 17 14 11 27 111 15-0 14-7 92 7-
27 Magoon,Margaret 21 7 14 9 8 22 81 - 12-3 11-11 90 5-
28 Mazarnanian,Mary 23 9 12 21 7 18 90 12-2 12-8 104 5*
29 MoGrath, Elizabeth 29 8 17 17 7 22 100 12-1 13-7 112 6-
30 Mills, Frances 22 8 17 10 9 19 85 12-10 12-3 95 5*
31 M sher, Vernah 28 11 10 16 8 22 95 11-8 13-1 122 6-
32 Ott, Virginia 12 9 9 14 11 19 74 13-1 11-4 79 5-
33 Pelicella, Vincent 21 6 20 9 11 22 89 13-6 12-7 94 5*
34 Pollock, Vesta 28 10 14 14 8 20 94 13-3 13-0 92 6-
35 Powers, Albert 30 12 18 18 14 23 115 13-3 14-11 113 7*
36 Quigley, Katherine 21 13 8 14 8 22 86 11-5 12-4 116 5-::-
37 Redenhizer, Gertrude 6 5 16 5 16 48 15-5 9-4 60 3*
38 Sacco, Conchetta 20 8 13 10 8 22 81 13-6 11-11 81 5
39 Sappini, James 28 8 9 21 7 23 96 12-8 13-2 104 6-
40 Taylor,Thelma 36 11 11 24 13 24 119 13-3 15-4 116 8-
41 Walsh,
J
seph 10 7 16 8 6 16 63 14-1 10-5 74 4
42 Warner,Lillian 29 8 12 20 8 29 106 12-9 14-1 110 6*
kJ VV C X oil, Jj J, X X J. X \J 10 17 1X \J 13-8 14-11 102 "7-"-
44 l^hite,William 20 10 17 18 13 20 98 14-10 13-4 97 6-
45 Vvhiteacre, Evelyn 28 7 9 5 13 62 12-8 10-4 82 4-
46 Wolf, Francis 12 10 16 10 10 29 75 15-2 11-5 69 5-
Range
61
to
140
11-2 8-5 55
to to to
15-5 18-2 171
3-
to
9*
-x- equals plus

"7
TABLE 38
SHOWING SCORE ON THE SIX DIVISIONS OF HAGGERTY INTELLIGENCE
EXAMINATIONS DELTA 2, WITH TOTAL, C. A., M. A., I. Q., AND
GRADE ABILITY OF SEVENTH YEAR PUPILS OF WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOL, SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS.
Section 1-8 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th Tot. C.A. M.A. I.Q.Grad
Abil
1 B oudr e au, Clement 31 10 12 22 9 9 93 13-6 12-11 96 6-
2 Brann, Janet 28 10 8 18 12 18 94 14-4 13-0 90 6-
3 Bruce, Maretta 34 6 20 14 14 20 108 14-8 14-3 96 7-
4 Call ahan, Francis 30 10 16 11 14 7 88 13-9 12-6 91 5*
5 Cante, Philip 24 9 19 16 7 10 85 13-2 12-3 93 5*
6 C anty,Dor othy 38 10 17 26 13 27 131 12-6 16-9 134 9
7 Coppola, Enes 22 9 14 26 8 22 101 12-7 33-8 101 6
8 Cragg, Virgini a 22 5 12 18 13 20 90 13-11 12-8 91 5*
9 DeNatale,Lena 20 6 7 15 6 16 70 13-2 11-0 89 4*
10 Edwards, Eleanor 29 10 16 18 9 26 108 11-10 14-3 130 7-
11 Frenchwi ewe z , J
•
20 8 16 6 21 71 13-8 11-1 94 4*
12 Gib son,Margaret 38 10 17 16 13 29 123 12-4 15-9 129 8*
13 Goddard, Annie 29 8 10 13 9 19 88 12-2 12-6 103 5*
14 Griffin,William 32 9 14 15 11 25 106 13-7 14-1 104 6*
15 Haynes, Frederick 34 9 20 16 10 18 107 14-8 14-2 97 7-
16 Hobbs, Chester 33 10 15 30 5 22 115 14-8 14-11 102 7*
17 Hughes,Marian 28 9 14 24 13 20 108 12-4 14-3 117 7-
18 Hunt, Margaret 24 8 7 13 11 17 80 12-7 11-10 94 5-
19 Johnson, Hazel 26 9 13 10 10 21 89 12-1 12-7 104 5*
20 LaDuke,Victor 28 10 13 14 9 25 99 13-8 13-5 98 6—
21 Lundberg,Lennart 10 11 14 4 21 60 12-5 10-2 82 4*
22 MacKay,Marie 26 8 16 19 14 23 106 12-5 14-1 114 6*
23 Mahigi an, Agnes 24 7 11 14 13 17 86 14-2 12-4 87 5*
24 01 sen, Arthur 17 7 12 7 6 13 63 13-3 10-5 79 4-
* equals plus

///
TABLE 38
SHOWING SCORE ON THE SIX DIVISIONS OF HAGGERTY INTELLIGENCE
EXAMINATIONS DELTA 2, WITH TOTAL, C. A., M. A., I. Q., AND
GRADE ABILITY OF SEVENTH YEAR PUPILS OF WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOL, SOMEEVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS
•
Section 1-8 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th Tot. C.A. M. A. I.Q.Grade
AMI.
25 Osborne, Alb ert 30 12 18 18 9 32 119 12-8 15-4 121 8-
26 Pashce,Anne 26 11 11 12 10 28 98 10-11 13-4 122 6-
27 Pickett,Walter 26 8 14 12 6 20 86 14-1 12-4 87 5*
28 Pi ttmann, Robert 20 13 15 26 8 28 110 13-0 14-6 112 7-
29 Robitaille, Arthur 22 8 15 5 10 13 73 12-6 11-3 90 5-
30 Short, Eleanor 24 6 10 7 6 18 71 15-0 11-1 74 4*
31 St acey, Robert 24 6 18 20 12 24 104 12-6 13-11 111 6-
32 Tarkcr,Ruth 14 10 10 19 8 28 89 12-8 12-7 99 5*
33 Theriault, Arthur 26 11 10 17 11 13 88 11-1 12-6 113 5*
34 Walsh, Irvine 27 9 15 14 11 22 98 12-10 13-4 104 6-
35 Warner ,W i 11 i am 20 12 12 19 11 2 76 12-10 11-6 90 5-
36 Willson, Frederick 36 10 10 23 14 26 119 12-10 15-4 119 8-
37 Zee, Helen 21 2 9 3 7 42 14-5 8-10 61 3*-
Range
42
to
131
11-1
to
14-8
8-10
to
16-9
61
to
134
3*
t
9
equals plus

/7f
TABLE 39
SHOWING SCORE ON THE SIX DIVISIONS OF HAGGERTY I NT ELLIGENCE
EXAMINATIONS DELTA 2, WITH TOTAL, C. A., M. A., I. Q., AND
GRADE ABILITY OF SEVENTH YEAR PUPILS OF WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOL, SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS.
Section 1-9 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th Tot. C.A. M.A. I .Q.Grade
AMI/
1 Anderson, Gordon 36 7 15 28 12 25 123 12-0 15-9 131 8*
2 Atlansky, Esther 26 9 8 8 13 64 12-6 10-6 85 4
3 Batten,Bernice 24 7 8 21 13 13 86 12-8 12-4 97 5*
4 Beals, Vernon 14 9 13 16 10 12 74 14-4 11-4 79 5-
5 Borgis,Warren 28 8 12 9 25 82 12-11 12-0 93 5-
6 Boyce, Joseph 15 9 13 12 10 22 81 12-4 11-11 97 5-
7 Bradley, Evelyn 34 9 10 18 7 18 96 14-6 13-2 91 6-
8 Br ann, Esther 26 10 12 15 11 11 85 12-10 12-3 96 5*
9 Cosraan,Harry 32 5 15 8 12 19 91 12-6 12-9 102 5*
10 Cotter,Robert 22 5 14 3 11 27 82 13-0 12-0 92 5-
11 DINapoli,Henry 30 7 18 8 10 28 101 14-10 13-8 92 6
12 Duffy, John 17 8 11 20 12 26 94 14-7 13-0 89 6-
13 Eldridge,Rose 27 10 13 20 12 18 100 12-9 13-7 107 6-
14 Foster, Robert 20 6 17 4 10 9 66 15-0 10-8 71 4#
15 Gene ssie, John 32 8 15 28 13 30 126 12-9 11-2 127 9-
16 Graves.Ruth 30 9 7 10 6 15 77 12-4 11-7 94 5-
17 Jacques,Robert 28 12 16 17 10 29 112 12-4 14-8 119 7
1 R .ToVin f?nn - KnV> ^"pt: 28 nJL JL 17 24 13 20 113X J- w 14-7 14-9JL -c 101JLvX 7
19 Kaspar,Lucy 34 9 12 12 11 20 98 12-5 13-4 107 6-
20 Kelley,Beatrice 26 15 19 22 16 36 134 12-3 17-2 140 9*
21 Maghigi an, Edward 25 6 8 10 8 18 75 14-8 11-5 78 5-
22 Maniscalco, John 18 5 19 7 15 64 13-11 10-6 76 4
23 McManus, Albert 26 10 17 20 8 16 97 14-6 13-3 91 6-
24 Milliken, Russell 33 10 18 11 15 25 112 12-7 14-8 116 7
a equals plus

/JL<?
TABLE 39
SHOWING SCORE ON THE SIX DIVISIONS OP HAGGERTY INTELLIGENCE
EXAMINATIONS DELTA 2, WITH TOTAL, C. A., M. A., I. Q., AND
GKADE ABILITY OF SEVENTH YEAK PUPILS OF WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOL, SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS.
Section 1-9
25 Mitchell, Edna
1st
28
2nd
7
3rd
15
4th
11
5th
12
6th
18
Tot.
91
C.A.
13-2
H.A.
12-9
I.Q.Grade
Abil.
97 5*
26 Morrison,Beatrice 34 7 12 16 13 28 110 11-7 14-6 123 7-
27 Murphy, Jeanette 21 5 16 12 9 18 81 13-3 11-11 91 5-
28 Perecheduk,Walter 22 7 19 9 6 18 81 13-0 11-11 92 5-
29 Randall -Geneva 34 11 9 8 12 21 95 12-11 13-1 101 6-
30 Randall, Roger 25 8 16 16 10 24 99 14-3 13-5 94 6-
31 Richards,Wellington 23 11 10 22 13 16 95 14-6 13-1 90 6-
32 Sickles,William 21 7 16 11 8 10 73 15-0 11-3 75 5-
33 Slater, Ernest 31 9 16 18 13 13 100 14-3 13-7 95 6
34 Sou z a,Willi am 26 6 17 9 7 15 80 14-6 11-10 82 5-
35 Talma, Thomas 27 9 18 17 9 27 107 12-10 14-2 110 7-
36 Tarr, Virginia 22 11 13 18 10 23 97 12-9 13-3 104 6-
37 Thompson, Giloert 26 7 17 15 13 12 90 ^ A A14-4 12-8 88 5*
38 Townsend, Gordon 32 9 15 10 10 21 87 12-11 12-5 96 5*
39 wall ace,Lester 32 8 20 20 12 26 118 13-10 15-3 110 8-
40 We stwood, Phoebe 28 6 10 22 13 16 95 11-0 13-1 119 6-
* equafc plus Range 64
to
134
11-7
to
14-7
10-6
to
17-2
76
to
131
4
to
9*
0. • «
' *
—
.
.
TABLE 40
SHOWING SCORE ON THE SIX DIVISIONS OF HAGGERTY INTELLIGENCE
EXAMINATIONS DELTA 2, WITH TOTAL, C. A., M. A., I. Q., AND
GRADE ABILITY OF SEVENTH YEAR PUPILS OF WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOL, SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS.
Section 1-10
1 Amhrogne, Elmer
1st
26
2nd
9
3rd
16
4th
14
5th
13
6th
25
Tot.
103
C.A.
13-4
M.A.
13-10
I.G> Grade
Abil.
104 6*
2 Barakat,May 20 8 13 9 16 66 13-5 10-8 79 4*
3 Bine, Madeline 26 11 7 18 8 32 102 12-8 12-10 108 7-
4 Burke, Dorothy 32 9 12 22 12 23 110 12-9 14-6 114 7-
5 Callandrella,Nich. 28 14 19 20 16 29 126 11-8 16-2 139 9-
6 Champion,Bertha 28 11 12 13 8 27 99 13-11 13-5 97 6-
7 Clifford, Eleanor 26 10 13 21 12 21 103 12-6 13-10 111 6*-
8 Collieson, Eleanor 34 8 17 26 13 28 126 15-2 16-1 106 9-
8 Curran, Donald 32 11 19 20 11 23 116 12-4 15-0 122 8-
10 DiCiaccio,Mary 34 9 16 26 6 25 116 12-8 15-0 118 8-
11 Dumas, James 34 14 20 15 14 10 107 13-5 14-2 105 7-
12 Eften,Helen 22 9 16 15 8 24 94 12-11 13-0 101 6-
13 Elmes, George 24 17 18 14 7 25 105 14-1 14-0 99 6*
14 Hofmann,Amy 27 9 19 5 10 23 93 14-0 12-11 92 6-
15 Johnson, Elna 34 13 15 23 11 27 123 12-6 15-9 126 8*
16 Lunderville, Evelyn 29 9 17 18 11 19 103 13-4 13-10 104 6*
17 McWatters, Rachel 30 7 14 16 11 21 99 14-0 13-5 97 6-
18 Melillo, Carmine 24 10 12 15 10 23 94 13-7 13-0 96 6-
19 Murphy, Corneilius 15 6 19 8 7 23 78 13-9 11-8 85 5-
20 Murphy, John 38 12 13 17 13 23 115 15-0 15-0 100 8-
21 Nelson, Ruth 21 5 14 20 7 23 90 12-11 12-8 98 5*-
22 Pederson,Inger 23 12 20 14 12 23 104 13-9 13-11 101 6*
23 Pedrane, Eugene 34 9 13 20 11 26 113 13-4 14-9 111 7*
24 Perechoduk,Mary 20 5 11 10 15 61 11-10 10-3 87 4-

TABLE 40
SHOWING SCORE ON THE SIX DIVISIONS OF HAGGERTY INTELLIGENCE
EXAMINATIONS DELTA 2, WITH TOTAL, C. A., IvU A,, I. Q., AND
GRADE ABILITY OF SEVENTH YEAR PUPILS OF WESTERN JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOL, SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS.
Rp>ct-i nn "I —1 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th Tot • C - A. M.A. I »Q« Grade
Abil.
OC^ Dp-rt-p-i cxy% TflflV)f*1 1 ft\J i OJ. X LCI j 1 ijauulXw 20 10JL \J 13J-V 11JL JL 4 15JL \J 73 12-6 11-3 90 5-
26 Ph11li-ns Ruth 26 5 12JL Krf 14JL - 9 19JL \J 85 13-6 12-3 87 5-2'r
27 Ph i nnftv* TCvelvn 20 11JL JL 12JLw 8 12 21 84 13-0 12-2 94 5*
2R R1 ver s - Fp&nae s 36 9 9 16 14 29 113 12-8 14-9 116 7#
29 Rnbbins PviVllis 3 13JL \y 19JL v 6 22 63 12-5 10-5 84 4
30 Skalinp". Franklin 28 8 18 2 12 22 90 14-11 12-8 85 5-"-
31 Smith. Luc? "1 le 16 7 17JL 1 12 11 14 77 13-0 11-7JL JL^ 1 89 5-
32 Souza.Thresa 18JL V-/ 9 10 11 3 11 62 15-4 10-4 67 4-
33 fin! ainft-Annrv 24 7 14JL -L 26 10 16 97 13-7mim W^ t 13-3 97 6-
7)4- S on ft VV ft s 1 ft
v
36t*/\j> 8 16JL W 20 14JL - 28 122 13-9 15-8 114JL JU — 8*
35 Thatcher, Henry 26 10 17 18 13 15 99 15-1 13-5 89 6-
36 Trask,Thelma 22 7 7 8 9 21 74 16-11 11-4 67 5-
37 Tucker, Thelraa 30 3 12 16 11 25 97 13-1 13-3 101 6-
38 White, Paul 24 8 13 6 20 71 12-4 11-1 90
39 White, Prescott 24 11 18 12 13 26 104 13-11 13-11 100 6*
61 11-8 10-3 67 4-
to to to to to
126 16-11 16-2 139 9-
# equals plus
X
TABLE 52
SUMMARY 07 THE DATA CONTAINED IN THE HAGGERTY INTELLIGENCE
EXAMINATION SHOWING THE RANGES IN THE C. A., M. A., I. Q.,
OF EACH OF THE TEN DIVISIONS WHICH TOOK THE TEST.
Sec • No. of
Pupils
C. A. Range M. A.
1-1 43 11-13 2 11-17
1-2 41 11-16 5 10-19
1-3 46 11-14 3 9-19
1-4 32 11-15 4 9-17
1-5 41 11-16 5 8-16
1-6 48 11-16 5 9-18
1-7 46 11-15 4 8-18
1-8 37 11-14 3 8-16
1-9 40 11-14 3 10-17
1-10 39 11-16 5 10-16
Range I. Q. Range Grade
Ability
6 86-137 51 5-9
9 79-158 79 4-9
10 74-156 82 4-9
8 69-149 80 4-9
8 53-128 75 3-9
9 68-146 78 4-9
10 55-121 66 3-9
8 61-134 73 3-9
7 76-131 55 4-9
6 67-139 72 4-9
Highest C. A. equals 16-11
Lowest C. A, equals 11-0
Highest I. Q,. equals 82
Lowest I. equals 51
Highest M. A. equals 19-11
Lowest M. A, equals 8-5
Highest G. A. equals 9
Lowest G. A. equals 3
Highest I. Q. secured in the ten divisions by any pupil was 171 •
Lowest I. Q. secured in the ten divisions by any pupil was 53.

TABLE 55A
ORGANIZATION OF THE OLD SECTIONS ACCORDING TO
THE RESULTS OBTAINED IN THE HAGGERTY TEST
•
Section C. A. Range . A. Range I. &. Range
1-1 11-13 2 11-17 6 86-137 51
1-2 11-16 5 10-19 9 79-158 79
1-3 11-14 3 9-19 10 74-155 82
1-4 11-15 4 9-17 8 69-149 80
1-5 11-16 5 8-16 8 53-128 75
1-6 11-16 5 9-18 9 68-145 78
1-7 11-15 4 8-18 10 55-121 66
1-8 11-14 3 8-16 8 61-134 73
1-9 11-14 3 10-17 7 76-131 55
1-10 11-16 5 10-16 6 67-139 72
ORGANIZATION
OBTAINED IN
B
OF THE NEW SECTION FR CM THE RESULTS
THE OTIS, MILLER, AND HAGGERTY TESTS.
Section C. A, Range M. A. Range I. Q. Range
1-1 12-0 14-17 3 121-131 10
1-2 12-13 1 15-17 2 121-139 18
1-3 11-13 2 13-15 2 110-119 9
1-4 10-12 2 12-15 3 114-134 20
1-5 11-13 2 13-22 9 132-187 55
1-5 12-15 3 12-16 4 95-118 25
1-7 12-14 2 11-15 4 89-109 20
1-8 11-13 2 11-15 4 93-107 14
1-9 12-16 4 10-15 5 86-98 12
1-10 12-16 4 9-13 4 64-85 21

CDECREASES SHOWN THROUGH MEW REORGANIZATION IN
G. A., M. A., AND I. q.
Section C. A. M. A. i. q.
1-1 2 3 41
1-2 4 7 61
1-3 1 8 73
1-4 2 5 60
1-5 3 1 20
1-6 2 5 55
1-7 2 6 46
1-8 1 4 59
1-9 1 2 43
1-10 1 2 51
Explanation of Table
Table A shows the old classification of the
seventh year pupils of the Western Junior High School
at Somerville, according to the results obtained in the
Haggerty Examination,
Table B is the new classification.
Table G is the result of a comparison of the
two tables, A and B. In this table are noted the im-
provements made in C.A., M.A., and I .q. For example the
range in section 1-1 was cut in the G.A, two years, in
the M,A, five years, and the I.q. fifty degrees.

TABLE 41
THE NEW SECTION 1-1 0? THE WESTERN JUNIOR
HIGH SCHOOL, SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS,
WITH REVISIONS ACCORDING TO DATA COLLECTED
1-1 C. A. M. A. i. q
1 Azar, George 12 15 129
2 Brault, Mildred 12 14 121
3 Burke, Dorothy 12 15 125
4 Callow, Allen 12 16 123
5 Carr, Emma 12 16 129
6 Castro, Mary 12 16 128
7 Chase, Lawrence 12 15 124
8 Corbin, Marion 12 14-8 121
9 Cronin, Margaret 12 17 131
10 Curran, Donald 12 15 122
11 Parr, Marian 12 15 125
12 Generessie, John 12 16 127
13 Gormany, Claire 12 12 129
14 Harwood, Doris 12 14 123
15 Hiekey, Mary 12 15 124
16 Johnson, Elna 12 16 126
17 Johnson, William 12 15 124
18 Kenney, Robert 12 15 122
19 Kernahan, Mildred 12 15 121
20 Keough, Thelma 12 15 125
21 Kinoaid, Marjorie 12 14 124
22 Lewis, Dorothy 12 15 122
23 Lindstrom, Barbara 12 13 130
24 Malvey, Wilfred 12 16 124

'*7
TABLE 41
THE NEW SECTION 1-1 OF THE WESTERN JUNIOR
HIGH SCHOOL, S CMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS,
WITH REVISIONS ACCOKENG TO DATA COLLECTED
1-1 (cont.) C A. M. A. I. Q,
T P16 1 ftlO lOl
Oc M« TP o -\m Paul t n
o
(SO IVlCr d.Q.y II, JTa.UllI.l0 1 9 1 ftlO T Pft16 D
6 ( ill CJ iVay , 1V1 8.1 1 e lO 1 PA
<so Jxio^* 3^3
-^, iiveiyn 1 p16 lO IOC160
6 17 1M do Oil , lVld.1 y 1 p lO 1 Or.160
16 xo 1 916
oj. oena, jtLQibn T P16 1 ftID T PA16o
06 oenior, na.roj.ci 1 p6 1 ftlO lOU
oo oiiux © , oxiai'ies 1 P6 lO 1 P R60
O 4! OiUcLX 0, DC VCi ±J 1 26 1 ftU 19^
oo one a, rraiicis 1 P lO t Pr?16 /
oo oiuioxi, lvicn joiie 1 P1<5 lO
37 Smith, Nathaniel 12 16 122
38 Shaughnessey, Evelyn 12 15 121
39 Treen, Ernest 12 15 124
40 White, J seph 12 16 121
41 Worcester, Elliott 12 16 126
12-0 14-0 121.
Range

TABLE 42
THE NEW SECTION 1-2 OF THE WESTERS JUNIOR
HIGH SCHOOL, SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS,
WITH REVISIONS ACCORDING TO DATA COLLECTED
C . A. M. A. I . Q .
1 Rrarnan. Miriam 12 16 135JL Ks\s
2 R r*"? tip Dft^ch^t* 12JL I -J 17 136JL - ' -J
J- KJ 17JL i 129JL + J \J
4 Canty, Dorothy 12 16 134
5 Chateauneuf . Gertrude 12 17 133
6 Comber. Thomas 13 15 121
7 Curnrnings, Donald 12 18 139
8 Currier. Prank 13 17 131
9 Downev. Phvllis 12 16 134
10 Driscoll. Jane 12 16 136
11 Durp'TTi. Marsaret 12 16 132JL KSTm*
12 "Rewards Phvllis 12 16JL \J 132
1 ^ "RV^t Ircirvn T>ot>t <3xo xjx xx^ouxi, yui x o 12JL 1 7X 1 1 38
14 "Rv^tts- RarharaJL^C J-J V —. O U O * 1—/ CXI CAX L*» 12 15JL ' 138JL ^ \y
1 FS PI s £?ff Mvr»a 12 17JL I 132JL KJf^
Ifi "Fnrtini AnnaJL W X Ul U1H1 1V1 ill CX 12 17JL f 1 32JL %-/ *v
17 Griffin. Justine 13 15 130
18 Hill. RobertJk.w x x _L _i- -1. * IV VX V-/ VX <A> w 12 17JL 1 133JL^V
19 LaDuke, Victor 13 16 125
20 McCraoken, Bernice 12 17 139
21 Pocheco, Belmira 13 16 124
22 Plumer, Madelyn 12 15 135
23 Prescott, Gloria 13 16 126
24 Price, Eliott 12 18 138
-s
table 42
THE NEW SECTION 1-2 OF THE WESTERN JUNIOR
HIGH SCHOOL, SOMERVTLLE, MASSACHUSETTS,
WITH REVISIONS ACCORDING TO DATA COLLECTED
1-2 C. A. M. A. I. Q.
25 Taylor, Janet 12 16 131
26 Trapp, Sidney 12 16 134
27 Tripp, Margaret 12 16 132
28 Wanaraaker, Helen 13 16 121
29 Watson, John 12 16 132
30 Welsh, Lillian 13 17 127
31 Went z ell, H mer 12 16 132
32 Wilson, Willard 12 17 135
Range 12-13 15-17 121-1,
t
/3o
TABLE 43
THE NEW SECTION 1-3 OF THE WESTERS JUNIOR
HIGH SCHOOL, SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS,
WITH REVISIONS ACCGK DING TO DATA COLLECTED
1-3 C A. M. A. i. q
1 Baker, Robert 12 14 113
2 Blanchette, Raymond 11 14 116
3 Cappola, Enes 12 14 112
*± Oiiase, ixieima 12 14 113
Gliiiord, Eleanor 13 13 111
6 Dargie, Raymond 12 14 110
7 Downes, Donald 12 14 111
8 Drago, Gilda 12 14-0 110
9 Dunning, George 12 14 114
10 Everett, Thelma 11 13 115
11 Fenochette, Ernest 12 14 111
1<5 Grant, Donald 13 17 115
lo noDDs, Beatrice 12 13 111
14 Jieye s , Kutn 12 14 112
15 Knowles, Raymond 12 13 113
lo malone, Jonn 11 13 113
17 Mayturn, Agnes 11 13 113
lo filler, rem 11 13 115
iy iVicuratn, rjlizabetn 1*5 13 112
20 McLean, Donald 12 14 112
21 McNamara, Sallie 12 14 114
22 M rris, Robert 12 14 111
23 Northrup, Robert 12 15 111
24 0*Meara, Philip 12 13 114
t.
TABLE 43
THE NEW SECTION 1-3 OF THE WESTERN JUNIOR
HIGH bCHOOL SOMEKVILLE MASSACHUSETTS
WITH REVISIONS ACCORD ING TO DATA HOI .1 .FflTFT)
1-3 (cont.) C. A. M. A. I. Q,
25 Pittmann, Robert 12 14 112
26 quinlan, Arthur 12 15 115
27 Randall, Edward 12 14 115
28 Rice, Clay 12 14 113
29 Rook, Gilbert 13 14 112
30 Rogers, Jean 11 13 118
31 Smallwood, Muriel 12 14 113
32 Staples, Ralph 12 14 113
33 Sterling, Natalie 11 13 119
34 Sndjian, Ralph 12 14 113
35 Talmo, Thomas 12 14 3-10
36 Theriault, Arthur 11 12 113
37 Tiki ji an, Alice 12 13 112
38 Ugolini, Margaret 13 14 112
*Z Q 1 i oY»r\£iyi T .1 T "1 •? a -noy vh aj.'nej? ^ Jji 111 a.n 1 A -LJL U
40 White, Charlotte 12 13 111
41 White, Winifred 12 14 111
42 Williamson, Neil 12 14 112
Range 11-13 13-15 110-119
*
TABLE 44
THE MEW SECTION 1-4 OF THE WESTERN JUNICR
HIGH SCHOOL, SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS,
WITH REVISIONS ACCORDING TO DATA COLLECTED
1-4 C. A. M. A. I. Q.
1 Baldus, Dorothy 12 14 117
2 Benneken, Carl 12 14 115
3 Blake, Win slow 11 15 134
4 Caggiano, Reynold 12 14 114
5 Calainara, Frances 12 15 116
6 Chisholm, Virginia 11 15 131
7 Cook, Marjorie 12 15 117
8 Di Ciaccio, Mary 12 14 118
9 Dionne, Gerard 12 14 118
10 Doe, Wilber 12 14 117
11 Edwards, Eleanor 11 15 134
12 Ekstrand, Helen 12 15 117
13 Ellis, Mary 12 14 114
14 Erickson, George 11 14 130
15 Estabrook, Virginia 12 15 117
16 Glass, Robert 12 14 119
17 Gosdigian, Mary 12 14 115
18 Hanright, Charles 12 14 116
xy narris, nooeru J-J. 1 OA.
20 Hughes, Marian 12 14 119
21 Jacques, Robert 12 14 119
22 Lane, Louise 12 14 119
23 Lindscott, Earle 11 14 123
24 Mansfield, Robert 12 13 116
41
TABLE 44
THE NEW SECTION 1-4 OP THE WESTERN JUNIOR
HIGH SCHOOL, SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS,
WITH REVISIONS ACCORDING TO DATA COLLECTED
1-4 C. A. M. A. I. Q.
25 Mamakes, James 11 15 130
26 Mazraanian, Mary 12 14 117
27 Milliken, Russell 12 14 116
28 Morrison, Beatrice 11 14 123
29 Mosher, Vernah 11 13 122
30 Pascho, Anna 10 13 122
31 Pereohoduk, Mary 11 12 112
32 Quigley, Katherine 11 13 119
33 Randall, Geneva 12 14 115
34 Rivers, Frances 12 14 116
35 Rumery, Ina 11 15 126
OO oCOTJt;, nUun 11 ±o
37 Seaman, Eloise 11 15 129
38 Souza, Edward 12 14 116
39 Stacey, Robert 12 14 118
40 Sullivan, Francis 11 14 121
41 Westwood, Phoebe 10 13 121
Range 10-12 12-15 114-134

TABLE 45
THE NEW SECTION 1-5 OF THE WESTERS JUNIOR
HIGH SCHOOL, SOMEKVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS,
WITH REVISIONS ACCORDING TO DATA COLLECTED
1-5mlm^W C - A- M A-111 > «. # T
.
J- • m
1 Anderson. Esther 18 18 155
2 R a 55 g.ri g rrt Man sh all 12 18 147•Xm Xm fl
3 Reaka. Lavirence 11 18 148
4 Brovn. Priscilla 11 16 137
5 Buckler. Jean 12 18 142
6 Buinitsky, Mildred 11 16 145
7 Callahan, Francis 11 16 145
8 Callahan, Francis 13 19 141
9 Calandrella, Nicholas 11 16 144
10 Carpenter, Herbert 12 17 143
11 Chakerian, Alice 12 14 140
12 Coleman, Barbara 12 22 174
13 Crispan, Wilson 12 17 145
14 Daken . Ravmond 12 14 140
"1 5 T)i oTin ft #ToVm 12mlm 18-X~ K-J 171mkm 1 -Xm
16 Drevitson. Stanlev 13 19 152
17 Dtinlan. John 12 19 156
18 Emerv. Bettv 11 17 145
19 Forsyth, Jeannxe 11 18 159
20 Gibson, Margaret 12 18 145
21 Hall, Dorothy 11 16 152
22 Heintz, Preston 12 17 145
23 Jacobs, Esther 13 13 144
24 Johnson, Hazel 12 16 132
5
TABLE 45
THE NEW SECTION 1-5 OP THE WESTERN JUNIOR
HIGH SCHOOL, SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS,
WITH REVISIONS ACCORDING- TO DATA COLLECTED
1-5 C. A. M. A. I. q.
25 Jolatis, Demetrius 11 21 187
26 Kelley, Beatrice 12 17 140
27 Levinson, Lawrence 12 16 144
28 Lindequist, Edna 11 15 141
29 Lvdstone. Barbara 13 18 140
30 McDonald. William 12 14 142
31 Molloy, Alice 11 15 141
32 Murray, Kenney 12 15 139
33 Novella, Frederick 12 13 142
34 Osborne, Albert 12 17 141
35 Parker, Doris 11 17 153
36 Patachiola, Eleanor 12 17 141
37 Powell, James 12 16 141
38 Silva, Earle 12 20 155
39 Shirley, Holyoke 12 16 133
40 Small, Homes 12 16 142
ii oticKney, Liouise
42 Spinney, Carolyn 11 16 137
43 Thompson, Paul 12 19 156
44 Thurston, J.Powell 13 21 167
45 Ward, Ruth 12 18 146
46 Wilson, Fred 12 18 141
Range 11-13 13-22 132-187

/J/
TABLE 46
THE NEW SECTION 1-6 OF THE WESTERN JUKI®
HIGH SCHOOL, SCMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS,
WITH REVISIONS ACCORDING TO DATA COLLECTED
L-6 C. A. M. A. I. 0,
1 Allen, William 13 16 118J± Urn
2 Arzillo, Alfred 12 13 109
3 Bassett, Dorothy 13 14 109
4 Bine, Madeline 12 13 108J- \JKJ
5 Blondiet, Mary 13 12 96
6 Boyce, Joseph. 12
•
13 109Xvv
7 Canti, Phillip 13 14 109JL KS Kf
8 Dumas, James 13 14 111
9 Fuller, Edna 13 14 110A. v
10 Graves, Ruth 12 13 109
11 Greenberg, Frank 15 16 104
12 Greenburg, Ida 13 14 111J- JL JL
13 Healey, Elizabeth 12 13 108
14 LeBlanc, Walter 13 14 1 Ofi
15 MacDonald, William 13 15 109
16 Matheson, Bertha 12 13 1 OQJ.
17 McNamara, Russell 12 14 1 09
18 Mills, Frances * 12 12 95
19 Murphy, John 14 15 1 06
20 Newbold, Ki chard 12 12 108
21 Osborn, Margaret 13 16 114
22 Ott, Virginia 13 14 109
23 Pedrano, Eugene 13 15 116
24 Pettinati, Edvige 12 14 109

TABLE 46
THE HEW SECTION 1-6 OF THE WESTERN JUMIOR
HIGH SCHOOL, SCMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS,
WITH REVISIONS ACCORDING TO DATA COLLECTED
1-6 (cont.) C. A. M. A. I. Q
25 Pollock, Vesta 13 15 113
26 Powell, Phyllis 13 15 114
27 Powers, Albert 13 15 115
28 Ray, Hedley 12 14 116
29 Sharpe, Virginia 12 15 109
30 Slater, Ernest 14 14 105
31 Sparkes, Blanche 15 16 106
32 Stone, Wesley 13 15 114
33 Sweetland, Bertram 13 14 109
34 Taylor, Thelma 13 15 116
35 Tanzelli, Louis 13 15 114
36 Thompson, Ralph 13 15 116
ov Tucker, Ruth 13 13 105
38 Vercollene, Eugene 13 15 111
39 Wallace, Lester 13 15 110
40 Wells, Evelyn 14 12 106
41 Wooldridge, Ina 13 13 105
Range 12-15 12-16 95-118

TABLE 47
THE NEW SECTION 1-7 GF THE WESTEHX JUNIOR
HIGH SCHOOL, SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS,
WITH REVISIONS ACCORDING TO DATA COLLECTED
1-7 C A. M. A. I, Q»
1 Alley, Virginia 13 12 91
2 Ambrogne, Elmer 13 13 104
3 Barakat, Margaret 13 11 89
4 Bowen, Lester 14 13 93
5 Bradley, Evelyn 14 13 91
6 Bruce, Maretta 14 15 104
7 Cherry, Albert 14 14 104
8 Copithorne, Lois 16 15 97
9 Cotter, Robert 13 15 106
10 Cotter, Edmund 13 12 99
11 Crosby, Arthur 13 14 101
12 DeNatale, Lena 13 13 100
13 DiNapoli, Henry 14 13 92
14 Elmes, George 14 14 99
15 Fowler, Cecil 14 13 98
16 Fletcher, John 14 14 94
17 Glendon, Louise 13 12 90
18 Gobron, Walter 14 13 93
19 Greenlaw, Willis 14 14 98
20 Griffin, William 13 14 104
21 Heighton, Dorothy 13 12 99
22 Hobbs, Chester 14 14 99
23 Kelly, Frances 14 12 96
24 Linhares, Isabella 14 14 97
t.
TABLE 47
THE NEW SECTION 1-7 OF THE WESTERN JUNIOR
HIGH SCHOOL, SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS,
WITH REVISIONS ACCORDING TO DATA COLLECTED
1-7 (cont.) C. A. M. A. i. q
13 13 104
14X «E 1 4Xrr XUl
27 Mitchell. Edna 12x^ 97
2R MnTMVnv. .Tpanrif^ttf* 13 11JL JL 91X
X C/LXOX OCL1, Xlx^OX xo xux
750 PprT>i ^r> T csahpl 1 a 12 X X 99
O J- i (JlxuvXlH| XlGlIlCXLlX v 32Xw 94
Xtx 94
7575 Rena-nl t- AT ft»pHO Kj KCliuUX L» , nXX 1 C?<X 1 75 1 75X 1 09xus
34 Richards, Wellington 14 13 90
35 Sacco, Conchetta 13 12 93
36 Souza, "Willi am 14 14 97
37 Tarker, Ruth 12 12 99
38 Thomas, Richard 13 14 104
Range 12-14 11-15 89-109

TABLE 48
THE NEW SECTION 1-8 OF THE WESTERN JUNIOR
HIGH SCHOOL, SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS,
WITH REVISIONS ACCORDING TO DATA COLLECTED
1-8 C. A. M. A. I. Q.
1 Anderson, Gordon 11 12 1 OfiXvU
2 Atlansky, Esther 12 11
3 Batten, Bernice 12 13 xuo
4 Bean, Edward 12 13J-v 1 07
5 Beers, Delta 12 12 1 03
6 Bolson, Albert 11 12 T O*^
7 Borges, Warren 12 12
8 Brann, Esther 12 13 i o^
9 Brenman, Margaret 12 12 I/O
10 Busher, J hn 12 13-2 1 04
11 Carlson, Mildred 12 13 105
12 Chicarello, Eleanor 12 13 1 Ofi
13 Conlin, William 12 11
-ft- ml*
14 Cosinan, Harry 12 12 102
15 Coughlin, John 12 13 1 03
16 Cross, Janice 12 15 1 04
17 Del Bono, Eva 12 12 104
18 Ebinger, Adolph 12 13 1 07
19 Eften, Helen 12 13 1 07
dO Eldridge, nose 12 13 107
21 Furlong, Dorothy 11 12 106
22 Gazola, John 12 12 101
23 Goddard, Annie 12 12 106
24 Kasper, Lucy 12 13 107

TABLE 48
THE NEW SECTION 1-8 OF THE WESTERN JUNIOR
HIGH SCHOOL, SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS,
WITH REVISIONS ACCORDING TO DATA COLLECTED
1-8 (cont.) C. A. M. A. I, Q.
25 McRae, Edith 12 12 106
26 Magoon, Margaret 12 13 103
27 Miller, Alice 12 12 98
28 Re, Dorothy 12 12 102
29 Robitaille, Arthur 12 12 103
30 Sappini, James 12 12 97
31 Smith, Lucille 12 11 106
32 Somers, Bertha 12 13 107
33 Tarr, Virginia 12 13 104
34 Townsend, Gordon 12 13 103
35 Walsh, Irvine 13 13 104
36 Waters, Joseph 12 12 98
37 Wood, Margery 12 12 98
Range 11-13 11-15 93-107

TABLE 49
THE NEW SECTION 1-9 OF THE WESTERN JUNIOR
HIGH SCHOOL, SOiiERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS,
WITH REVISIONS ACCORDING TO DATA COLLECTED
L-9 C. A. M. A. i • m»
1 Armstrong, Clifford 13 13 95
2 Boudreau, Clement 13 12 96
3 Brann, Janet 15 13 96
4 Champion, Bertha 13 13 97
5 Collieson, Eleanor 15 14 98
6 Cragg, Virginia 13 13 97
7 Dion, Ruth 12 12 98
8 Duffey, John 14 13 89
QV rronoxivvicovv/&, o oucpiiixic 13 11 94
UX aVCOj ncX UtJX w 14 12 91
11 HajT.es, Frederic 14 14 98
12 Hoffman, Amy 13 15 92
13 Holmes, Albert 15 13 88
14 Horsman, Stanley 13 12 94
15 Keenan, Henry 15 13 90
16 Ki s sac k, Edward 14 13 96
17 Lewis, Louise 13 13 93
18 Lundberg, Lennart 12 11 97
19 Marvin, Gertrude 12 12 95
20 McManus, Albert 14 13 91
21 McMillan, Elizabeth 13 12 93
22 McVyaters, Alexander 16 14 89
23 McVJaters, Rachel 13 13 97
24 Melillo, Carmine 13 13 96

TABLE 49
THE NEW SECTION 1-9 OF THE WESTERN JUNIOR
HIGH SCHOOL, SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS,
WITH REVISIONS ACCORDING TO DATA COLLECTED
1-9 (cont.) C. A. M. A, I. Q.
25 Nahigian, Agnes 14 12 87
26 Nelson, Ruth 12 12 98
27 O'Neill, Robert 13 12 98
28 Oxl ey, John 13 12 91
29 Pepitone, Phyllis 13 11 87
30 Perechoduk, Walter 12 11 92
31 Phinney, Evelyn 12 12 94
32 Pickett, Walter 13 12 87
33 Robbins, Phyllis 12 12 92
34 Sarkisian, Anna 13 11 86
35 Skaling, Franklin 14 13 87
36 Splaine, Araory 13 13 97
37 Thatcher, Henry 14 13 92
38 Thompson, Gilbert 14 12 88
39 Warner, William 12 12 98
40 Whiteacre, Evelyn 12 10 86
41 White, Paul 12 11 90
42 White, William 14 13 97
Range 12-16 10-15 86-98

TABLE 50
THE NEW SECTION 1-10 OP THE WESTERN JUNIOR
HIGH SCHOOL, SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS,
WITH REVISIONS ACCORDING TO DATA COLLECTED
1-10 C. A. M. A. I. Q.
1 Adams, Lawrence 1 3AO T -i11 85
2 Beals, Vernon 1 AX rr -1 T11 80
3 Bovnton . Emma 1 A 1^ 85
4 Breaux. Clarence X*± X JU 80
5 Carr. Edna XO 10 79
6 Cataldo, Harry XO 1U 80
V Davis. Eve! vnI ' O. V J- « a i-J V V-/ .X.
_Y * Jk XO y 64
8 Elder. Herbert T OIiS 79
9 Ensli sh. Edward XO 10 80
10 PI ood Richard XO 11 82
11 Fo ster . Robert Xft 10 68
12 Fransen. Dorothv X/5 10 79
IS Hoes, l^i amoTid X<£ 10 79
14 LoDez. .T/iSftr>h
-A. X XJV VV U J tj (J ^ v ^ii 11 80
15 Macakian. Edward 1A 11 85
16 Manic ale o. John XO 10 76
17 Matthews. LvmanXv fl XIX I* v WAX \S V V >—' • A 1 V i 11 —'-I. X XO lo 82
18 McRae. Ernest XO 10 76
19 Murphy, Cornelius 13 12 85
20 Nickerson, Bernard 14 12 83
21 Olsen, Arthur 13 10 83
22 Oxley, Arthur 15 10 76
23 Perry, Lucille 14 10 72
24 Phillips, Ruth 13 12 84

TABLE 50
THE NEW SECTION 1-10 OF THE WESTERN JUNIOR
HIGH SCHOOL, SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS,
WITH REVISIONS ACCQHENG TO DATA COLLECTED
1-10 (cont.) C. A. M. A. I. Q,
25 Pike, Glenn 13 10 68
26 Rappoli, Gilda 13 9 74
27 Kawding, Dorothy 15 10 73
28 Rodenhizer, Gertrude 15 11 72
29 Shannon, Evelyn 16 9 57
30 Short, Eleanor 14 11 74
31 Sickles, William 14 11 75
32 Souza, Theresa 15 10 70
33 Spencer, Ernest 16 11 73
34 Sullivan, Veronica 11 9 82
35 Trask, Selraa 16 11 79
36 Walsh, Joseph 13 10 78
37 Wiltshire, Evelyn 15 11 76
38 Wolf, Francis 15 11 83
39 Yee, Edward 14 11 79
40 Zee, Helen 14 9 69
Range 12-16 9-13 64-85

TABLE 56
ORGANIZATION OF THE HEW SECTION FROM THE RESULTS
OBTAINED IN THE OTIS, MILLER, AMD HAGGERTY TESTS.
Section C. A. Range M. A. Range I. Q. Range
1-1 12-0 14-17 3 121-131 10
1-2 12-13 1 15-17 2 121-139 18
1-3 11-13 2 13-15 2 110-119 9
1-4 10-12 2 12-15 3 114-134 20
1-5 11-13 2 13-22 9 132-187 55
1-6 12-15 3 12-16 4 95-118 23
1-7 12-14 2 11-15 4 89-109 20
1-8 11-13 2 11-15 4 93-107 14
1-9 12-16 4 10-15 5 86-98 12
1-10 12-16 4 9-13 4 64-85 21
Explanation of Tables
This table shows the new classification which is
based on the Otis, Miller, and Haggerty Examinations, All
the data has been considered and the grouping s are as nearly
homogeneous as was possible for me to make them.
In secti on 1-1 we have an i deal situation. The
children are all twelve years of age chronologically, while
there is but three years difference in mental age. The
range for the section varies but ten degrees.

If we study this table we find our greatest
range was in the very superior group where there is a
range of fifty-five degrees. No matter how well we
group pupils there will he a variation in class results.
<
Our slow group of section 1-1 has a range of
but twelve degrees; while our dull group has a variance
in I.Q. of only twenty-one.
Seven of the ten groups are within a range
of twenty degrees, while four are within a range of
fifteen. Section 1-1 has a range of ten while section
1-3 has but a range of nine.
The table following shows in a graphic manner
the improvement of this new classification over the old.

TABLE 57A
REDUCTIONS MADE IN C. A., M. A., AND I. Q. THROUGH
NEW REORGANIZATION AS COMPARED TO OTIS TEST
•
Section 0. A. M. A. I. ££.
1-1 2 5 50
1-2 5 4 34
1-3 1 5 57
1-4 oid r-5 47
1-5 3 1 21
1-6 2 3 39
1-7 2 3 42
1-8 2 1 33
1-9 3 41
1-10 4 2 33
B
REDUCTIONS MADE IN C. A., M. A., AND I. Q. THROUGH
NEW REORGANIZATION AS COMPARED TO MILLER TEST.
Section C. A. M. A. i. a.
1-1 2 9 84
1-2 4 13 72
1-3 1 10 112
1-4 2 9 80
1-5 3 1 31
1-6 2 6 66
1-7 2 7 74
1-8 1 6 64
1-9 2 56
1-10 1 4 76

cREDUCTIONS MADE IK C. A., M. A., AMD I. Q. THROUGH
NEW REORGANIZATION AS COMPARED TO HAGGERTY TEST.
Section C. A. M. A, I. Q,*
1-1 2 3 41
1-2 4 7 61
1-3 1 8 73
1-4 2 5 60
1-5 3 1 20
1-6 2 5 55
1-7 2 6 46
1-8 1 4 59
1-9 1 2 43
1-10 1 2 51
Explanation of Tables;
These tables show the improvements made under
the new classification. The reduction made in the
C. A., M. A., and I. Q, of the Otis test is discussed after
table fifty-three; for the Miller see table fifty-four,
and for the Haggerty see table fifty-five.
Each table may be read in the following manner.
Starting with the section we look at our column heading
and the number we find is the decrease made because of
the new classification. In Section 1-1 of the Otis test,
for instance, the range was decreased two years in C, A,,
five years in Iff. A,, and fifty degrees in I, C£. We follow
along in the above manner for each section.

Supposing we wish to find out how the new
classification compares to the filler or the Haggerty
tests, we look under the Miller or Haggerty table,
whichever the case might be, and read the results of
each section as we did in the Otis table above.

Conclusions on Intelligence Testing ,
The giving of intelligence tests and educational
tests and then placing the children in homogeneous groups
is good. However, if this is all a school does, and many
have "been guilty of that very thing, then the results of
education will be no better than at any previous period.
Schools must recognize that even in a fairly homogeneous
group pupils have special abilities and disabilities which
need to be carefully fostered or special help given. One
pupil may have difficulty in getting his work by the visual
method; this the teacher should be cognizant of and do all
in her power to help that pupil to make up for this dis-
ability by developing his auditory power of learning. No
two pupils have exactly the same powers in all lines and so
must be treated as individuals. This means that the teacher
must be a good judge of human nature, capable of interpreting
tests of intelligence, and a good teacher with plenty of en-
thusiasm, a sense of humor, power to inspire others, deep
interest in each individual pupil, and a thorough knowledge
of her subject matter.
Homogeneous groups may help a teacher to improve
upon her work, but a good teacher will always be able to do
better work than the poor teacher, even though the poor
teacher may have most ideal conditions, and the good teacher
may have a most heterogeneous group. It isn't the size of
the group, nor the type of group, in which an individual is
placed, which counts, it is the handling which he gets which
is the important thing.

Final Conclusions;
I think the tables contained in this thesis
prove^ without a question of doubt that the seventh
year pupils of the Western Junior High School in
Somerville, have individual differences which must
be provided for.
This data contained in this thesis will be
used for the classification of the Western Junior
High School pupils next fall.
The teachers are enthusiastic about the new
classification, but it is due to their dissatisfaction
with existing conditions that this re-classification
was brought about.
A study of tables fifty-six, fifty-seven A,
fifty-seven B, and fifty-seven G shows in a graphic
manner the nature and extent of the new classification
over the old.
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